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Cookbooks 

Clarkson Potter 
October 2020 
Trade Paperback 
Cooking - Methods 
- General 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Francis Lam 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 189 x 254 mm (7-7/16 x 10 in) 
Pages: 224 
Illustrations: 100 4C Photographs  
Price: $19.99 

HOW TO COOK: Building Blocks and 100 Simple Recipes for a Lifetime of 
Meals 
By Hugh Acheson  
 
In HOW TO COOK, Hugh Acheson distills the cooking lessons that everyone should 
master into twenty-five basic building blocks: easy-to-grasp recipes that can turn 
anyone, young or old, into a confident home cook. Each of these recipes teaches 
a fundamental skill, such as roasting or whisking together a classic vinaigrette, and 
each stands alone as a stellar back-pocket basic. After laying the groundwork, 
Hugh then offers recipes that expand on these foundations, whether it's remixing 
the flavors of one of the basic recipes, or combining a couple of them, to show you 
how you can produce a lifetime's worth of dishes.  
 
Hugh Acheson is the chef/partner of the restaurants Five & Ten, The National, and 
Empire State South, named restaurant of the year by Atlanta magazine. He is 
winner of two James Beard Awards for Best Chef Southeast and Best American 
Cookbook, has been featured in numerous food and wine publications, and 
appeared on Bravo's Top Chef as a judge. Hugh is the author of THE BROAD FORK, 
A NEW TURN IN THE SOUTH, PICK A PICKLE, and THE CHEF AND THE SLOW 
COOKER. He lives in Athens, Georgia. 

Clarkson Potter 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Courses & 
Dishes - Cakes 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Jennifer Sit 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 197 x 222 mm (7-3/4 x 8-3/4 in) 
Pages: 192 
Illustrations: 60 4C Photographs  
Price: $24.00 

SNACKING CAKES: Simple Treats for Anytime Cravings 
By Yossy Arefi  
 
In SNACKING CAKES, the indulgent, treat-yourself concept of cake becomes an 
anytime, easy-to-make treat. Expert baker Yossy Arefi's collection of no-fuss 
recipes is perfect for anyone who craves near-instant cake satisfaction. From 
Cornmeal Peach Upside-Down Cake and Sweet Potato Cinnamon Sugar Cake to 
Salted Caramel Peanut Butter Cake and Nutty Pistachio Yogurt Cake, these 
humble, comforting treats couldn't be simpler to create. Yossy's rustic, elegant 
style combines accessible, diverse flavors in intriguing ways that make them easy 
for kids to join in on the baking, but special enough to serve company or bring to 
potlucks.  
 
Yossy Arefi is a recipe developer, photographer, food stylist, and cookbook author. 
Yossy also writes the award-winning blog Apt. 2B Baking Co., which celebrates 
seasonal baking and preserving. She is a regular contributor to New York Times 
Cooking, Food52, Bon Appétit, Martha Stewart online, Better Homes & Gardens, 
Bake from Scratch, and Good Housekeeping. She teaches food and photography 
workshops all over the world, and is based in Brooklyn, New York. 
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Lorena Jones 
Books 
January 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Essays & 
Narratives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Lorena Jones 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 165 x 229 mm (6-1/2 x 9 in) 
Pages: 304 
Illustrations: none 
Price: $28.00 
 
 

BLACK, WHITE, AND THE GREY: The Story of an Unexpected Friendship 
and a Landmark Restaurant 
By Mashama Bailey and John Morisano 
 
BLACK, WHITE, AND THE GREY is a story about the mission, trials, and triumphs of 
two individuals with seemingly little in common--chef Mashama Bailey and media 
startup defector John O. Morisano--who came together to build what they hoped 
would be a special restaurant. 
 
Bailey and Morisano, co-owners of The Grey, tell their story in stereo, explaining 
how they went from tentative business partners to best friends as they turned a 
dilapidated Jim Crow-era Greyhound bus station in historic Savannah, Georgia, 
into one of the hottest restaurants in the country, all while facing down their 
inherent biases about race, class, and culture through honest, unflinching 
discussions. In celebration of the food and drinks that bring people together, a 
recipe caps each chapter--from Country Pasta (with pork belly) to Salted Honey 
Chess Pie--peppering the narrative with food from their story.  
 
Mashama Bailey, executive chef and partner at The Grey and The Grey Market, 
was previously the head chef at Gabrielle Hamilton's beloved restaurant Prune and 
chairs the board of the Edna Lewis Foundation. She has been the subject of stories 
in USA Today, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, 
Condé Nast Traveler, Food & Wine, Ebony, Bon Appétit, Cherry Bombe, Garden & 
Gun, and Cosmopolitan; has starred in an episode of Chef's Table; and has won the 
James Beard Award for Best Chef (Southeast). 
 
John O. Morisano, previously a media-startup entrepreneur, is the founding 
partner at The Grey and The Grey Market. Morisano oversaw the painstaking 
restoration of the dilapidated Greyhound bus station and directs the business 
operations. He has helped reshape and expand the mission of the Edna Lewis 
Foundation and serves as a board member and the treasurer. 
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Ten Speed Press 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Beverages 
- Non-Alcoholic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Kelly Snowden 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 165 x 232 mm (6-1/2 x 9-1/8 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: 50 Photographs  
Price: $22.99 

GOOD DRINKS: Alcohol-Free Recipes for When You're Not Drinking for 
Whatever Reason 
By Julia Bainbridge  
 
Writer Julia Bainbridge spent a summer driving across the U.S. going to bars, 
restaurants, and everything in between in pursuit of the question: Can you make 
an outstanding nonalcoholic drink? The answer came back emphatically yes, with 
elevated libations to satisfy the most discerning drinkers. With an extensive pantry 
section, tips for sourcing ingredients, and recipes curated from stellar bartenders 
around the country, GOOD DRINKS shows that decadent brunch cocktails, 
afternoon refreshers, and evening digestifs can be enjoyed by anyone, whether 
they are drinking alcohol or not. 
 
Julia Bainbridge is an editor who has worked at Condé Nast Traveler, Bon Appétit, 
Yahoo Food, and Atlanta magazine and a James Beard Award-nominated writer 
whose stories have been published in Food & Wine, The Wall Street Journal, The 
Washington Post, and Playboy, among others. After building a career around why 
and how people gather, Bainbridge pivoted into why people don't, launching The 
Lonely Hour podcast to explore social disconnection and other forms of loneliness. 
In the three years since, the show has been featured in O, The Oprah Magazine, 
Psychology Today, Women's Health, Bloomberg, The Washington Post, The 
Financial Times, the BBC, NPR, and more. 

Clarkson Potter 
April 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Courses & 
Dishes - General 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Jennifer Sit 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials Available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 209 x 260 mm (8-1/4 x 10-1/4 in) 
Pages: 304 
Illustrations: 100-150 4C Photographs  
Price: $32.50 
 
 

COOK THIS BOOK: Techniques That Teach and Recipes to Repeat 
By Molly Baz 
 
COOK THIS BOOK is a new kind of foundational cookbook from Molly Baz, who's 
here to teach you everything she knows about becoming a better, more efficient 
cook.  
 
Molly breaks the essentials of cooking down to its most basic parts by creating 100 
clear and uncomplicated recipes that deliver big flavor with little effort, including 
dishes like Hot Chicken Cutlets with Kimchi Ranch, Chickpea-Chorizo Rigatoni 
Carbonara, and Elote Popcorn Hands. More than a collection of recipes, readers 
will gain the invaluable superpower of improvisation by understanding the most 
elemental aspects of a recipe, like each type of ingredient--broken up here as 
produce, meat, seafood, dairy, and dry--and learning from visually dynamic 
lessons on topics like ABS (Always! Be! Seasoning!), This Is Your Brain on Food (i.e., 
How Flavor Works), How to Master the Spectacular Seven (Salty, Sweet, Bitter, 
Sour, Umami, Fatty, and Spicy), and more. 20 of the recipes will include a QR code 
linking to a video of Molly performing a technique. 
 
Molly Baz is senior food editor at Bon Appétit. She develops recipes that run in the 
print magazine and online, appeared as talent in several of the brand's YouTube 
series, and contributes to the Bon Appétit Foodcast. Molly lives in Brooklyn with 
her husband, Ben, and their dog, Tuna. 
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Ten Speed Press 
October 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - 
Beverages - 
Alcoholic - Wine 
 

Editor: Kelly Snowden 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for March 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 512 
Illustrations: 150 Photographs, 11 Maps  
Price: $50.00 

THE NEW FRENCH WINE: Redefining the World's Greatest Wine Culture 
By Jon Bonné 
 
This comprehensive and authoritative resource will feature more than 400 
profiles, evocative photography, maps and a region-by-region guide, plus the 
incisive narrative and compelling storytelling that has earned Jon accolades and 
legions of fans in the wine world. In addition to his work for The Chronicle, Jon is 
the U.S. columnist for Decanter and was recently named the wine consultant for 
JetBlue Airways and its new MINT experience. Jon has earned two James Beard 
Awards for his journalism. 
 
Jon Bonné is the wine editor of the San Francisco Chronicle and covers wine, 
spirits and other libations throughout California and around the world. Previously 
Bonné was lifestyle editor and wine columnist for MSNBC.com and wine columnist 
for Seattle magazine, and he has written for such publications as Food & Wine and 
Budget Travel. His work in food and wine journalism has earned awards from the 
Association of Food Journalists and the James Beard Foundation. Follow him on 
Twitter @jbonne. 

Ten Speed Press 
October 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Regional 
& Ethnic - Mexican 
 
 

Editor: Dervla Kelly 
Rights: World English 
Translation: Mackenzie Wolf (Leigh Eisenman) 
Status: First pass scheduled for March 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 256 
Illustrations: 85 Photographs  
Price: $26.00 

PROVECHO: Plant-Inspired Mexican Recipes to Celebrate Culture and 
Community 
By Edgar Castrejon 
 
Provecho (the Latin expression for wishing someone a good meal) is a celebration 
of food and family, honors the traditional recipes of Mexican and Latin-American 
culture while cooking with compassion. The 100 vegan recipes, many of which take 
30 minutes or less and rely on readily accessible ingredients are organized by how 
meals are approached in Edgar's family, chapters include: La Mesa Llena (the full 
table), with slow-simmered soups and stews, empanadas, tamales and all the 
must-have sides like rice and beans; La Mesita (the small table), featuring simpler 
meals like tacos and quesadillas; La Mañana Después de la Cruda (the "morning 
after" party), with the dishes you wake up craving after a big night, like cinnamon 
pancakes and breakfast burritos; Antojitos (little cravings), think salsas, salads and 
ceviches; Bebidas (beverages), from comforting horchata to spicy tamarind juice, 
with options to transform some drinks into cocktails; and Los Dulces Especiales 
(the special desserts) for flan, cakes, sweet empanadas, and more.  
 
Edgar Castrejon is a chef, recipe developer, food stylist, and photographer based 
in the Bay Area. The son of parents who moved from Mexico in 1989, Edgar grew 
up in a diverse neighborhood in Oakland and discovered early on that he had "las 
manos magicas." The first in his family to attend college, Edgar studied plant 
science and nutrition. While in school he launched his Instagram account, where 
these days his many followers tune in for his creative, nourishing, plant-based 
recipes and beautiful food photography. Edgar has worked with brands including 
KitchenAid, Saje Natural Wellness, and Vitamix, and was named a "Fab Five 
Influencer" and "Plant Revolutionist" at the 2019 Expo West. 
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Clarkson Potter 
October 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Regional 
& Ethnic - Asian 
 
 

Editor: Francis Lam 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 304 
Illustrations: 150 4C Photographs  
Price: $40.00 

UNTITLED DAVE CHANG 
By David Chang and Peter Meehan 
 
eing a chef can make you the absolute worst kind of home cook. Either you're too 
fussy when dinner just needs to be on the table (without an hour of dishes to do 
afterwards), or, like Momofuku chef David Chang, you just...never cook at home--
your apartment is just a place to sleep. But now, with a young family to feed, Dave 
found himself having to retrain every instinct in his kitchen. With a decidedly non-
restaurant pantry and no-frills equipment, he now has the same goals as every 
other mortal home cook: to make something as delicious as possible, in the least 
amount of time possible, with as little mess as possible.  
 
And what Dave learned is...to never cook like a chef. Don't look at recipes. Let go 
of the idea that fresh peas are better than frozen ones. Put the microwave to use-
-a lot. Forget meticulous browning in a stockpot; just shove the meat under the 
broiler. And go ahead, make the sauce for pasta cacio e pepe in a blender, no 
matter what that cool chef says about how you have to slowly emulsify everything 
in a pan at the absolute correct temperature. This is a book of delicious recipes, 
maximizing flavor while minimizing effort (and culinary orthodoxy), but really it's 
a guide to unlocking culinary dark arts of trickery, shortcuts, and hacks, brought to 
you by a chef who's made a career of doing everything the hard way...and is as 
tired of doing it as you are of hearing about it. 
 
David Chang is the chef and founder of Momofuku. Since opening Momofuku 
Noodle Bar in New York City in 2004, David has been honored as a Food & 
Wine Best New Chef and Bon Appétit Chef of the Year, and has won five James 
Beard Awards, including Outstanding Chef and Best Chef New York City. David has 
been recognized as a Time 100 honoree, was named GQ’s Man of the Year, and 
has appeared on Fortune’s 40 Under 40 and Esquire’s list of the “most influential 
people of the twenty-first century.” David’s cookbook, Momofuku, is a New York 
Times best-seller. In 2018 David founded Majordomo Media and launched The 
Dave Chang Show podcast in partnership with The Ringer. David collaborated with 
Academy Award–winning director Morgan Neville on the Netflix original 
documentary series Ugly Delicious. 
 
Publishers of Momofuku: Czech: Pavel Dobrovsky; German: Chrisitan Verlag; 
Korean: Prunsoop; Spanish: Alfaomega; UK & British Commonwealth: Absolute 
Press 
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Clarkson Potter 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Regional & 
Ethnic - Indian & 
South Asian 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Raquel Pelzel 
Rights: World English 
Translation: Straus Literary (Jonah Straus) 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 189 x 241 mm (7-7/16 x 9-1/2 in) 
Pages: 272 
Illustrations: 125 4C Photographs  
Price: $32.50 

CHAAT: Recipes from the Kitchens, Markets, and Railways of India 
By Maneet Chauhan and Jody Eddy 
 
In CHAAT, Maneet Chauhan explores India's most iconic, delicious, and fun-to-eat 
foods coming from and inspired by her discoveries during an epic cross-country 
railway journey that brought her to local markets, street vendors, and the homes 
of family and friends. From simple roasted sweet potatoes with star fruit, lemon, 
and spices to a fragrant layered chicken biryani rice casserole, and the flakiest 
onion and egg stuffed flatbreads, the recipes are varied, colorful, and expressive. 
Maneet weaves in personal stories and remembrances as well as historical and 
cultural notes as she winds her way from North to South and East to West, sharing 
recipes like Goan Fried Shrimp Turnovers, Chicken Momo Dumplings from 
Guwahati in Assam, Hyderabad's Spicy Pineapple Chaat, and Warm-Spiced Carrot 
and Semolina Pudding from Amristar. Chaat is a celebration of the diversity of 
India's food and people. 
 
Maneet Chauhan is a James Beard Award-winning chef, television personality, 
author and the founding partner and president of Morph Hospitality Group in 
Nashville, Tennessee. Her celebrated restaurant concepts include Chauhan Ale & 
Masala House, The Mockingbird and Chaatable, and have been featured in 
publications like Food & Wine, Wall Street Journal, and the New York Times.  
 
Jody Eddy is a food and travel writer whose work has appeared in Saveur, Food + 
Wine, Vice, and Vogue, among others. She co-authored the IACP award-winning 
cookbook NORTH: The New Nordic Cuisine of Iceland and the James Beard-
nominated cookbook COME IN, WE'RE CLOSED. She lives in Minneapolis. 
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Ten Speed Press 
April 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Methods - 
Special Appliances 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Kimmy Tejasindhu 
Rights: World English 
Translation: David Black Agency (David Black) 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 189 x 232 mm (7-7/16 x 9-1/8 in) 
Pages: 240 
Illustrations: 125 Photographs  
Price: $28.00 
 
 

IT’S ALWAYS FREEZER SEASON: How to Freeze Like a Chef with 100 Make-
Ahead Recipes 
By Ashley Christensen and Kaitlyn Goalen 
 
The freezer is Ashley Christensen and Kaitlyn Goalen's secret weapon to "doing it 
all" in their home kitchen: it makes convenience eating (the "15 minute meal") 
more delicious; it makes project meals worth the effort; it makes shopping and 
cooking less wasteful and more economical; and it enables her to use food to 
support her friends and community. In Freezer Season, Christensen and Goalen 
reveal how the freezer can easily become the single most important "kitchen tool" 
of a home kitchen. With delicious recipes, bright photography, helpful technical 
inion, and extras like how to stock a freezer pantry, tips for prepping for holiday 
cooking, and how to use the freezer to put up fruits and vegetables, this book will 
change the way you think about your freezer. 
 
Ashley Christensen is he owner of six restaurants in Raleigh, NC: Poole's, Beasley's 
Chicken + Honey, Chuck's, Fox Liquor Bar, Death & Taxes, and most recently, 
Poole'side Pies, which opened in 2019. She has been named one of the "Female 
Chefs of the Next Generation" by Bon Appétit and Chef of the Year by Eater. 
 
Kaitlyn Goalen is a writer, editor, and cook, and she is the executive director of AC 
Restaurants, the hospitality group founded and owned by Ashley Christensen in 
Raleigh, NC. She co-founded the Short Stack Editions series of single-subject, 
digest-size and co-authored full-length THE SHORT STACK COOKBOOK with Nick 
Fauchald. She has also co-authored COOK LIKE A LOCAL (2019) with Chris 
Shepherd, POOLE'S (2016) with Ashley Christensen, and THE CRAFT COCKTAIL 
PARTY (2015) with Julie Reiner. 

Ten Speed Press 
February 2021 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Vegan 
 
 

Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 216 x 152 mm (8-1/2 x 6 in) 
Pages: 128 
Illustrations: 100 Photographs & 400 Illustrations  
Price: $16.99 
 
 

THE VEGAN STONER COOKBOOK 2: Over 100 Easy and Healthy Vegan 
Recipes to Munch 
By Sarah Conrique and Graham I. Haynes 
 
Cooking vegan doesn't have to be hard! The Vegan Stoners, Sarah Conrique and 
Graham I. Haynes, are back with another batch of foolproof vegan dishes. This 
time, the yummy, fresh recipes highlight even more whole foods and fresh 
produce for modern vegan meals that take you beyond the pantry and into the 
farmers market, with an added focus on gluten- and soy-free options. 
 
This highly illustrated, irreverent cookbook (and its cast of eccentric vegetable 
characters) presents easy instructions and simple, line-drawing ingredient lists 
that help busy home cooks and hungry slackers alike whip together filling vegan 
meals with minimal time and effort. With recipes like Butternut-chos, Jackfruit 
"Toona" Salad, and Shroom Paella, you'll find flexible plant-based recipes that 
satisfy your cravings. 
 
Sarah Conrique and Graham I. Haynes are the creative team behind Simple 
Gestures Design Studio, where they developed The Vegan Stoner blog and design 
brands for a diverse clientele. These longtime West Coast residents also produce 
a series of design-and illustration-focused blogs, zines, and websites. 
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Clarkson Potter 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Methods - 
Pressure Cooking 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Raquel Pelzel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 189 x 232 mm (7-7/16 x 9-1/8 in) 
Pages: 192 
Illustrations: 70 4C Photographs 
Price: $22.00 

INSTANT FAMILY MEALS: Healthy and Delicious Dishes from Your Slow 
Cooker, Pressure Cooker, Multicooker, and Instant Pot® 
By Sarah Copeland 
 
In INSTANT FAMILY MEALS, cookbook author and mom-of-two Sarah Copeland 
shows home cooks how to make dinner time a less stressful proposition with 75 
inspired breakfasts, snacks, dinners, and even desserts thanks to the speed and 
efficiency of the multicooker, pressure cooker, slow cooker, and Instant Pot®. 
Sarah's straightforward instructions, encouraging advice, and time saving tips 
make meal planning, prep, and cooking that much easier. 
 
INSTANT FAMILY MEALS is the busy, modern family's go-to resource for arriving 
at the kind of meal that fuels not just tonight's ballet lesson or the next soccer 
game, but a whole delicious way of living. 
 
Sarah Copeland is the award-winning author of the books FEAST, THE NEWLYWED 
COOKBOOK, and EVERY DAY IS SATURDAY. The former Food Director at Real 
Simple magazine and a Food Network veteran, Sarah currently lives in the Hudson 
Valley with her young family, where she tries (and fails) at fruit farming and excels 
at hosting raucous, twinkly-light dinner parties for friends. 

Clarkson Potter 
September 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Beverages 
- Alcoholic - 
Bartending & 
Cocktails 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 256 
Illustrations: 50 4C Photographs  
Price: $35.00 

THE NEW CRAFT OF THE COCKTAIL: Everything You Need to Know to Think 
Like a Master Mixologist, with 500 Recipes 
By Dale DeGroff 
 
THE CRAFT OF THE COCKTAIL was the first real cookbook for cocktails when it first 
published in 2002, and it has had a remarkable influence on bartending. With this 
new edition, the original gets a delicious update, bringing expertise from Dale 
DeGroff, the father of craft cocktails, to the modern bar for a new generation of 
cocktail enthusiasts. The beloved histories, culture, tips, and tricks are back but all 
are newly revised, and DeGroff's favorite liquor recommendations are included so 
you know which gin or bourbon will mix just right. 
 
With his groundbreaking work at the Rainbow Room in the 1980s, Dale DeGroff 
reinvented the bartending profession, setting off a cocktail revival that continues 
to flourish to this day. Winner of two James Beard Awards, recipient of Wine 
Enthusiast's Lifetime Achievement Award, and author of THE CRAFT OF THE 
COCKTAIL and THE ESSENTIAL COCKTAIL, DeGroff is also a partner in the award-
winning Beverage Alcohol Resource and the founding president of the Museum of 
the American Cocktail in New Orleans. He lives with his wife, artist Jill DeGroff, on 
Long Island, New York. 
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Ten Speed Press 
September 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Specific 
Ingredients - Poultry 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Kim Keller 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 229 mm (7 x 9 in) 
Pages: 144 
Illustrations: 60 Photographs  
Price: $18.99 

SHEET PAN CHICKEN: 50 Simple and Satisfying Ways to Cook Dinner 
By Cathy Erway 
 
SHEET PAT CHICKEN features recipes from established chefs including Pati Jinich, 
Melissa Clark, Louisa Shafia, Leela Punyaratabandhu, Jenn de la Vega, Yewande 
Komolafe, Preeti Mistry, and Von Diaz, as well as recipe inspiration from Andrea 
Nguyen, Sara Jenkins, and Darra Goldstein. Globally inspired dishes include any-
day favorites as well as remixed classics, all with the ease of cooking an entire meal 
on one pan. There's Chicken Katsu with Plum Sauce; Chicken-Eggplant Parm with 
Garlic Toasts; Chicken Schnitzel with Crispy Potatoes, Cabbage and Lemon-Caper 
Aioli; Nashville-Style Hot Chicken with Bacon Collard Greens; and Georgian Garlic 
Chicken with Asparagus and Creamy Walnut Sauce. With fifty mouthwatering 
recipes, you'll never look at chicken the same way again. 
 
Cathy Erway is a James Beard Award-winning food writer with bylines in TASTE, 
Eater, Food & Wine, and more. She is the author of the cookbook, THE FOOD OF 
TAIWAN: Recipes From the Beautiful Island and the memoir, THE ART OF EATING 
IN: How I Learned to Stop Spending and Love the Stove. She has hosted the IACP 
award-winning podcast Why We Eat What We Eat, and she currently hosts the 
podcast Self Evident, exploring Asian American identity. Her personal food blog is 
Not Eating Out in NY. 
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FOOD BETWEEN FRIENDS 
By Jesse Tyler Ferguson and Julie Tanous 
 
If you follow Jesse Tyler Ferguson, star of Modern Family, on Instagram, you know 
that he loves to cook. He loves it so much that he co-founded a food blog, Julie & 
Jesse, with friend and culinary school-trained recipe developer Julie Tanous where 
they share their favorite recipes.  
 
In FOOD BETWEEN FRIENDS, they bring the blog to life, cooking up all the 
delightful dishes they want to eat, focusing on the joys of food and friendship. 
Drawing inspiration from the regional foods of the Southwest and South that Jesse 
and Julie grew up with (respectively), they seamlessly merge west coast style with 
fun and funky recipes, such as Hatch Green Chile Mac and Cheese, Baked Eggs in 
Tomatoes and Grits, and Carne Asada & Shishito Skewers. This book feels just like 
cooking with a friend, because that's exactly what it is. 
 
Jesse Tyler Ferguson is a celebrated actor with a passion for cooking and 
entertaining, best known for his lead role in the TV series Modern Family. He is 
focused on living the healthy L.A. lifestyle, which he incorporates into his cooking.  
 
Julie Tanous is a sought-after recipe developer, food writer and, with Jesse Tyler 
Ferguson, is the co-creator of Julie & Jesse. Her recipes have been featured in Food 
& Wine magazine, Food & Wine's annual cookbook, Bake from Scratch, Taste of 
the South, People magazine, LA Weekly and InStyle online. 
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GOOD BOOK OF SOUTHERN BAKING: A Revival of Biscuits, Cakes, and 
Cornbread 
By Kelly Fields 
 
Colorful and sometimes sentimental storytelling introduces each recipe as Fields 
brings bakers into her world, generously divulging her ingenious tips and tricks (00 
flour makes the flakiest biscuits; soaking your cornmeal overnight produces the 
moistest cornbread). With more than 100 recipes for quick breads, muffins, 
biscuits, cookies and bars, puddings and custards, cobblers, crisps, galettes, pies, 
tarts, and cakes--plus dozens of irresistible variations on the standards--this is the 
new bible for Southern baking. 
 
So, whether it's biscuits (there are seven recipes, including one for dog biscuits 
because every Southern baker has a good dog to spoil) or Chess Pie you crave, 
Kelly Fields has you covered--and highly entertained with asides like "I'm gonna 
bury y'all in biscuits and cornbread." Bakers of all ages will sing the praises of this 
collection. 
 
Kelly Fields has worked as a pastry chef for more than twenty years, including first 
working under Susan Spicer and then at August in New Orleans before opening her 
own Willa Jean, after which Eater New Orleans named her Chef of the Year. She 
won Outstanding Pastry Chef from the James Beard Foundation in 2019 and was 
named one of the most influential people in the South by Garden & Gun magazine.  
 
Kate Heddings is a food journalist and writer, and the former food editor at Food 
& Wine. 
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FOOD52 BIG LITTLE RECIPES 
By The Editors of Food52 
 
A dish doesn't need to have a lot of ingredients to have a lot of flavor. Something 
like three-ingredient oatmeal cookies or two-ingredient pasta sauce isn't delicious 
in spite of its minimalism, but because of it. With smart techniques--and a few wily 
tricks for good measure--these ingredients can accomplish a lot more than we give 
them credit for.   
 
In this book, you'll also find lots of good-to-know tips, mini-recipe spreads, and 
choose-your-own-adventure charts. There's a riled-up case for simpler stock, a 
romantic ode to canned tuna, a very good reason to always have bananas in your 
freezer, and more. From fresh-as-heck salads and brothy-slurpy situations to 
brawny meats, briny fishes, and veggie dishes too substantial to call sides, Food52 
Big Little Recipes shows busy home cooks how to turn less into more.  
 
FOOD52 was founded by Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs--two authors and 
opinionated home cooks who formerly worked for the New York Times--to 
celebrate food as the center of a well-lived life with recipes, books, home goods, 
and more. 
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ZOE BAKES CAKES: Everything You Need to Know to Make Your Favorite 
Layers, Bundts, Loaves, and More 
By Zoë François 
 
In ZOE BAKES CAKES, bestselling author Zoë François demystifies how to craft 100 
cakes, showing how to get gorgeous confections on the table to mark any 
occasion, big or small. In the opening chapter of the book, Zoë breaks down the 
fundamentals of cake baking, showing step-by-step photographs of cake 
fundamentals like creaming butter and sugar and whipping egg whites so that 
anyone can follow along. In the following chapters she gives simple, straight-
forward recipes for loaf cakes, layers, fillings, frostings, and more. There's even a 
tutorial on how to make a wedding cake from scratch, complete with constructing 
the layers. 
 
Zoë Francois studied art at the University of Vermont while also founding a cookie 
company as a way to earn extra money. She then traveled throughout Europe, 
tasting pastries along the way, and later got a degree from the Culinary Institute 
of America (CIA) in New York. Since then she has been a pastry chef at several Twin 
Cities' restaurants and has worked repeatedly with Andrew Zimmern. Together 
with Jeff Hertzberg she wrote the book ARTISAN BREAD IN FIVE MINUTES A DAY, 
which turned into a bestselling series. She began teaching baking at a local cooking 
school in 1997 and eventually created the Zoë Bakes website in order to share her 
passion for pastry. She lives in Minneapolis with her husband Graham and two 
sons, her best creations yet! 
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SWEET LAUREL SAVORY: Everyday Decadence for Whole Food, Grain-Free 
Meals 
By Laurel Gallucci and Claire Thomas 
 
After being diagnosed with Hashimoto's Disease, lifelong baker Laurel Gallucci 
refused to accept that she'd never eat cake again. That's why she started Sweet 
Laurel Bakery, a sweet shop with both a brick-and-mortar location and national 
delivery dedicated to decadent treats made only with whole food ingredients.  
 
Now in her second book, co-authored again with her creative director Claire 
Thomas, readers will enjoy the same principle--delicous simplicity (rather than 
restriction)--applied this time to the world of savory baking and cooking, including 
breads, pizza, pastas, quiches, pot pies, bowls, and more. The foundation for 
dishes like Sicilian Pan Pizza, The Ultimate Sweet Laurel Burger with Sweet Potato 
Fries, and Zucchini Lattice Tart rely on simple and readily available core ingredients 
like almond flour, cassava flour, arrowroot, eggs, and salt. 
 
SWEET LAUREL SAVORY makes it possible to eat well and feel great without all the 
effort. Home cooks and savory bakers will delight at the range of recipes that are 
as doable as they are delicious and flavorful. 
 
Laurel Gallucci has baked delicious treats since she could turn on the oven. After 
she was diagnosed with an aggressive autoimmune disorder and her doctor put 
her on a strict diet, she started creating recipes of her own and turned her test 
kitchen into Sweet Laurel Bakery.  
 
Claire Thomas is the cofounder, creative director, and photographer of Sweet 
Laurel. She is also the cook, writer, and photographer behind The Kitchy Kitchen. 
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HALF BAKED HARVEST BOOK 3 
By Tieghan Gerard 
 
Tieghan's fans are hungry for more of her trademark simple, wholesome 
decadence. Half Baked Harvest Book 3 delivers with 125 all-new recipes for food 
you can feel good about. This time around, the recipes are just as easy as her last 
cookbook, Half Baked Harvest Super Simple, but they also bring a new, good-for-
you feeling to the table. 
 
Tieghan is a pro at creating recipes to light up all your senses. The food here--
including Breakfast Tostadas with Cauliflower Chorizo, Giant Twisted Spinach and 
Artichoke Soft Pretzel, Oven Fried Nashville Hot Chicken, and No Fuss Blackberry 
Lavender Tart--doesn't just taste good. It's also fun to cook, it makes your whole 
kitchen smell fantastic, and it looks absolutely beautiful. Each recipe is 
accompanied by Tieghan's stunning photography that brings the food to life and 
transports you to her cozy kitchen in the snowy Colorado mountains.  
 
Tieghan Gerard is a food photographer, stylist, recipe developer, and cookbook 
author. Her blog, Half Baked Harvest, features a hearty mix of savory, sweet, 
healthy, and indulgent recipes. She believes every diet should include a little bit of 
chocolate because balance is the key to life! 
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THE ULTIMATE COLLEGE COOKBOOK: Easy, Flavor-Forward Recipes for 
Your Campus (or Off-Campus) Kitchen 
By Victoria Granof 
 
THE ULTIMATE COLLEGE COOKBOOK offers sixty recipes for everything from 
breakfast to weeknight cooking and weekend gatherings, on-campus or off. Each 
dish is designed to be cooked in a dorm-friendly appliance, including microwaves, 
toaster ovens, electric burners, rice cookers, and slow cookers.  
 
Don't miss Baked Ravioli Lasagna (use frozen ravioli instead of pasta sheets!), Hot 
Chocolate Lava Cakes (baked in individual mugs), and even perfect jammy eggs 
cooked in a tea kettle (add them to noodle soups in a pinch). And with variations 
for easy twists (upgrade your oatmeal to Pumpkin-Spice All-Nighter Oats, or turn 
garlicky roasted cauliflower into something new with chili-laced miso), there's no 
chance of getting bored in the kitchen. 
 
Victoria Granof is a Brooklyn-based food creative and stylist who earned her 
culinary degree from Le Cordon Bleu. Cherry Bombe included her in their list of the 
100 Most Inspiring Women in Food. She has worked on cookbooks with the likes 
of Marcus Samuelsson and Anthony Bourdain, and her work has appeared in Bon 
Appétit, New York Magazine, and The New York Times, among others. However, 
some of her favorite clients include her college-age nieces, who look to her for 
easy and creative ways to give simple dorm-room meals an extra boost. Victoria is 
also the author of CHICKPEAS. 
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IN BIBI'S KITCHEN: The Recipes and Stories of Grandmothers from the 
Eight African Countries that Touch the Indian Ocean 
By Hawa Hassan and Julia Turshen 
 
In this incredible volume, renowned food writer Julia Turshen and Somali chef 
Hawa Hassan present 75 recipes and stories gathered from bibis (or 
grandmothers) from eight African nations: South Africa, Mozambique, 
Madagascar, Comoros, Tanzania, Kenya, Somalia, and Eritrea. Most notably, these 
eight countries are at the backbone of the spice trade, many of them exporters of 
things like pepper and vanilla 
 
Through Julia and Hawa's writing--and their own personal stories--the women, and 
the stories behind the recipes, come to life. With evocative photography shot on 
location by Khadija Farah, and food photography by Jennifer May, In Bibi's Kitchen 
uses food to teach us all about families, war, loss, migration, refuge, and sanctuary. 
 
Julia Turshen is the bestselling author of NOW AND AGAIN, FEED THE RESISTANCE 
(named one of the best cookbooks of the year by Eater), and SMALL VICTORIES 
(named one of the best cookbooks of the year by The New York Times and NPR). 
She has written for the New York Times, The Washington Post, The Wall Street 
Journal, Vogue, Bon Appétit, Food & Wine, and Saveur. She is the founder of Equity 
At The Table (EATT), an inclusive digital directory of women and non-binary 
individuals in food. 
 
Hawa Hassan is the founder and CEO of Basbaas Sauce, a line of condiments 
inspired by her country of origin, Somalia. Hawa and her brand have been featured 
in Forbes, The New York Times, The Observer, Grub Street, Vogue, The Cut, Eater, 
and more. 
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MALIBU FARM: SUNRISE TO SUNSET 
By Helen Henderson 
 
This book makes the idyllic, carefree, beachy vibes an attainable reality. It is also 
an ode to home cooking from an author who truly gets it; Malibu Farm's path to 
sucess is rooted in Helene's completely self-taught skill. The recipes that she shares 
here--including options like Surfers Huevos Rancheros, Avocado Pizza with Serrano 
and Ricotta, Pumpkin Chocolate Caramel Bread Pudding, and more--are all utterly 
doable, and they make it easy to replicate the restaurnt's farm-to-table goodness 
and beachside relaxation from your own kitchen. MALIBU FARM: SUNRISE TO 
SUNSET encourages you to create memorable meals fit for the beach any day, all 
day. 
 
Helene Henderson learned to cook in Sweden, where she is from. In 1997, she 
started Lavender Farms Catering in LA, specializing in organic food. Malibu Farm 
began in her backyard with cooking classes and catered farm dinners. Now, she is 
the chef-owner of Malibu Farm, and the restaurant has expanded to 8 cities. She 
lives in Malibu with her husband, screenwriter and director John Stockwell, and 
their three children. 
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MISTER JIU'S IN CHINATOWN: Recipes and Stories from the Birthplace of 
Chinese American Food 
By Brandon Jew 
 
Instead of the usual tools of modern fine dining in this country, Mister Jiu's relies 
mostly on Chinese equipment and methods, like woks, chopsticks, steam, smoking 
over open wood fires, and blanching in oil. The result is a menu grounded in 
Chinese tradition but also unbounded by borders. In this unique cookbook, Jew 
gives us spins on classic recipes like Sizzling Rice Soup, Orange Chicken Wings, and 
Liberty Roast Duck to interesting takes on Crispy Pork Sui Yok, Squid Ink Wontons, 
and Banana Black Sesame Pie, and of course an entire chapter devoted to 
dumplings and entertaining. 
 
Beginning with the fundamentals of Chinese cooking and then moving into master 
class recipes, both occasional and more experienced cooks will benefit from Jew's 
intrepid tricks. Through 100 moving and evocative photographs of finished dishes 
as well as atmospheric shots of Chinatown, Jew shares an intimate look down the 
alleyways, above the tourist shops, and into the kitchens of Chinatown's residents 
as they live and continue to thrive in the Chinatown that changed the flavor of 
America. 
 
Brandon Jew is chef and owner of Mister Jiu's, a Chinese-American restaurant in 
the heart of America's oldest Chinatown. After working closely with Judy Rodgers 
at Zuni Café and Michael Tusk at Quince, he led the opening kitchens of celebrated 
restaurants Camino and Bar Agricole before opening Mister Jiu's in April 2016. 
Brandon was named Chef of the Year by San Francisco Magazine, Best Chef by 
Thrillist, and was a James Beard Best Chef West nominee. 
 
Tienlon Ho is an award-winning writer focused on food and culture. Her work has 
appeared in Lucky Peach, California Sunday, San Francisco Chronicle, The New York 
Times, and GQ. 
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AT HOME IN THE KITCHEN: Simple Recipes from a Chef's Night Off 
By David Kinch with Devin Fuller 
 
In AT HOME IN THE KITCHEN, David presents the unfussy dishes he cooks most 
often, including Brussels Sprouts with Cider and Goat Cheese, Summer Squash 
with Canned Sardines, Orecchiette and Broccoli alla Romana, California Crab Boil, 
Garlic and Ginger Grilled Chicken, Lamb Meatballs in Almond and Pepper Sauce, 
Chickpea Minestrone, and much more. While each recipe has no more than a few 
key ingredients, David's clever techniques, subtle twists, and fresh flavor 
combinations guarantee delicious results in no time at all. 
 
Photographed on location in Santa Cruz, where David surfs, sails, and entertains 
friends, this fun and festive cookbook also features his recommendations for the 
best songs to listen to while cooking, and the classic cocktails (rum punch, 
daiquiris, sangria, margaritas!) that should precede every meal. If you want to add 
a deliciously laidback vibe to your weeknight dinners, this book is for you. 
 
David Kinch is the James Beard Award-winning chef/co-owner of Manresa, 
Manresa Bread, The Bywater, and the forthcoming Mentone. Manresa is a three-
Michelin-starred restaurant, a member of Relaix & Chateaux, one of the San 
Francisco Chronicle's top 100 restaurants for fifteen consecutive years, and was 
named to Bon Appetit's 20 Most Important Restaurants in America list. David is 
also the author of the New York Times bestselling book MANRESA: An Edible 
Reflection, and he won an Emmy Award for his role in the PBS series The Mind of 
a Chef. He enjoys spending time outside surfing and sailing along the California 
coast.  
 
Devin Fuller is a writer and culinary professional who formerly worked with Chef 
Kinch at Manresa. 
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UNTITLED NIGERIAN COOKBOOK 
By Yewande Komolafe 
 
The city of Lagos in Nigeria is a key part of a larger conversation about West 
African cuisine, and its influences beyond West Africa. This cookbook 
consists of 75 recipes that are all served in recipe developer and food stylist 
Yewande Komolafe's fast paced, ever-changing home city of Lagos. These 
recipes reflect the regional cooking of the country and reveal two 
complementary qualities of Nigerian cuisine - its singularity and 
accessibility. These are recipes that are considered national dishes, classics 
- ones can be cooked anywhere. Through chapter intros, recipe headnotes 
and sidebars Yewande explains how in a country where dozens of ethnic 
groups interact, a cuisine has developed that transcends tribal boundaries.  
 
Yewande's personal narrative is woven throughout the book and cautions 
readers against being burdened by notions of authenticity.Beautiful 
lifestyle photography of the city invites readers into the energy and pulse 
of Lagos and the food photography invites us to make each and every dish 
in the book.  
 
Yewande Komolafe is a recipe developer, food stylist and author of the New York 
Times “10 Essential Nigerian Recipes’. 
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SOUTHERN GROUND: Reclaiming Flavor Through Stone-Milled Flour 
By Jennifer Lapidus 
 
Through profiles and recipes Jennifer Lapidus highlights the incredible work that 
bakers all over the south are doing. Serving us with instruction and insight into 
how to use and enjoy these flavor forward flours of geographic distinction, 
SOUTHERN GROUND harnesses the wisdom and knowledge that our baking 
community has gained. With detailed profiles on the top southern bakers and 80 
recipes arranged by grain, this is a love story to southern baking and a call for the 
home baker to understand the source and makeup of most important of 
ingredients, flour. 
 
Jennifer Lapidus is the founder and principal of Carolina Ground Flour Mill in 
Asheville, North Carolina. She launched her Natural Bridge Bakery in 1994, where 
she milled her flours in-house and baked her naturally leavened breads in a wood-
fired brick oven. Her bakery was the first of its kind in Western North Carolina and 
was featured in Peter Reinhart's book WHOLE GRAIN BREADS. Jennifer and 
Carolina Ground have also been featured in Peter Reinhart's latest book, BREAD 
REVOLUTION as well as Lionel Vatinet's A PASSION FOR BREAD; Amy Halloran's 
THE NEW BREAD BASKET; Samuel Fomartz's IN SEARCH OF THE PERFECT LOAF; 
Simran Sethi's, BREAD, WINE, CHOCOLATE: The Slow Loss of Foods We Love; and 
Tara Jensen's A BAKER'S YEAR. Lapidus has also been featured in the New York 
Times, The Wall Street Journal, Splendid Table, Bon Appetit, Food & Wine 
Magazine, Saveur, Taste of the South, and numerous other local publications. 
Jennifer sits on the board of Carolina Farm Stewardship Association and is co-
organizer of the Asheville Bread Festival. 
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WINE STYLES: Discover the Wines You Will Love Through 40 Simple 
Recipes 
By Kate Leahy 
 
WINE STYLES is the modern, casual guide to finding which wines you love and what 
foods to pair them with. There are no rules here (especially none of the old-
fashioned ones, like "seafood should always be paired with white"): chicken can 
be great with any wine variety, depending on how you prepare it; no one will judge 
you for pairing butter with butter (in the form of shortbread and chardonay, it's a 
winning combination!); and "picnic wines" are aboslutely a varietal of their own.  
 
So whether you're looking to find an affordable new mainstay bottle for weeknight 
dinners, incorporate dessert wines into your routine, or learn how orange wine is 
made, WINE STYLES has you covered. And what could be a more delicious and fun 
way to explore different varietals than by cooking the perfect complementary 
snacks and dishes to go with them. You're bound to find new favorites--in foods 
and wines alike--with winning combinations such as baked lemony feta with 
sparkling wine, parsnip and blue cheese galette with a bold red, harissa-deviled 
eggs with crisp rose, and so much more. 
 
Kate Leahy is a San Francisco chef turned journalist. She has written ten books, 
including A16 FOOD + WINE, the IACP cookbook of the year. She is the co-author 
of LA BUVETTE: Recipes and Wine Notes from Paris as well as the upcoming THE 
NEW ITALIAN WINE (April 2021). Her work has appeared in publications from 
CNN's Parts Unknown to Eating Well. 
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LIFE IS WHAT YOU BAKE IT 
By Vallery Lomas 
 
Lawyer-turned-baker Vallery Lomas was the first Black woman to win a season of 
the Great American Baking Show franchise. However, her win was never seen by 
the world--Vallery's season was pulled after just a few episodes when one of the 
judges became a focal point in a #metoo accusation. Rather than throwing in her 
whisk and lamenting all of the missed opportunities she hoped to receive (book 
deal! Product endorsements! TV show!), she held her head high and hustled--
which resulted in her getting press coverage everywhere from CNN to People 
Magazine.  
 
Now, in her first baking book of more than 100 recipes for everything from 
beignets to cannelés and banana bread to bagels, Vallery shares family recipes 
from her native Louisiana, time spent in Paris, the Great American Baking Show, 
and of course sweets and breads inspired by her now-home, New York City. 
Vallery's "when life gives you lemons, make lemon curd" philosophy will empower 
legions of bakers and fans to find their inner warrior and bake their best life. 
 
Vallery Lomas is the first Black winner of the Great American Baking Show 
franchise. Her season was famously cancelled due to a judge's #metoo 
indiscretions. She has since appeared on CNN, The Today Show, and The Hallmark 
Channel, and has been featured everywhere from Food + Wine to Forbes. She 
launched her blog, Foodie in New York, in 2009. 
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THE MAMAN COOKBOOK: All-Day Recipes to Warm Your Heart 
By Elisa Marshall and Benjamin Sormonte 
 
Welcome to Maman. Maman ("mother" in French) was created to fill a void that 
fiancés Elisa Marshall and Benjamin Sormonte saw in the café scene--a beautiful, 
homey place where you could savor a delicious, freshly baked cookie or quiche 
and gather with friends for a lively brunch as if in your own living room. 
 
In their debut cookbook, the owners of this elegant and charming New York City-
based collection of cafés share the recipes of some of their bestselling baked goods 
and dishes alongside brand new ones. This collection of 100 recipes spans 
breakfast to dessert and everything in between, all united by the sense of family-
inspired tradition. Handed down through generations, this is the food that makes 
you feel at home while also appealing to modern tastes and design aesthetics. The 
spirit of the café is reflected in recipes like Banana Lavander Waffles with Vanilla 
Mascarpone, Roasted Delicata Squash, Hazelnut and Taleggio Focaccia Tartine, 
and the made-famous-by-Oprah Nutty Chocolate Chip Cookie. 
 
Blending the allure of New York City with beloved French fare and café 
culture, THE MAMAN COOKBOOK encourages the Francophile in you to create 
delicious café favorites and special moments in your own home. 
 
Elisa Marshall is the co-founder of Maman, her vision for the perfect café. Elisa 
serves as creative director, does a bit of everything in the kitchen, creates and 
hosts events and workshops, and is a contributing columnist for Martha 
Stewart online. 
 
Benjamin Sormonte helped open the first Maman location with partner and now 
fiancée Elisa Marshall. Ben manages all of the company's business elements. He 
and Elisa have quickly turned Soho's best-kept secret into New York City's most 
beloved café. 
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MARTHA’S CAKE PERFECTION: 100+ Recipes for the Sweet Classic, from 
Simple to Stunning 
By the Editors of Martha Stewart Living 
 
Martha Stewart's authoritative baking guide presents a beautiful collection of tiers 
and tortes, batters and buttercreams, and sheet cakes and chiffons to tackle every 
cake creation. Teaching and inspiring like only she can, Martha Stewart demystifies 
even the most extraordinary creations with her guidance and tricks for delicious 
cake perfection. 
 
From everyday favorites to stunning showstoppers, Martha creates bold, modern 
flavors and striking decorations perfect for birthdays, celebrations, and big bakes 
for a crowd. Think comforting classics like Snickerdoodle Crumb Cake and Apricot 
Cheesecake and treats that take it up a notch like Strawberry Ombré Cake and 
Coconut Chiffon Cake, plus a whole chapter on cupcakes alone. With Martha's 
expert tips, even the most impressive, towering cakes will be in your reach. 
 
Martha Stewart is America's most trusted lifestyle expert and teacher and the 
author of more than ninety books on cooking, entertaining, crafts, homekeeping, 
gardening, weddings, and decorating. 
 
Publishers of Martha Stewart titles: Complex Chinese: Eurasian; Dutch: Kosmos; 
French: Marabout; German: Frechverlag; Italian: Giunti; Korean: 
Moonyechunchusa; Romanian: Litera; Simplified Chinese: PRH China/Ginkgol 
Spanish: Juventud; UK & British Commonwealth: Transworld 
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MARTHA STEWART'S FRUIT DESSERTS: 100+ Delicious Ways to Savor the 
Best of Every Season 
Editors of Martha Stewart Living 
 
From perfectly ripe peaches and plump, tender figs to crisp, honey-sweet apples 
and bright, juicy citrus, MARTHA STEWART'S FRUIT DESSERTS celebrates the best 
of every season. These satisfying, easy-to-prepare recipes highlight the fresh, 
vibrant flavors of fruit at its peak. In spring and summer, delight in warm-weather 
desserts such as Strawberry Pavlovas, Rhubarb-Ginger Trifle, Apricot-Pistachio 
Tart, and Peach-Raspberry Slab Pie. When the days grow shorter and cooler, enjoy 
cozy comforts including Apple Butter Hand Pies, Pumpkin and Ricotta Crostata, 
Cranberry Meringues, and Grapefruit Olive Oil Cake. 
 
Whether you're in the mood for an old-fashioned, rustic favorite or a modern treat 
with an elevated touch perfect for an impressive ending to a dinner party, these 
gorgeous desserts will gratify all year long. 
 
Martha Stewart is America's most trusted lifestyle expert and teacher and the 
author of more than ninety books on cooking, entertaining, crafts, homekeeping, 
gardening, weddings, and decorating. 
 
Publishers of Martha Stewart titles: Complex Chinese: Eurasian; Dutch: Kosmos; 
French: Marabout; German: Frechverlag; Italian: Giunti; Korean: 
Moonyechunchusa; Romanian: Litera; Simplified Chinese: PRH China/Ginkgol 
Spanish: Juventud; UK & British Commonwealth: Transworld 
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VIBRANT BOTANICALS: Transformational Recipes Using Adaptogens & 
Other Healing Herbs 
By Jennifer McGruther 
 
VIBRANT BOTANICALS provides 75 recipes for helping you feel your best using 
herbal infusions. You'll discover how ginseng and maca naturally awaken the body 
and can be incorporated into granolas, lattes, and smoothies to jump-start your 
day. Garlic, chaga, reisihi, and more star in homemade broth and fire cider to help 
build immunity, while passionflower, ashwaganda, and chamomile are mixed into 
creamy milk blends and teas to ensure a restful sleep. Whether you are looking to 
fortify digestion, balance hormonal rhythms, lift your spirit, or just enjoy a good 
night's rest, VIBRANT BOTANICALS provides the natural solution, through 
nourishing and herbal-rich recipes. 
 
Jennifer McGruther is a certified nutritional therapy practitioner, herbalist, and 
writer living in the Pacific Northwest, where she spends her time foraging for 
berries, biking to farm stands, and cooking with her husband and children. She is 
the author of THE NOURISHED KITCHEN and BROTH AND STOCK. As an advocate 
for sustainable food systems, she teaches workshops on traditional food pathways 
and runs Nourished Kitchen, a popular website devoted to cooking with whole 
foods. 
 
Publishers of BROTH AND STOCK: German: Knesebeck; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Hardie Grant 
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BAVEL: Modern Recipes Inspired by the Middle East 
By Ori Menashe and Genevieve Gergis 
 
From acclaimed Los Angeles chef Ori Menashe and pastry chef Genevieve Gergis 
comes the next book from their roaringly succesful restaurant, Bavel. The food of 
BAVEL tells the many stories of the countries defined as "the Middle East"--recipes 
are influenced by the flavors and techniques from all corners of this eastern region, 
and many are inspired by and plucked directly from Ori's Isreali upbringing and 
Genevieve's Egyptian roots. BAVEL celebrates the freedom to cook what we love 
without loyalty to any specific country, and represents a world before "the Middle 
East" was divided into separate nations. This is cooking without borders. 
 
Ori Menashe is co-owner and executive chef of Bestia and Bavel.  
 
Genevieve Gergis is the co-owner and pastry chef of Bestia and Bavel. Lesley Suter 
is the travel editor for Eater, the former deputy editor for Los Angeles magazine, 
and a two-time James Beard award-winner for food writing. 
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THE JAPANESE COCKTAIL 
By Julia Momose 
 
Julia Momose, Japanese mixologist and owner of Bar Kumiko in Chicago, presents 
an enchanting journey into the realm of Japanese spirits and cocktails with 100 
drink recipes inspired by the 24 micro-seasons that define the ebb and flow of life 
in Japan. From the iconic "hard shake" and their studious devotion to ice and 
presentation, Japanese cocktail culture is an art form treated with the same kind 
of spiritual reverence as sushi making. In this essential guide, Julia elegantly breaks 
down these master techniques and presents provocative recipes, including 
perfected classics like the Manhattan and Negroni, riffs on some of Japan's most 
beloved cocktails like highballs, and spiritfree drinks inspired by traditional 
ingredients, such as yuzu, barley tea, and sour plum. As micro-seasonality defines 
Japanese bartending culture, shaping the flavors and ingredients used throughout 
the year, readers will become enveloped in this hypnotic cycle, enjoying the spicy, 
woodsy Autumn's Jacket that evokes smouldering burn of smoking rice fields in 
fall or the invigorating Cherry Americano whose bittersweetness would quench 
even the most oppressive thirst in early summer. While the drinks transport, 
complementary essays on cocktail culture and history, along with in-depth inion 
on Japanese spirits educate and inspire. 
 
Born and raised in Japan, Julia Momose grew up with a meticulous appreciation 
for the details. She worked her way up from a bar-back position in college, to 
opening her own bar, the acclaimed Kumiko, an intimate Japanese-influenced 
drinks experience in Chicago. She's been the head bartender in charge of multiple 
nationally acclaimed bar programs including Union Square Hospitality Group's 
Michelin-starred GreenRiver and The Annex and The Aviary, a James Beard Award-
winning bar, and the Oriole, a two Michelin-starred tasting menu restaurant in 
Chicago. 
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THAT SOUNDS SO GOOD 
By Carla Lalli Music 
 
Since Carla knows that we only cook what we have time for and choose recipes 
based on what's going to be realistic on a given day, the recipes in That Sounds So 
Good are organized by situations that we all find ourselves in: quick stovetop 
suppers and one-pot/one-pan meals for weeknights; nourishing salads and grain 
bowls if you want to be a little cleaner; lazy lunches and all-day stews for the 
weekend.  
 
Readers can find recipes based on their own needs at any given moment, knowing 
that whatever they choose to cook, the food will be Carla to the core--bold, unique 
flavors with a straightforward method and swap-friendly ingredients. Through it 
all, Carla shares strategies that keep cooking effortless and quick, like using the 
time it takes for water to boil to pick the herbs or toast the nuts you'll use later. 
That Sounds So Good shows Carla practicing what she preaches--that home-
cooked meals are a way of life that anyone can achieve.  
 
Carla Lalli Music is the food director at Bon Appétit, where she oversees the 
brand’s food and recipe content across all digital platforms. She writes frequently 
for the magazine and its websites—bonappetit.com, Basically, and Healthyish—
and is a frequent host on the Bon Appétit foodcast. Music also hosted recipe and 
technique videos on BA’s YouTube channel, where millions of subscribers tune in 
to see what’s cooking in the test kitchen. She lives in Brooklyn with her husband 
and two sons. 
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HEROES' FEAST: The Official Dungeons & Dragons Cookbook 
By Kyle Newman, Michael Witwer, and Jon Peterson 
 
From the D&D experts behind DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ART & ARCANA comes a 
cookbook that invites fantasy lovers to learn about their favorite fictional cultures 
through their unique cuisines and lifestyles. With this book, you can prepare dishes 
delicate enough to dine like elves and their drow cousins or hearty enough to feast 
like a dwarven clan or a boisterous orcish horde. All eighty dishes--developed by a 
professional chef from one of the country's top test kitchens--are delicious, easy 
to prepare, and composed of wholesome ingredients readily found in our world.  
 
Kyle Newman is a writer/director whose directorial work includes Fanboys, 
written by Ernest Cline; Barely Lethal; and the music video for Taylor Swift's 
"Style." Kyle also produced the critically acclaimed documentary Raiders: The Story 
of the Greatest Fan Film Ever Made. 
 
Michael Witwer is the author of EMPIRE OF IMAGINATION: Gary Gygax and the 
Birth of Dungeons & Dragons, a GeekDad best book of the year. Michael is 
considered an expert on D&D history and has spoken on the topic at Google Talks, 
on NPR's All Things Considered, and at major book and gaming conventions, 
including the Boston Book Festival, Gen Con, and Origins. 
 
Jon Peterson is a widely recognized authority on the history of games. His book 
PLAYING AT THE WORLD was called "the first serious history of the development 
of Dungeons & Dragons" by The Village Voice. He has contributed to many 
academic anthologies on games including ZONES OF CONTROL and ROLE-PLAYING 
GAME STUDIES, as well as gaming and geek culture websites. 
 
Publishers of DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ART AND ARCANA: French: Huginn & 
Muginn; Korean: Charmdol; Russian: Hobbyworld; Spanish: Norma 
 
Rights sold: German: Zauberfeder 
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WORLD FOOD: MEXICO CITY: Heritage Recipes for Classic Home Cooking 
By James Oseland 
 
Through lush photography and transcendent storytelling, award-winning food 
journalist and editor James Oseland takes readers on a journey through a day in 
the world's greatest street-food city as he explores Mexico's capital via home 
cooks, chefs, and bakers. This is a must-have for food lovers who understand--and 
care about--the world they live in, by celebrating what its people eat. 
 
James Oseland was the editor:-in-chief of Saveur from 2005 to 2014. He was the 
founding editor-in-chief of Rodale's Organic Life. He is also a veteran of Bravo TV's 
Top Chef Masters. He is the author of CRADLE OF FLAVOR, named one of the best 
books of the year by the New York Times and by the James Beard Foundation and 
the International Association of Culinary Professionals, and JIMMY NEUROSIS, a 
memoir of his days in the 1970s punk scene. 
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WORLD FOOD: PARIS: Heritage Recipes for Classic Home Cooking 
By James Oseland 
 
Paris has long been synonymous with the best in dining. But until now, no single 
book has explained why this city continues to matter so much to food lovers. Enter 
WORLD FOOD: PARIS, which goes beyond the bistros and creperies to celebrate 
Paris as it is now: a modern, global city where cooks of all stripes are reimagining 
a glorious culinary tradition.  
 
This mouthwatering, eye-opening jaunt through the gastronomic capital of the 
world includes visits to world-renowned restaurants, hidden gems off the beaten 
path, classic and modern Parisian cuisine, and so much more. 
 
James Oseland was the editor:-in-chief of Saveur from 2005 to 2014. He was the 
founding editor-in-chief of Rodale's Organic Life. He is also a veteran of Bravo TV's 
Top Chef Masters. He is the author of CRADLE OF FLAVOR, named one of the best 
books of the year by the New York Times and by the James Beard Foundation and 
the International Association of Culinary Professionals, and JIMMY NEUROSIS, a 
memoir of his days in the 1970s punk scene. 
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PASTA: The Spirit and Craft of Italy's Greatest Food, with Recipes 
By Missy Robbins and Talia Baiocchi 
 
New York City notable chef Missy Robbins fell in love with Italian food and pasta 
twenty-five years ago, cooking, researching, and studying her way across Italy ever 
since, which led her to open two of the nation's favorite pasta restaurants--Lilia 
and Misi. With illustrated step-by-step recipes for handmaking 40 of the most 
versatile pasta shapes and 100 recipes for Italian-American, regional Italian (all 
regions), and Robbins' own best pasta dishes, plus 25 vegetable sides, this is the 
hard-working manual for home cooks who aspire to master the art of pasta 
cooking.  
 
Missy Robbins is the chef/owner of the acclaimed Lilia and Misi in Brooklyn, and 
received the 2018 James Beard Foundation Best Chef Award. Prior to opening Lilia 
and Misi, Robbins cooked at the Spiaggia in Chicago and then became the 
executive chef for A Voce in Manhattan, earning a Michelin star at the both 
locations and receiving three stars from The New York Times. She was a contestant 
on season four of Top Chef Masters, has appeared on Good Morning America, and 
has been profiled in a range of publications, from Vanity Fair to InStyle. She lives, 
makes pasta, and cooks in Brooklyn.  
 
Talia Baiocchi is the editor in chief of PUNCH, the author of SHERRY AND SPRITZ, 
and a widely published food and culture writer. She lives in Brooklyn. 
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THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF BOURBON COUNTY 
By Clay Risen 
 
A history and celebration of the birthplace of American Bourbon in a deluxe 
edition, which will include an introduction to the place and the spirit, brief histories 
of the legacy distilleries, profiles of the large new distilleries, profiles of the new 
craft distilleries, and descriptions of the ancillary industries such as still and barrel 
makers. 
 
Clay Risen, the deputy op-ed editor at The New York Times, is the author of the 
forthcoming THE CROWDED HOUR: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the 
Dawn of the American Century, as well as SINGLE MALT: A Guide to the Whiskies 
of Scotland and the bestselling AMERICAN WHISKEY, BOURBON AND RYE: A Guide 
to the Nation’s Favorite Spirit. 
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RED SAUCE 
By Angie Rito and Scott Tacinelli 
 
Old-school, Italian American "red sauce" is a beloved style of cooking that 
is rich with nostalgia, a deep sense of family, and the promise of irresistible 
food -- copious amounts of it. Imagine an endless assortment of antipasti 
at the start of every meal, multi-layered chicken and eggplant parms, 
enormous casseroles of luscious baked pastas laden with molten cheese -- 
and don't forget dessert. In their debut cookbook, Angie Rito and Scott 
Tacinelli, the chef-owners of Don Angie in New York City's West Village, 
reinvigorate the genre with a modern, multicultural point-of-view and 
updated dishes that proudly straddle the line between Italian and 
American. 
 
Angie Rito is a chef and restaurant owner in New York City. 
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GRAIN + WATER = FERMENTATION 
By Chad Robertson 
 
More than a decade ago, Robertson's country levain recipe taught a 
generation of bread bakers to replicate the creamy crumb, crackly crust, 
and unparalleled flavor of his world-famous Tartine bread. It was the recipe 
that launched hundreds of thousands of sourdough starters and attracted 
a stream of notable understudies, from Danny Bowein (Mission Chinese) 
to Rene Redzepi (Noma). Now Robertson has teamed up with Tartine's 
director of bread, Jennifer Latham, to explore how superior grain and next-
level flours respond to hydration and fermentation to make even better 
bread.  
 
This book  showcases the genius of Robertson's and Latham's 
collaboration. With primers on grain, and flour, leaven; an introduction to 
dough formulas; a glossary of terms and equipment, and master recipes 
for fourteen kinds of newly engineered bread--from country bread and 
rustic baguettes to slab bread, rolls, pizza, pasta, and even a great gluten-
free loaf--this is the new manual for making the most delicious, nutrient-
rich loaves. More than 120 step-by-step and finished recipe photographs, 
plus 45 recipes for sandwiches and other meals that showcase great bread 
give bakers the inspiration and instruction they need to bake bread for 
decades to come.  
 
Chad Robertson is a chef and co-owner of the Tartine Bakery. 
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UNTITLED WEEKDAY VEGETARIANS 
By Jenny Rosenstrach 
 
In her newest cookbook, beloved author and Cup of Jo columnist Jenny 
Rosenstrach writes about being a "weekday vegetarian," i.e. eating a vegetable-
based diet during the week and saving meaty splurges for the weekend. One day, 
it hit Rosenstrach like a lightening bolt--she, and her family, needed to eat less 
meat--for their health and for the greater good of the environment. In The 
Weekday Vegetarians, Rosenstrach shows readers how she got her family on 
board with meat-free meals. She uses "Hooks" that make any vegetarian dish 
irresistible--like spiced Crispy Chickpeas, Pizza Dough Croutons, and sweet chili 
glaze; "Next-Level Sauces" like Vegan Caesar, Shakedown Pesto, and Yogurt-
Harissa; and "Side Dishes that make Everything Special" like Yogurt Flatbread. 
 
 
Jenny Rosenstrach is the creator of Dinner: A Love Story, the award-winning 
website devoted to family dinner, and the New York Times Bestselling author of 
Dinner: A Love Story (Ecco); Dinner: The Playbook (Ballantine) and How to 
Celebrate Everything (Ballantine). Her essays and articles have appeared in 
numerous national publications and anthologies including The New York Times 
Book Review, Real Simple, Martha Stewart Living, Whole Living, and the op-ed 
page of The New York Times. She has appeared on NPR’s Weekend Edition, NBC’s 
Today, and Food Network’s The Kitchen.  
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DESSERT PERSON: Recipes and Guidance for Baking with Confidence 
By Claire Saffitz 
 
Claire Saffitz is a baking hero for a new generation. In DESSERT PERSON, fans will 
find Claire's signature spin on sweet and savory recipes like Babkallah (a babka-
Challah mashup), Apple and Concord Grape Crumble Pie, Strawberry-Cornmeal 
Layer Cake, Crispy Mushroom Galette, and Malted Forever Brownies. She outlines 
the problems and solutions for each recipe--like what to do if your pie dough for 
Sour Cherry Pie cracks (patch it with dough or a quiche flour paste!)--as well as 
practical do's and don'ts, skill level, prep and bake time, and foundational know-
how. With Claire at your side, everyone can be a dessert person. 
 
Claire Saffitz is the host of Bon Appétit's Gourmet Makes and Baking School, both 
on YouTube and iTunes, and contributes stories and recipes to the print magazine. 
After graduating from Harvard University, Saffitz received a master's degree in 
culinary history from McGill in Montreal and then studied pastry in Paris at École 
Grégoire Ferrandi. She lives in New York City. 
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THE VEGAN MEAT COOKBOOK: Meatless Favorites. Made with Plants. 
By Miyoko Schinner 
 
In THE VEGAN MEAT COOKBOOK, bestselling vegan author Miyoko Schinner 
guides you through the maze of products available on store shelves and how to 
use them in everything from Sausage Calzones with Roasted Fennel and Preserved 
Lemon to Carne Asada Enchiladas. Dig in to a satisfying vegan meal of Buttermilk 
Fried Chicken, Jambalaya, or Shepherd's Pie. Wow your guests with Coq Au Vin, 
Linguine with Lemon-Garlic Scallops, Lettuce Wraps with Spicy Garlic Prawns, or 
Persian Eggplant Stuffed with Spiced Lamb and Walnuts. 
 
Miyoko Schinner is the founder of Miyoko's, the fastest growing plant-based 
cheese and butter company in the country, carried in more than 12,000 retailers 
nationwide, plus Canada and Australia. Schinner is the author of four cookbooks, 
including THE HOMEMADE VEGAN PANTRY; co-host of the national PBS cooking 
show VeganMashup; and a sought-after speaker for events and conferences. 
Miyoko Schinner has been featured in Bloomberg, Forbes, The New York Times, 
Washington Post, LA Times, Huffington Post, Food and Wine, and others. 
 
Publishers of THE HOMEMADE VEGAN PANTRY: Brazil: Alaude; French: L’Age 
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RODNEY SCOTT’S WORLD OF BBQ: Every Day is a Good Day 
By Rodney Scott and Lolis Eric Elie 
 
In this cookbook, co-written by award-winning writer Lolis Eric Elie, Rodney spills 
what makes his pit-smoked turkey, barbecued spare ribs, fried catfish, hush 
puppies, Ella's Banana Puddin', and of course his award-winning barbecued whole 
hog, so special. Moreover, his recipes make it possible to achieve these special 
flavors yourself, whether you're a barbecue pro or a novice. Hard-working how-
to's detailing how readers at home can build their own pits and smokers as well as 
poignant essays about South Carolinian foodways and traditions and gourgeous 
on-location photography work together to create a cookbook that barbecue geeks 
will use for reference as well as for its spirited storytelling. 
 
 
Rodney's uplifting life journey detailed in RODNEY SCOTT’S WORLD OF BBQ tells 
of how hope, hard work, and a whole lot of optimism built a rich celebration of his 
heritage--and of barbecue. 
 
Rodney Scott is the chef and co-owner of Rodney Scott's BBQ in Charleston, South 
Carolina, and Birmingham, Alabama. He has been featured on The Splendid Table, 
Parts Unknown, It's Alive, Eater, and in The New York Times, Condé Nast Traveler, 
and others. He won the James Beard Award for Best Chef Southeast in 2018.  
 
Lolis Eric Elie is a writer and filmmaker. He was a writer on Treme, The Chi, and 
The Man in the High Castle; his work has appeared in Best African American Essays, 
The New York Times, Gourmet, and Saveur, and he has been featured on 60 
Minutes. He is a New Orleans native and is one of the founders of the Southern 
Foodways Alliance. 
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ONCE UPON A CHEF: WEEKEND/WEEKNIGHT 
By Jennifer Segal 
 
Years before she started her popular Once Upon a Chef blog, back when she 
became a new mom, Jenn Segal kept a recipe binder divided into two sections: 
Weeknight and Weekend. This is how she thought about what to cook for dinner, 
and, 15 years later, it still is. In this new collection of 100 recipes, 70 recipes are 
devoted to fast and attainable weeknight meals, like Sesame-Ginger Meatballs and 
Pecorino-Crusted Chicken with Rosemary. There are 20 recipes tagged for 
weekend cooking, the kind of dishes you cook while drinking a glass of wine and 
listening to your favorite Spotify station, such as Sear-Roasted Beef Tenderloin 
with Horseradish Cream Sauce--or perhaps make on a lazy Sunday morning, like 
Popovers with Salted Maple Butter. And because everyday is worth ending on a 
sweet note, Jenn includes a handful of her favorite dessert recipes, like Brownie 
Pudding and Cherry Ricotta Cake.  
 
Jennifer Segal is a professionally trained chef and the founder of the blog Once 
Upon a Chef. Her first book, Once Upon a Chef, was a Washington Post and 
Publishers' Weekly best seller and she has been featured in an array of major 
media including The Splendid Table, O Magazine, Food52, and Parade among 
others. She lives in Potomac, Maryland, with her husband and two teenage 
children. 
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THE NEW YORK TIMES COOKING NO-RECIPES COOKBOOK 
By Sam Sifton 
 
Subscribers love The New York Times Food section, editor Sam Sifton's weekly 
"What to Cook," newsletter, and NYT Cooking, the website and app that delivers 
extra helpings of recipes, tips, and ideas for avid home cooks. The millions of 
readers of Sifton's newsletter get a "no-recipe recipe" in every dispatch, promoting 
intuitive cooking. Cooking without a recipe is a kitchen skill every home cook can 
develop, a sign of kitchen proficiency and prowess, a confidence-booster, and a 
way to make nightly cooking more creative and fun. 
 
Now NYT Cooking is making it easy for all home cooks to build their intuitive 
cooking muscles with the collection of 100 no-recipe-required meals, each 
photographed and explained in one brief paragraph and all in a stylish, compact 
handbook. With dishes like Weeknight Fried Rice, Fettuccine with Minted Ricotta, 
and Smothered Pork Chops with Onions and Sautéed Greens, this handy volume 
brings the brilliance of NYT Cooking to the dinner table night after night. 
 
Sam Sifton is the food editor of The New York Times, a columnist for The New York 
Times Magazine, and the founding editor of NYT Cooking, an award-winning digital 
publication and cooking school. Formerly the newspaper's national news editor, 
chief restaurant critic, and culture editor, he is also the author of THANKSGIVING: 
How to Cook It Well and SEE YOU ON SUNDAY: A Cookbook for Family and Friends. 
He lives in Brooklyn with his wife and two children. 
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COOK REAL HAWAI'I 
By Sheldon Simeon 
 
On two seasons of Top Chef, Sheldon Simeon established himself as a leading 
young, creative chef (he was both a finalist and fan favorite on both seasons). The 
role he is even more proud to fill, though, is as the storyteller of Hawaiian cuisine 
and the many cultures that have come together there to create it: from the native 
Hawaiian traditions, Japanese influences, Portuguese cooking techniques, and the 
dynamic flavors that are the closest to Sheldon's heart. 
 
In a place where over 90% of food is imported, the story of Hawaiian cuisine has 
always been told on the mainland through the lens of tourism. Sheldon's story of 
Hawai'i focuses on the lives and cooking routines of the locals and the efforts to 
bring back traditional agriculture and foods. Sheldon's recipes are uncomplicated 
but full of flavor; he speaks with reverence but cooks with curiosity, and inspires 
readers to do the same. 
 
Sheldon Simeon is the chef and owner of Lineage, a restaurant that explores the 
ancestral roots of Hawaiian cuisine, as well as Tin Roof, where he serves 
contemporary Hawaiian dishes in a casual setting, both in Maui. In 2019, Lineage 
was named one of Bon Appétit's Top 50 Nominees for America's Best New 
Restaurants. Sheldon was a finalist on Season 10 of Top Chef: Seattle, becoming a 
finalist en route, and later competed on Season 14 of Top Chef: Charleston. He was 
voted Fan Favorite on both seasons. 
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MEZCAL AND TEQUILA COCKTAILS: Mixed Drinks for the Golden Age of 
Agave 
By Robert Simonson 
 
Artisinal mezcal and tequila bars are open in every major American city, and 
mezcal is the new "it" spirit, with more high-quality brands available than ever 
before. MEZCAL AND TEQUILA COCKTAILS is a comprehensive and 
straightforward guide to mixing cocktails with agave spirits tequila and mezcal for 
enthusiats looking for creative ways to use it as well as those who just like to drink 
the stuff. 
 
Robert Simonson gives us good, simple, doable recipes to enjoy agave spirits more 
often and in more varied ways. These versatile spirits pair with a broad range of 
flavors in nearly every classic cocktail formula, from the flip to the julep and the 
recipes here are easy to assemble, most only require three or four ingredients. 
From rifs on classics such as Mezcal Mule and The Oaxaca Old-Fashioned to new 
favorites such as Naked and Famous or Smoke and Ice, you'll discover how to use 
tequila and mezcal to create cocktails that highlight the smoky, edgy flavors of 
these unique and popular spirits. 
 
Robert Simonson writers about cocktails, spirits, bars, and bartender for the New 
York Times, to which he has contributed since 2000. He is the author of A PROPER 
DRINK, THE OLD-FASHIONED, 3-INGREDIENT COCKTAILS, and THE MARTINI 
COCKTAIL. His writings have appeared in Saveur, Food & Wine, GQ, Lucky Peach, 
Whisky Advocate, Imbibe, and PUNCH, where he is a contributing edtor. A native 
of Wisconsin, he has lived in New York City since 1988. 
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THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of 
Wine 
By Zachary Sussman 
 
Highlighting wines from old world regions such as France, Italy, Spain, and 
Germany to new world wines from the United States, Australia, New Zealand, 
Chile, and more, THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK tells you what to drink and why. 
Beginning with foundational inion about making wine, tasting it, and 
understanding terroir, wine expert and journalist Zachary Sussman then gives an 
overview of the most important and interesting wine regions today--both 
established and still emerging. 
 
You'll find user-friendly "just the highlights" notes for each region, as well as 
recommendations for producers and particular bottles to seek out. Diving deep 
into what makes each region essential and unique, this comprehensive guides 
gives new wine drinkers and enthusiasts alike an inside track on modern wine 
culture. 
 
Zachary Sussman is a Brooklyn-based wine writer whose work has appeared in 
Saveur, Wine & Spirits, The World of Fine Wine, Food & Wine, and The Wall Street 
Journal Magazine, among many others. He is a regular contributor to PUNCH and 
was formerly named the Champagne Louis Roederer Emerging Wine Writer of the 
Year. 
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SPARKLING WINE GUIDE 
By Zachary Sussman 
 
A mash-up of pop-culture and wine-culture littered with colorful infographics and 
illustrated guides, This book offers an overview of the major sparkling-wine 
producing areas, with profiles of exemplary producers and recommendations for 
the best bottles.  
 
The book adopts a unique cultural perspective on the genre, exploring our 
perpetual fascination with sparkling wine and helping to place each regional 
expression within the wider wine zeitgeist--from the radical "grower" revolution 
reshaping the highly conservative area of Champagne to Prosecco's overnight 
transformation into a multi-million-dollar brand to the retro appeal of natural 
wine's cult-hit petillant naturel to the next generation of "real wines" from 
Lambrusco, and beyond. 
 
Zachary Sussman is a Brooklyn-based wine writer whose work has appeared in 
Saveur, Wine & Spirits, The World of Fine Wine, Food & Wine, and The Wall Street 
Journal Magazine, among many others. He is a regular contributor to PUNCH and 
was formerly named the Champagne Louis Roederer Emerging Wine Writer of the 
Year. 
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SUPER NATURAL SIMPLE: Whole Food, Vegetarian Recipes for Real Life 
By Heidi Swanson 
 
In this artfully photographed collection, James Beard Award-winning author and 
beloved blogger Heidi Swanson presents recipes with short ingredients lists, make-
ahead techniques, and clever methods to create high-impact meals. Dishes like 
French Onion Breakfast Strata, Blistered Cherry Tomato Soba, Crunchy Peanut and 
Saffron Citrus Salad, Ravioli in Toasted Almond Broth, and Jasmine Tea Sparkler 
are easy to prepare, nutrient-dense, and beautiful on the table. 
 
Chapters feature recipes for make-ahead mornings, weeknight noodles, one-bowl 
baking, the best salads, nourishing soups and stews, single skillets, sheet-pan 
meals, tasty grills, and easy-drinking refreshers, while a power pantry provides the 
staples you'll want to have on hand. With 150 photographs reflecting Heidi's sunny 
Southern California lifestyle, SUPER NATURAL SIMPLE makes eating well second 
nature. 
 
Heidi Swanson is the California-based author of SUPER NATURAL COOKING, New 
York Times bestseller SUPER NATURAL EVERY DAY, and NEAR & FAR, as well as a 
photographer, website publisher, and shop curator. She is a two-time James Beard 
Award winner and was named one of the 100 greatest cooks of all time by 
Epicurious. She has been featured in the Washington Post, Vegetarian Times, Wall 
Street Journal, USA Today, Fast Company, Life, Shape, Glamour, The San Francisco 
Chronicle and on NPR. 
 
Publishers of SUPER NATURAL EVERY DAY: Dutch: Fontaine; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Hardie Grant 
 
Rights sold: UK & British Commonwealth: Hardie Grant 
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TASTY ADULTING: All Your Faves, All Grown Up 
By Tasty 
 
Let's face it--adulting is hard. Millennials and Gen Z-ers especially struggle to find 
their groove with more traditional, domestic responsibilites--like cooking. It can be 
tough to find a resource to help you feel capable and confident in the kitchen and 
happy and well-fed at the table. Already beloved for its easy and, well, tasty 
recipes, Tasty is the perfect brand to bring the fun and ease to cooking for people 
just starting to grapple with the tricky world of adulthood. 
 
TASTY ADULTING covers all the basics and more, with chapters like Souper Heroes, 
Put Some Meat On Your Bones, and A Sweet Finish, as well as a whole section for 
having people over and another just for pasta. These recipes are the ones fans 
know and love mixed with exciting new ones, all perfect for newbies in the kitchen. 
 
Tasty is the world's largest social food network, reaching more than 500 million 
people around the globe with its signature fun, easy, and delicious video recipes. 
The brand is focused on making cooking practical and accessible for beginner 
cooks and expert chefs alike. Launched in 2015, Tasty has attracted more than 65 
billion video views and is the biggest franchise on Facebook, reaching one in four 
users every month. It has studios in Los Angeles, New York, London, Paris, Berlin, 
Mexico City, and São Paulo. 
 
Publishers of Tasty titles: Brazil: HarperCollins Brasil; Dutch: Kosmos; German: 
Sudwest; Italian: L’ippocampo; Slovenian: Vida; Spanish: Planeta; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Ebury 
 
Rights sold: German: Sudwest; UK & British Commonwealth: Ebury 
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TASTY OVER THE TOP 
By Tasty 
 
Tasty was built on majorly creative, visually captivating, mouthwatering, and jaw-
dropping recipes. By that definition, Tasty Over the Top is Tasty to the core, with 
recipes just like the ones you have loved from the beginning and that you keep 
coming back for.  
 
Here you'll find 75 recipes that pull out all the stops, like Pineapple Fried Rice 
served in an actual pineapple, Galaxy Cake with a mirror glaze that you can see 
your own face in, an Edible Easter Basket made out of bread, and more delicious, 
out-of-this-world ideas for breakfast, lunch, dinner, dessert, and even drinks & 
appetizers. This is the book to pull out when you need to knock your friends' socks 
off, prove your chops in the kitchen, and present something unexpected and 
stunning. Not only are these dishes sure to impress, but they will also inspire--
you'll feel encouraged to try bold, unexpected flavor combinations and to 
experiment with different skills and tricks that will make you feel like a tried and 
true Tasty chef.  
 
Tasty is the world's largest social food network, reaching more than 500 million 
people around the globe with its signature fun, easy, and delicious video recipes. 
The brand is focused on making cooking practical and accessible for beginner 
cooks and expert chefs alike. Launched in 2015, Tasty has attracted more than 65 
billion video views and is the biggest franchise on Facebook, reaching one in four 
users every month. It has studios in Los Angeles, New York, London, Paris, Berlin, 
Mexico City, and São Paulo. 
 
Publishers of Tasty titles: Brazil: HarperCollins Brasil; Dutch: Kosmos; German: 
Sudwest; Italian: L’ippocampo; Slovenian: Vida; Spanish: Planeta; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Ebury 
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OLD WORLD ITALIAN: Recipes and Secrets from Our Travels in Italy 
By Mimi Thorisson 
 
Beloved for her gorgeous cookbooks A KITCHEN IN FRANCE and FRENCH COUNTRY 
COOKING, Mimi Thorisson, along with her lively family and smooth fox terriers in 
tow, immersed readers in the warmth of their convivial lives in rural France. In 
their newest cookbook, the Thorissons pause their lives in the idyllic French 
countryside to start a new adventure in Italy and satisfy their endless curiosity and 
passion for the magic of Italian cooking. OLD WORLD ITALIAN captures their 
journey and the culinary treasures they discovered. From Tuscany to Umbria to 
Naples and more, Mimi dives into Italy's diverse regional cuisines and shares 100 
recipes for authentic, classic dishes, enriched by conversations with devoted local 
food experts who share their timeworn techniques and stories. 
 
Mimi Thorisson is a French cook and writer living with her family between Médoc, 
France, and Turin, Italy. She is the author of A KITCHEN IN FRANCE and FRENCH 
COUNTRY COOKING and runs the award-winning food blog Manger, which 
documents her cooking adventures in Médoc and around Italy. 
 
Publishers of Mimi Thorisson: Complex Chinese: Commonwealth; French: 
Hachette Pratique; Dutch: Fontaine; German: Umschau; Italian: Malvarosa; Polish: 
Foksal; Simplified Chinese: ThinKingdom; UK & British Commonwealth: Hardie 
Grant  
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MILK BAR: KIDS ONLY 
By Christina Tosi 
 
Dedicated to the next generation of young bakers, MILK BAR: KIDS ONLY presents 
more than eighty-five fun and empowering recipes to inspire imagination in the 
kitchen, from Apple Pie Waffles to PB&J Cereal Treats to Strawberries and Cream 
Cupcakes to marshmallowy Choco Crunch Cookies. This is a cookbook that teaches 
kitchen skills and also shows bakers the brilliance of what a little personality can 
bring to the mix. Whether they're transforming a donut into a milkshake or 
creating their own flavored butters for smearing onto biscuits, readers will have 
plenty of opportunities for mixing and matching within recipes to help their 
creativity run wild. 
 
Christina Tosi is the two-time James Beard Award-winning chef and owner of Milk 
Bar, with locations in New York City, Toronto, Washington, D.C., Boston, Las Vegas, 
and Los Angeles. She is also a judge on Fox's MasterChef Junior series and was 
featured on the hit Netflix docu-series Chef's Table: Pastry. She is the author of 
MOMOFUKU MILK BAR, MILK BAR LIFE, and ALL ABOUT CAKE. 
 
Publishers of Christina Tosi: Brazil: Senac; Spanish: Alfaomega; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Absolute  
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HOT FOR FOOD ALL DAY: easy recipes to level up your vegan meals 
By Lauren Toyota 
 
Lauren Toyota has become the go-to source online for flavorful, decadent vegan 
recipes--think things like hot chicken tacos, fondue, and animal-style fries. But let's 
face it: Making epic vegan food sometimes takes some work. So in delicious stuff 
to eat Lauren collects her simplest, tastiest recipes for quicker weeknight meals, 
easy work lunches, and satisfying breakfasts. 
 
Separated by meal type, and with choose-your-own-adventure recipes for things 
like mac 'n' cheese, snack mix, and scones, delicious stuff to eat has everything you 
can expect from Lauren--Buffalo Chicken Crunchwraps, Spiced Grilled Cheese, 
Stuffed Breakfast Danishes, Tokyo Street Fries--as well as ideas for leveling up your 
leftovers to make your vegan meals amazing all week.  
 
Lauren Toyota is a former MTV Canada host and MuchMusic VJ who worked in the 
television industry for nearly ten years in Canada. She has interviewed some of the 
biggest celebrities on the planet including Justin Bieber, Kanye West, and Taylor 
Swift. Once she broke out on her own to focus on promoting unique and indulgent 
vegan comfort food she naturally built an empire! Her YouTube channel and blog, 
hot for food, are a huge hit and attract a wide and engaging audience of young 
people curious about how to make vegan food fast and fun. 
 
Publishers of Lauren Toyota: UK & British Commonwealth: Ebury 
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MASTERING BREAD: The Art and Practice of Handmade Sourdough, Yeast 
Bread, and Pastry 
By Marc Vetri, Claire Kopp McWilliams, and David Joachim 
 
In MASTERING BREAD, Vetri and his head baker, Claire Kopp McWilliams, show 
home cooks how to create simple breads with unique flavors in their own ovens. 
Included are all the recipes for their best-selling sourdough and yeasted loaves. 
The process of bread making is broken down into three easy-to-digest chapters: 
Mix, Shape, and Bake. Another chapter called Eat includes recipes for enjoying 
your bread in dishes like Bruschetta, Panzanella, Strata, and Ribollita.  
 
Trained in Bergamo, Italy, by some of the region's most noted chefs, Marc Vetri is 
the chef/owner of Pizzeria Vetri, Vetri Ristorante, Osteria, Amis, and Alla Spina, all 
located in Philadelphia. He has also opened a series of restaurants in partnership 
with Terrain, with locations in California and Texas. Vetri was named one of Food 
& Wine's Ten Best New Chefs; he also won the James Beard Award for Best Chef 
Mid-Atlantic. He is the author of MASTERING PASTA. 
 
Claire Kopp McWilliams is the head baker and miller for Vetri. 
 
David Joachim is the author of the New York Times best-seller A MAN A CAN A 
PLAN and a co-writer on numerous cookbooks. 
 
Publishers of MASTERING PASTA: Korean: Hans Media; Polish: Znak 
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BACCHANALIA: Adventures in Food and Drink 
By Eric Wareheim with Emily Timberlake.  
 
In BACCHANALIA, Wareheim takes readers deep into his foodscape with chapters 
on topics like circle foods (pizzas, burgers), granny foods (pasta, goulash), and fire 
foods (grilled goodness). Alongside recipes for Sunday Sauce Jersey Style, Tabasco-
Brined Fried Pork Sando Extreme, and Spicy Sambal Skewers with Herb Overload 
you will discover which five cocktail recipes you should know by heart, how to pick 
a bottle of wine for less than $25, and what to do in New Orleans, the weirdest 
and best city in America. Photos by Marcus Nilsson will also show how to throw a 
party Heimy-style, whether you're on a boat, in the desert, or just lazing on the 
beach.  
 
Written with Emily Timberlake, and with hilarious art chronicling Wareheim's 
evolution as a drinker, how to baby your pizza dough into pie perfection, and more, 
BACCHANALIA is the ultimate book for in-the-know foodies. 
 
Eric Wareheim is an actor, comedian, writer, and director. He is half of the comedy 
duo Tim & Eric, who have been making TV shows, movies, books, and music for 
twenty years. Wareheim also acts, produces, and directs on the Netflix series, 
Master of None.  
 
Emily Timberlake is a writer and was an award-winning cookbook editor: at Ten 
Speed Press. 
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THE ROADS TO ROME 
By Jarrett Wrisley and Paolo Vitaletti 
 
When Jarrett Wrisley opened an Italian restaurant in Bangkok with his business 
partner and chef, Paolo Vitaletti, he wanted to run the most authentic Roman 
trattoria he could. But travels in Italy taught him that Roman cuisine doesn't come 
from Rome, exactly, but from the roads to Rome--the trade routes that brought 
foods from all over Italy to the capital. 
 
As Jarrett and Paolo weave their way between Roman kitchens and through the 
countryside of Lazio, Umbria, and Emilia-Romagna, they encounter farmers and 
artisans who show us the origins of the ingredients that gave rise to such iconic 
Roman dishes as Tonnarelli Cacio e Pepe and Spaghetti all'Amatriciana. The 
exquisite journey also sheds light on the dishes of the countryside--from Vignarola 
(sautéed artichokes, fava beans, and spring peas with guanciale) to Cozze alla 
Marinara (mussels pulled straight from the Amalfi coast).  
 
Jarrett Wrisley is a food writer-turned-restaurateur living in Bangkok. He has 
written for The Atlantic, Lucky Peach, The Art of Eating, Food & Wine, Travel + 
Leisure, National Geographic Magazine, and various magazines and newspapers 
across Asia. His two restaurants, Soul Food Mahanakorn and Appia, have been 
praised by the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, Travel + Leisure, and CNN 
Travel.  
 
Italian-born chef Paolo Vitaletti is the co-founder of Appia with Jarrett Wrisley in 
Bangkok. As a team, they operate a farm outside of Rome where they will open an 
inn and restaurant. Paolo also owns Peppina, Bangkok's best Neapolitan pizzeria. 
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Upcoming Cookbook Titles 

HOW TO MAKE COFFEE by Hugh Acheson (Clarkson Potter, October 2022, World) 

SANKOFA by Eric Adjpong (Clarkson Potter, Fall 2022, World) 

ERIC ASIMOV'S WINE BIBLE by Eric Asimov (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 

JUSTICE OF THE PIES by Maya-Camille Broussard (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

ITALIAN WINE by Joe Campanale (Clarkson Potter, April 2022, World) 

UNTITLED KOSHER COOKBOOK by Chanie Apfelbaum (Clarkson Potter, October 2022, World) 

ARAB HOSPITALITY by Reem Assil (Ten Speed Press, March 2022, World) 

THE COOK I WANT TO BE by Andy Baraghani (Lorena Jones Books, March 2022, World) 

UNTITLED HEALTHYIYSH GUIDE by Bon Appetit Magazine (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

THE ANCHOR BREWING STORY by David Burkhart (Ten Speed Press, May 2022, World) 

ITALIAN WINE: The Comprehensive Guide to Modern Wines and Winemakers by Joe Campanale (Clarkson Potter, April 2022, 
World) 

SUNDAY BEST by Adrienne Cheatham (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

UNTITLED SCALLIONS AND SHIITAKE by Hannah Che (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

UNTITLED ESSENTIAL LOW-ABV COCKTAIL by Natasha David (Clarkson Potter, April 2022, Translation only) 

I AM MAMAK by Azalina Eusope and Osayi Endolyn (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

THE FREEZER MEAL COOKBOOK by The FeedFeed (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

FOOD52 UNTITLED PRODUCT by Food52 (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World English) 

FOOD52 GENIUS COOKING by Editors of Food52 (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World English) 

FLOUR WATER SALT YEAST II by Ken Forkish (Ten Speed Press, Fall 2022, World) 

UNTITLED BRAIDED HERITAGE by Jessica Harris (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

SOUR FLOUR by Tara Jensen (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

ESSENTIALS OF KOREAN AMERICAN by Eric Kim (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

THE LOCAL MILK COOKBOOK by Beth Kirby (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, World) 

UNTITLED KISMET COOKBOOK by Sara Kramer (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

THE PERFECT LOAF by Maurizio Leo (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

THE NEW ITALIAN WINE by Shelley Lindgren (Ten Speed Press, June 2022, World) 

THE MAISON PREMIERE ALMANAC by Jordan MacKay (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

UNTITLED COCKTAIL MANUAL by Toby Maloney (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

UNTITLED SIMPLE, MODERN MEXICAN by Rick Martinez (Clarkson Potter, April 2022, World) 

THE BARTENDER'S PANTRY by Jim Meehan (Ten Speed Press, March 2022, World English) 

HOW TO COOK OUTSIDE by Peter Meehan (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

WHAT TO COOK by Samin Nosrat (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, Translation only, Rights sold: Dutch: Spectrum; German: 
Kunstmann; Spanish: Alfaomega) 

WHAT TO COOK PAPER PRODUCT 1 by Samin Nosrat (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, Translation only) 
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WHAT TO COOK PAPER PRODUCT 3 by Samin Nosrat (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, Translation only) 

SHAQ’S FAMILY STYLE by Shaquille O'Neal (Ten Speed Press, February 2022, World) 

WORLD FOOD: LEBANON by James Oseland (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, World) 

WORLD FOOD: MALAYSIA by James Oseland (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, World) 

DIVES by Brad Thomas Parsons (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, World) 

UNTITLED BAKING BOOK by Alison Roman (Clarkson Potter, October 2022, World) 

UNTITLED BOOK 2 by Claire Saffitz (Clarkson Potter, November 2022, World) 

JORDAN SALCITO WINE PAIRING by Jordan Salcito (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 

MODERN CLASSIC COCKTAILS by Robert Simonson (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 

FAST & LOOSE DINNERS by Ali Slagle (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

UNTITLED MARTHA'S ESSENTIALS by The Editors of Martha Stewart (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

UNTITLED TARLOW BOOK 2 by Andrew Tarlow (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 

TASTY HALFWAY HOMEMADE by Tasty (Clarkson Potter, November 2022, World excluding Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese, 
and Complex Chinese) 

UNTITLED ALL ABOUT COOKIES by Christina Tosi (Clarkson Potter, October 2022, World) 

DANILLE WALKER'S DINNER IN 30 by Danielle Walker (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 
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Gift Books 
Clarkson Potter 
February 2021 
Hardcover 
Social Science - 
LGBT Studies - 
General 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 203 mm (6 x 8 in) 
Pages: 336 
Illustrations: 4C illustrations 
Price: $22.50 

THE QUEENS' ENGLISH: The LGBTQIA+ Dictionary of Slang and Colloquial 
Phrases 
By Chloe O. David 
 
THE QUEENS’ ENGLISH is a comprehensive guide to modern gay slang, queer 
theory terms, and playful colloquialisms that define and celebrate LGBTQIA+ 
culture. This modern dictionary provides an in-depth look at queer language, from 
terms influenced by celebrated lesbian poet Sappho and from New York's 
underground queer ball culture in the 1980s to today's celebration of RuPaul's 
Drag Race. 
 
 
The glossary of terms is supported by full-color illustrations and photography 
throughout, as well as real-life usage examples for those who don't quite know 
how to use "kiki," "polysexual," or "transmasculine" in a sentence. A series of 
educational lessons highlight key people and events that shaped queer language; 
readers will learn the linguistic importance of pronouns, gender identity, 
Stonewall, the Harlem Renaissance, and more. 
 
Chloe O. Davis is a proud bisexual black woman and debut author who works in 
the entertainment industry in New York. Her work as a dancer and actor has 
allowed her to travel to all fifty states and thirty-five countries. She has appeared 
in the first national tour of The Addams Family, Jesus Christ Superstar Live in 
Concert on NBC, Hello Dolly! at the Riverside Theatre, Black Girl: Linguistic Play at 
The Kennedy Center, and The Wiz at The Muny. 

Ten Speed Press 
September 2021 
Hardcover 
History - Native 
American 
 
 

Editor: Kaitlin Ketchum 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for March 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 229 mm (7 x 9 in) 
Pages: 160 
Illustrations: 60 illustrations 
Price: $19.99 

NOTABLE NATIVE PEOPLE  
by Adrienne Keene 
 
This book celebrates the lives, stories, and contributions of fifty American Indian, 
Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian people throughout history. Including artists, 
writers, athletes, scientists, scholars, leaders, and other changemakers, this 
strikingly illustrated collection will inspire readers of all ages. In addition to 
profiling well-known and emerging figures, from Presidential Medal of Freedom 
winner Suzan Shown Harjo, to model, drag performer, and language revitalization 
worker Geo Socotomah Neptune, this informative compendium contains primers 
on important Native issues such as land and water rights, colonialism, and cultural 
appropriation.  
 
Dr. Adrienne Keene is a citizen of the Cherokee Nation, an Assistant Professor of 
American Studies and Ethnic Studies at Brown University, and holds a doctorate in 
Culture, Communities, and Education from the Harvard Graduate School of 
Education. She is the longtime author of Native Appropriations, a blog discussing 
representations of Native peoples in popular culture. She cohosts the podcast All 
My Relations 
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Clarkson Potter 
April 2021 
Hardcover 
Art - Criticism & 
Theory 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 203 mm (7 x 8 in) 
Pages: 144 
Illustrations: 50 - 60 4C illustrations 
Price: $15.99 
 

HIGH ART: The Definitive Guide to Getting Cultured with Cannabis 
By Robert Lambrechts 
 
If you haven't developed an appreciation for art, it's high time you did! This book 
explains the thinking behind fifty works from museums all around the world along 
with a specific cannabis products that will expand your mind. To get in touch with 
your inner self while viewing Van Gogh's Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat, toke on 
some of Gravita's Red-Headed Stranger and really feel the brush strokes wash over 
you. While viewing Henri Rousseau's 1910 Tropical Forest with Monkeys, you 
might smoke some mild Purple Monkey followed by a snack of THC-infused dried 
fruits for a body float that will allow you to connect with your primitive nature. 
With an introduction to art appreciation and the fine art of enjoying THC, fun 
sidebars throughout, and a cannabis resource section, this an entertaining guide 
for serious potheads and anyone with a budding interest in marijuana. 
 
Robert Lambrechts is the chief creative officer of Pereira O'Dell, an advertising 
agency with clients that include Coca-Cola, National Geographic, Intel, The 
Cheesecake Factory, Realtor, Rover, Timberland, General Mills, and Memorial 
Sloan Kettering. Founded in 2008, it is the first advertising agency to win an Emmy 
against regular television programming, winning "Outstanding New Approach to 
Television" for The Beauty Inside, the social film developed for Intel and Toshiba. 

Clarkson Potter 
March 2021 
Hardcover 
Self-Help - 
Motivational & 
Inspirational 
 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 152 mm (6 x 6 in) 
Pages: 128 
Illustrations: 2C illustrations 
Price: $12.99 

CARPE EVERY DIEM: The Best Graduation Advice from More Than 100 
Commencement Speeches 
By Robie Rogge 
 
CARPE EVERY DIEM is a thought-provoking collection of quotes from famous 
commencement speakers meant to motivate and inspire the next generation of 
leaders. Paired by theme, many of the quotes complement one another. George 
Saunders, for example, riffs on the "failures of kindness" of his youth, encouraging 
grads to be kinder. Jimmy Buffett offers a simpler nugget of kind-spiration: "Be 
Santa Claus when you can." Other quotes, however, are paired with conflicting 
advice, giving graduates the opportunity to choose what to believe in. Some may 
respond to Neil Gaiman's "make good art" speech, while others may like John 
Waters's call to arms to horrify and outrage others with their art. What will you 
choose?  
 
Each quote is accompanied by a short bio for the speaker and stamped with the 
year and institution where the commencement speech was delivered. With advice 
from the likes of Abby Wambach, J. K. Rowling, David Foster Wallace, Dr. Seuss, 
Oprah Winfrey, Spike Lee, and more, readers will be swept away by the wit and 
wisdom contained in the pages of this book. 
 
Robie Rogge is a New York City-based packager who has created many successful 
guided journals and novelty products for Clarkson Potter, Chronicle Books, and the 
Museum of Modern Art, including Clarkson Potter's best-selling Do One Thing 
Every Day journal series. 
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Ten Speed Press 
December 2020 
Hardcover 
Self-Help - Personal 
Growth - Happiness 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 178 (6 x 7 in) 
Pages: 128 
Illustrations: 55 illustrations 
Price: $14.99 

HAPPY HABITS: 50 Science-Backed Rituals to Adopt (or Stop) to Boost 
Health and Happiness 
By Karen Salmansohn 
 
Modern research has convinced us that we can improve our lives in more 
permanent ways by forming new habits. But how can we successfully create 
habits--and what new habits will actually increase our happiness and fulfillment? 
Wellness expert Karen Salmansohn to the rescue! HAPPY HABITS presents 50 
habits that span body, mind, relationships, work, home, and play. Inside you'll find 
a wide range of habits, from the traditional (daily meditation; start a gratitude 
practice) to the surprising (strategic complaining). Each one is easy to incorporate 
into daily life. Filled with fascinating studies and simple rituals, this illustrated 
guide shows readers accessible ways to uplift their lives. 
 
Karen Salmansohn is a happiness and wellness expert who is the author of 
numerous best-selling self-improvement books with over one million copies sold. 
She studied to be a yoga and meditation teacher at Ishta Yoga, founded the DO IT 
healthy eating program, and has been a featured happiness expert on the Today 
show, The View, CNN, Fox News, and Real Time with Bill Maher. Karen has been 
featured in the New York Times, Bloomberg Businessweek, Chicago Tribune, Los 
Angeles Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, Time, Marie Claire, Fast Company, InStyle, 
Self, Elle, and The New Yorker. 
 
Publishers of Karen Salmansohn’s titles: Complex Chinese: Yuan-Liou; Russian: 
Exmo; Thai: Success Media; Vietnamese: Viet Nam AZ Communication 
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Ten Speed Press 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Cooking - Specific 
Ingredients - Dairy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Emma Rudolph 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 127 x 178 mm (5 x 7 in) 
Pages: 160 
Illustrations: 25 illustrations 
Price: $14.99 
 
Other titles in series: 
THE NEW WINE RULES by Jon Bonne 
THE NEW RULES OF COFFEE by Jordan 
Michelman & Zachary Carlsen 

THE NEW RULES OF CHEESE: A Freewheeling and Informative Guide 
By Anne Saxelby 
 
This richly illustrated book from a lauded cheesemonger--perfect for all cheese 
fans, from newcomers to experts--teaches you how to make a stylish cheese 
platter, repurpose nibs and bits of leftover cheese into something delicious, and 
expand your cheese palate and taste cheeses properly. Alongside the history and 
fundamentals of cheese-making, you'll even learn why cheese is actually good for 
you (and doesn't make you fat!), find enlightenment on the great dairy debate--
pasteurized versus not pasteurized--and improve your cheese vocabulary with a 
handy lexicon chart. 
 
Anne Saxelby is the founder of Saxelby Cheesemongers, Manhattan's first cheese 
shop dedicated to American artisanal cheese. She started out at Murray's and 
apprenticed in France and the U.S., and she has a wholesale business catering to 
more than a hundred Manhattan restaurants. 
 
Publishers of The New Rules series: Brazil: Companhia; Complex Chinese: CITIC; 
German: Frechverlag; Indonesian: Kriya Rasa; Korean: Bookers; Russian: 
Alpina/AST; Thai: Blue Sky Books; UK & British Commonwealth: Quadrile; 
Ukrainian: Zhorzh/Old Lion Publishers 
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Clarkson Potter 
September 2021 
Hardcover 
Language Arts & 
Disciplines - Style 
Manuals 
 

Editor: Gabrielle Van Tassel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 127 x 178 mm (5 x 7 in) 
Pages: 128 
Illustrations: 2C illustrations 
Price: $15.00 
 
Other titles in series: 
HOW TO TIE A SCARF 
HOW TO TIE A TIE 
HOW TO PACK 
HOW TO SET A TABLE 
HOW TO SHINE A SHOE 
HOW TO DRINK WINE 
HOW TO MAKE COFFEE (Fall 2022) 

HOW TO WRITE A LETTER: Find the Words for Every Occasion 
By Chelsea Shukov and Jamie Grobecker 
 
HOW TO WRITE A LETTER is a carefully crafted book full of charm and nostaglia 
that details the art of meaningful correspondence--from digital to ink and paper. 
This little book has you covered whether you're crafting a professional follow-up, 
writing meaningful thank you notes, marking major milestones, or expressing 
heart-felt condolences. It also includes information on the history of letter-writing, 
calligraphy, and choosing the perfect stationary, making this book as useful as it is 
gorgeous. 
 
Chelsea Shukov and Jamie Grobecker are the creators of the L.A.-based Sugar 
Paper, a leading brand in the high-end stationery world. 
 
Publishers of the How To series: French: Eyrolles; German: Knesebeck; Korean: 
Jeumedia; Italian: Vallardi; Portugal: Casa das Letras; Simplified Chinese: CITIC; 
Ukrainian: Vivat; UK & British Commonwealth: Ebury  

Ten Speed Press 
September 2021 
Hardcover 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Sarah Malarkey 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for March 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 203 mm (6 x 8 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: illustrations 
Price:TBD 

BRAVE WARRIOR 
By Worry Lines 
 
The deeply relatable Instagram illustrator @Worry__Lines (400K+) wants her fans 
to feel united by their worries rather than alienated by them. Brave Worrier 
gathers the best and new work from Worry Lines into a heartening and hilarious 
gift book perfect for anyone who is imperfect.   
 
Worry Lines is an anonymous illustrator with 400,000+ followers on Instagram. 
Her pronouns are she/her and her favorite emoji is the clown followed by the 
bottomless pit. She started her IG account in early 2019, committing to draw and 
post every day as an exercise in anti-perfectionism and as a way to manage her 
own anxiety. She has been featured on influential sites such as Cup of Jo, Vulture, 
iWeigh, 9Gag, and Greenpeace. She was recently commissioned to create a series 
of illustrations for Netflix.  
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Ten Speed Press 
September 2020 
Hardcover 
Social Science - 
Folklore & 
Mythology 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Kim Keller 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 241 mm (6 x 9-1/2 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: 78 illustrations 
Price:$18.00 
 
 
Companion Product: 
THE TAROT DECK OF MANY THINGS 
Clarkson Potter 
May 2022 
Card deck 

BENEATH THE MOON: Fairy Tales, Myths, and Divine Stories from Around 
the World 
By Yoshi Yoshitani 
 
Many of the lessons we learn are shared stories passed among cultures and 
generations. In this riveting collection of fables and folktales from cultures across 
the globe, characters from beloved fairytales, cultural fables, ancient mythologies, 
and inspirational deities are brought to life, including Sleeping Beauty (Italy), 
Rapunzel (Germany), Jack and the Beanstalk (England), Our Lady of Guadalupe 
(Mexico), Sun God Ra (Egypt), the Crane Wife (Japan), and dozens more. 
 
Lesser-known stories introduce characters such as the volcano goddess Pele from 
Hawaii; Mwindo, the wise and powerful king of the Nyanga people; and the strong 
and resilient Yennenga, mother of the Mossi people in Burkina Faso. The recurring 
themes of conquering evil, overcoming adversity, and finding love and 
companionship are woven throughout this collection. 
 
Yoshi Yoshitani's art style is fresh and unique, featuring diverse and multicultural 
characters. Each story will be featured opposite a correlating illustration, both lush 
and vibrant. 
 
Yoshi Yoshitani is an illustrator based in San Francisco who has done work for 
Disney, Image Comics, Valiant Comics, and IDW. She is currently illustrating a 
middle grade graphic novel for DC Comics, and regularly guests at comic book 
conventions such as Emerald City Comic Con, New York Comic Con, C2E2, 
HeroesCon, Small Press Expo, Thought Bubble, and Dragon Con. 
 
Rights Sold: Dutch: Van Halewyck 

 
Upcoming Gift Book Titles 

HOW TO MAKE COFFEE by Hugh Acheson (Clarkson Potter, October 2022, World) 

FLOWERS And THEIr MEANINGS by Karen Azoulay (Clarkson Potter, Fall 2022, World) 

TREES by Kelsey Oseid (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 
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Self-Help, Wellness, and Mind, Body, Spirit 
Ten Speed Press 
June 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Health & Fitness - 
Beauty & Grooming 
 
 

Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for December 2020 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 229 mm (6 x 9 in) 
Pages: 352 
Illustrations: 35 Photographs, 25 Illustrations  
Price: $20.00 
 
 

THE PIERCING BIBLE, REVISED AND EXPANDED: The Definitive Guide to 
Safe Piercing 
By Elayne Angel 
 
Piercing expert Elayne Angel has performed over 40,000 piercings since the 1980s 
and has brought many practices, such as tongue-piercing, into the mainstream. 
This authoritative and groundbreaking manual has been the definitive resource on 
body piercing since its publication in 2009. 
 
In THE PIERCING BIBLE, REVISED AND EXPANDED, Angel covers everything you 
need to know about the piercing process, fully updated for current trends and best 
practices. She walks the prospective piercee through choosing the right piercing 
professional and studio, the type of piercing and appropriate jewelry, and how to 
care for a new or healed piercing. 
 
Elayne Angel has been a professional piercer for more than 20 years and has 
performed over 40,000 piercings. She was awarded the President's Lifetime 
Achievement Award by the Association of Professional Piercers in 2006 and is a 
contributing writer for PAIN Magazine. She lives in Mérida, Mexico. 
 
Publishers of THE PIERCING BIBLE: Russian: Sergey Popov 
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Ten Speed Press 
December 2020 
Hardcover and 
Trade Paperback 
Business & 
Economics - 
Careers - Job 
Hunting 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Ashley Pierce 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 229 mm (6 x 9 in) 
Pages: 352 
Illustrations: 40 Illustrations  
Price: $29.00/$19.99 
 

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE? 2021: Your Guide to a Lifetime of 
Meaningful Work and Career Success 
By Richard N. Bolles and Katharine Brooks 
 
In today's challenging job market, as recent grads face a shifting economic 
landscape and seek work that pays and inspires, as workers are laid off mid-career, 
and as people search for an inspiring work-life change, the time-tested advice of 
WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE? is needed more than ever. 
 
This new edition has been fully revised for 2021 by Vanderbilt University Career 
Center director Katharine Brooks EdD, with modern advice on the job-hunt 
strategies that are working today, such as building an online resume, making the 
most of social media tools, and acing Skype interviews. Building on the wisdom of 
original author Richard N. Bolles, this edition updates the famed Flower Exercise 
(which walks job seekers through the seven ways of thinking about themselves) 
and demystifies the entire job-search process, from writing resumes to 
interviewing and networking.  
 
Richard N. Bolles led the job-search field for more than forty years. A member of 
Mensa and the Society for Human Resource Management, he served as the 
keynote speaker at hundreds of conferences. 
 
Dr. Katharine Brooks, EdD, is an award-winning career counselor and coach who 
is currently the Evans Family Executive Director of the Career Center for Vanderbilt 
University. She is a licensed professional counselor, nationally certified counselor, 
and board-certified coach. Previously, she had been the executive director of the 
Office of Personal and Career Development at Wake Forest University and director 
of career services for the College of Liberal Arts at the University of Texas in Austin. 
 
Previous publishers of WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE?: Arabic: Jarir 
Bookstore; Complex Chinese: Yuan-Liou; Dutch: Nieuwezijds; German: Campus 
Verlag; Indonesian: PT Menuju; Korean: Luk House; Polish: Studio Emka; Russian: 
Exmo; Simplified Chinese: Beijng Xiron; Turkish: Sola Kocluk Egitim; Vietnamese: 
TGM and First News 
 
Rights sold: Dutch: Nieuwezijds; German: Campus Verlag 
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Ten Speed Press 
March 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Business & 
Economics - Careers 
- Job Hunting 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Ashley Pierce 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for October 2020 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 80 
Illustrations: 10 Illustrations  
Price: $14.00 

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE? WORKBOOK 6 EDITION: A 
Companion to the World's Most Popular and Bestselling Career 
Handbook 
By Richard N. Bolles  
 
This interactive companion to the career classic is a helpful tool for recent grads, 
workers laid off mid-career, and people searching for an inspiring work-life 
change. Featuring the Flower Exercise, Party Exercise, Transferable Skills Grid, and 
more of Richard Bolles's helpful charts and activities, this workbook allows job-
hunters to roll up their sleeves and discover their unique interests, passions, and 
dreams that will give them, once completed, a picture of their dream job. 
 
Richard N. Bolles led the job-search field for more than 40 years. A member of 
Mensa and the Society for Human Resource Management, he served as the 
keynote speaker at hundreds of conferences. Bolles held a bachelor's degree cum 
laude in physics from Harvard University, a master's degree from General 
Theological (Episcopal) Seminary in New York City, and three honorary doctorates. 
 
Publishers of WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE? WORKBOOK: Dutch: 
Nieuwezijds; German: Campus Verlag 
 
Rights Sold: German: Campus Verlag 

Ten Speed Press 
April 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Education - Higher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Ashley Pierce 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 140 x 210 mm (5-12 x 8-1/4 in) 
Pages: 224 
Illustrations: none  
Price: $16.99 
 

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACUTE? FOR COLLEGE: Pave Your Path from 
Major to Meaningful Work 
By Katharine Brooks EdD  
 
WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE? FOR COLLEGE is the only guide you need for 
making the best of your college career from start to finish. Based on the bestselling 
job-hunting system in the world created by Richard Bolles, it discusses how to 
choose your major and create a four-year plan with your interests and values in 
mind, covers creating and adding to a resume that stands out in a crowd, and 
making valuable connections with fellow students and alumni. You'll discover how 
to land a meaningful internship, a first job, or continue schooling at the graduate 
level. Dr. Katherine Brooks has also included relevant inion for the modern student 
about using social media, online profiles such as LinkedIn, and interviewing via 
webcam to accomplish your goals. The book includes exercises and space for self-
reflection reflection throughout, allowing you to truly find the path through 
college into a successful future that fits. 
 
Dr. Katharine S. Brooks is the Evans Family Executive Director of the Career Center 
at Vanderbilt University. Prior to Vanderbilt, she was the executive director of the 
Office of Personal and Career Development at Wake Forest University, director of 
career services for the College of Liberal Arts at the University of Texas in Austin, 
and director of career services at Dickinson College, where she also taught courses 
on psychology. She is a licensed professional counselor (LPC-Texas), a nationally 
certified counselor (NCC), and a board certified coach (BCC). She provides career 
coaching and counseling to college students as well as alumni of all ages who are 
transitioning into new careers, or even retirement. She is the author of YOU 
MAJORED IN WHAT?: Designing Your Path from College to Career and writes a 
blog, "Career Transitions," for Psychology Today. 
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Ten Speed Press 
March 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Self-Help - Green 
Lifestyle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
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SIMPLY SUSTAINABLE: Moving Toward Plastic-Free, Low-Waste Living 
By Lily Cameron 
 
Transitioning to a zero-waste lifestyle means eliminating unnecessary clutter from 
your home and reducing your dependence on disposable goods, but it also comes 
with practical challenges that can seem daunting. In SIMPLY SUSTAINABLE, 
perfection is not required. Whether you are looking for easy changes to get you 
started, or more advanced, high-impact tips for your low-waste home, these 
simple, effective steps will forever change your relationship to disposable plastic 
products. 
 
Lily Cameron is passionate about living a minimal, zero-waste lifestyle and helping 
others do the same. She launched her store, Wild Minimalist, to make it easier for 
more people to switch to low-waste living, and shares tips and advice from her 
own family's plastic-free journey on their blog and Instagram. Lily lives in Marin, 
California, with her husband and business partner, Max, their son, and their rescue 
dachshund. 
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ESSENTIAL OILS TO BOOST THE BRAIN AND HEAL THE BODY: 5 Steps to 
Calm Anxiety, Sleep Better, Reduce Inflammation to Regain Control of 
Your Health 
By Jodi Cohen 
 
Essential oils are succeeding where prescription pharmaceuticals have so far been 
unable to effectively melt away anxiety and depression, sharpen focus, increase 
energy, improve memory, begin to correct chronic autoimmunity, and even 
promote weight loss. In Jodi Cohen's five-step protocol, the body's natural systems 
are jump-started with essential oil recipe blends. Sleep, blood circulation, and 
stress can be regulated with particular essential oil blends. For example, oils such 
as rosemary, clove, and thyme can reduce inflammation, and basil, cardamom, and 
peppermint can improve mental focus. Once you learn the steps, you'll want to 
start your own essential oils regimen immediately and be on your way to a 
healthier body and brain! 
 
Jodi Cohen is a bestselling author, award-winning journalist, and health 
practitioner. As the founder of Vibrant Blue Oils, she has combined her training in 
nutritional therapy and aromatherapy to create unique proprietary blends of 
organic and wild-crafted essential oils. She has helped countless clients with brain-
related challenges, including anxiety, insomnia, and autoimmunity and her 
website has rapidly become a top resource for essential oils education on the 
Internet today. 
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STORY OR DIE: Why Story is the Only Way to Engage, Persuade, and 
Inspire--and How to Use Brain Science to Create One That Will 
By Lisa Cron  
 
Story isn't just one way to persuade, it's the way. It's built into the architecture of 
the brain, and has been since early humans gathered around the campfire, trying 
to figure out if that rustling in the bushes really was a lion. But to fully wield the 
power of story at will, you must first understand how story is working in your brain-
-not metaphorically, but biologically. 
 
In STORY OR DIE, author, speaker, and story coach Lisa Cron decodes the power 
of story, examining how story and the brain evolved in tandem; why well-told 
stories were, and continue to be, key to our survival; and what grabs us in a good 
story (It's very different from what we think). She then takes readers, step by step, 
through the process of creating their own story--a story with the power to call 
even the most challenging audience, no matter their tribe, to action. Along the 
way, Cron explains what your brain craves in a story, how to pinpoint your 
audience's hidden resistance, and why all roads lead to an a-ha moment. In doing 
so, she teaches you how to enthrall, persuade, promote, educate, inspire, and 
most important, better understand yourself and every decision you make. 
 
Lisa Cron is a story coach, speaker, and the author of WIRED FOR STORY and STORY 
GENIUS. She has previously worked as a literary agent, a television producer, and 
a story consultant for Warner Brothers and The William Morris Agency, among 
others, and currently advises writers, nonprofits, educators, and journalists on the 
art and craft of story. Cron has also served on the faculty of the School of Visual 
Arts MFA program in Visual Narrative, and since 2006 has taught in the UCLA 
Extension Writers' Program. She lives in Santa Monica, California. 
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THE JOB CLOSER: Time-Saving Techniques for Acing Resumes, Interviews, 
Negotiations, and More 
By Steve Dalton 
 
Steve Dalton's THE 2-HOUR JOB SEARCH method has proven to be successful 
among job-seekers of all stripes, covering the different ways to use technology 
efficiently for filtering through job listings, making key connections, and scheduling 
inional meetings. In his follow-up book THE JOB CLOSER, Dalton shows how to use 
the same time-saving techniques for the rest of the job search process: choosing 
the right career path, building your resume, writing a concise cover letter, nailing 
your interview, and negotiating your offer.  
 
Steve Dalton is a program director and senior career consultant at Duke 
University's Fuqua School of Business. He is also the founder of corporate training 
firm Contact2Colleague. 
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MY BODY, MY HOME: A Radical Guide to Resilience and Belonging 
By Victoria Emanuela and Caitlin Metz 
 
MY BODY, MY HOME is an embodied, interactive guide to belonging. It is a path 
to self-acceptance, resilience, and healing the disconnect between body and mind. 
This book is for those of us who have left our bodies--those who needed to escape 
from our physical form in one way or another. It is a gentle reminder that you 
belong and a guide to connecting to yourself. With a variety of soothing 
meditations and prompts for reflection, this workbook focuses on the relationship 
between you and your body. As you reflect on your answers to these questions, 
write in the margins, draw what you feel, and engage with your inner child, your 
lineage, and your shadow self. The authors use each page to encourage self-
expression with a variety of prompted exercises, from body maps and drawings to 
lists and Venn diagrams.  
 
Victoria Emanuela is a creative copywriter, mind/body resiliency coach, and 
trauma-informed meditation teacher. Their work exists at the intersection of 
healing, somatic writing, and movement. Victoria's love of stringing words 
together to create shared meaning encourages a sense of belonging. 
 
Caitlin Metz is a feisty introvert, tender queer, illustrator, and educator. Her work 
is a blend of art with themes of identity, mental health, and community. Caitlin's 
emotive and immediate mark-making fosters connection, making the world feel 
less lonely. 
 
Rights sold: UK & British Commonwealth: Hardie Grant 
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JUST EAT: One Reporter's Quest for a Weight-Loss Regimen that Works 
By Barry Estabrook 
 
Over the course of three years, investigative journalist Barry Estabrook tried the 
regimens behind the most popular diets of the past forty years--from paleo to the 
Master Cleanse, Whole30, Atkins, Weight Watchers, keto, gluten-free, and 
veganism--examining the people, claims, and science behind the fads, all while 
recording his mental and physical experience of following each one. Along the way, 
he discovers that the more than fifteen branded programs are derived from just 
three diets. That there are effective, scientifically valid take-aways to be cherry-
picked . . . and the rest is just marketing. Perhaps most alarmingly, he uncovers 
how short-term weight loss can too often do long-term health damage that goes 
undetected for years. Estabrook contextualizes his reporting with an analysis of 
our culture's bizarre dieting history dating back to the late 1800s to create a 
thorough--and thoroughly entertaining--look at what different diets do to our 
bodies, why some are more effective than others, and why our relationship with 
food is so fraught. 
 
Barry Estabrook is the author of PIG TALES: An Omnivore's Guide to Sustainable 
Meat and the New York Times bestselling TOMATOLAND. Estabrook has written 
investigative articles on food, nutrition, and agriculture for The Washington Post, 
The New York Times, The Atlantic, and other publications. He was the founding 
editor of Eating Well magazine and his work has been included in the Best 
American Food Writing anthologies.  
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FOOD52 YOUR DO-ANYTHING KITCHEN: The Trusty Guide to a Smarter, 
Tidier, Happier Space 
By The Editors of Food52 
 
If you're ready for a top-to-bottom kitchen revamp, this handbook's got you 
covered--but it's packed with small-but-mighty upgrades, too. Stick with us, and 
you'll get to know which cooking tools are must-haves, discover new pantry staples 
for on-a-whim meals, and learn tons of tips to make your fridge (freezer, too!) 
work even harder for you. You'll find strategies for tidying storage-container 
clutter and arranging all your cooking gadgets--and while you're at it, maximizing 
precious drawer and counter space.  
 
Once you've gotten your kitchen in order, you can start cooking with a new spring 
in your step, thanks to a handy how-to on knife skills and a mini-guide to mise en 
place. A chapter chock-full of cleaning advice will keep your kitchen at its spiffiest. 
Throughout, you'll get tours of real-life, super-functional home kitchens from 
cookbook authors, chefs, bakers, and more. Armed with a choose-your-own-
adventure meal-prep planner, helpful charts on the art of speedy, streamlined 
dinners, and a game-changing cleaning checklist, you'll whiz through your routine 
like the efficiency expert you now are. So whether you're putting together your 
very first kitchen or looking to spruce up a well-loved space, YOUR DO-ANYTHING 
KITCHEN will turn it into the greatest-possible place to cook--and spend time. 
 
Food52 was founded by Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs--two authors and 
opinionated home cooks who formerly worked for the New York Times--to 
celebrate food as the center of a well-lived life with recipes, books, home goods, 
and more. 
 
Publishers of Food52 titles: Brazil: Companhia; German: DK/Sudwest 
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MINIMALISTA: Practical Tools to Get Organized, Dress Better, Feel Better, 
and Up-level Every Aspect of Your Life 
By Shira Gill 
 
Broken into small, bite-sized chunks, this book shares Shira's complete toolkit for 
the first time, using her five key steps: Clarify, Edit, Organize, Elevate, and Maintain 
so you have a strong foundation for the work ahead. In part two, the reader dives 
into the hands-on work, choose-your-own-adventure style; Knock out a room, or 
even a single drawer. Style a bookshelf. Donate a sweater. Shira believes in small 
victories, achieved one at a time, start to snowball into massive transformation, 
and that there is potential in every space regardless of size, location, or budget. In 
Minimalista she makes it clear that everyone has the ability to learn the principles 
of editing and organization if the process is fun and easy to follow.  
 
Shira Gill s the creative force behind Shira Gill Home, a lifestyle brand and popular 
blog. Her Virtual Closet Makeover Program and Virtual Work Space Makeover 
Program sell out instantly and have garnered attention from A-List celebrities, 
Olympic Athletes, and tech entrepreneurs. Shira has contributed to national 
publications including Real Simple, Sunset Magazine, Goop, and Parents. Her work 
and home have also been featured in Apartment Therapy, Rue Magazine, Style Me 
Pretty, My Domaine, Domino Magazine, and Remodelista. Shira is based in 
Berkeley and lives in a 100-year old, 1200 square foot bungalow shared with her 
husband, two daughters, and their Mini Australian Shepard, Patches. 
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THE KNOT ULTIMATE WEDDING PLANNER AND ORGANIZER, REVISED 
AND UPDATED: Worksheets, Checklists, Inspiration, Calendars, and 
Pockets 
By The Editors of the Knot 
 
A revised and updated edition of The Knot's wedding planning binder, including 
updated and modernized information, checklists and worksheets, 100% new 
artwork, and a refreshed design. 
 
The Knot is the leading all-in-one wedding-planning resource. Founded in 1996 as 
the first digital wedding-planning brand, The Knot continues to provide millions of 
couples getting married each year with a completely personalized planning 
experience--from inspiration to finding and booking vendors, managing their 
guests' experiences, creating registries, and more. 
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DEMYSTIFYING DISABILITY: What to Know, What to Say, and How to Be an Ally 
By Emily Ladau  
 
Disabled people are the world's largest minority, but when it comes to dealing with 
disability, many of us--disabled and non-disabled alike--don't know how to act, 
what to say, or how to be an ally. DEMYSTIFYING DISABILITY is an approachable, 
friendly handbook to all the disability issues you need to know about, from ableism 
and etiquette to media representation and accessibility. Authored by disability 
rights advocate, speaker, and writer Emily Ladau, this is a practical guide to 
disability that everyone can learn from. 
 
Emily Ladau is an internationally known disability rights activist, writer, and 
speaker. She is the editor in chief of the Rooted in Rights Blog, a platform 
dedicated to amplifying authentic narratives on the disability experience through 
an intersectional lens. She also co-hosts "The Accessible Stall" podcast, a 
conversational show about disability issues, and regularly speaks to audiences 
across the United States. Emily's writing has been published widely in outlets 
including The New York Times, HuffPost, CNN, SELF, Salon, Vice, The Daily Beast, 
Variety, and Marie Claire Australia.  
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MADE FOR LIVING: Collected Interiors for All Sorts of Styles 
By Amber Lewis 
 
Whether you're decorating your first home or refreshing your space, Amber Lewis 
teaches you how to layer the things you own for a cohesive, beautifully designed 
home. Delivering tips on refreshing a room with new paint (including finding the 
perfect white), mixing textiles and pillows, and blending neutrals, Amber's 
beautiful, California cool will help you transform your home into one that's elegant 
and timeless--a look you'll want to keep for the long run. 
 
Interior designer Amber Lewis is the principal and founder of Amber Interiors, a 
full-service firm that provides designs for everything from large-scale residences 
to extensive commercial projects. Amber and her team work with architects and 
contractors to bring to life the distinct visions seen in her work, on her blog, and 
in her retail shop. Amber lives with her husband and daughter in Calabasas, 
California. 
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GETTING IT: A Guide to Hot, Healthy Hookups and Shame-Free Sex 
By Allison Moon 
 
A comprehensive and fun-to-read guidebook for people of all sexual identities and 
experience levels, GETTING IT covers all the bases of hook-up culture from first 
moves and sex etiquette to navigating nonmonogamy and sexual health. In an era 
of endless crossed signals and heightened awareness of consent and respect, 
award-winning author and sex educator Allison Moon shows you how to achieve 
safe and enjoyable encounters by practicing clear communication and 
consideration of all parties involved--yourself included. Getting It helps you 
understand what casual sex means for you and offers an instructive and 
empowering deep dive into how to get it, do it well, and feel great about it every 
step of the way. And since we're all imperfect, Moon offers guidance for how to 
gracefully recover when you screw up--or get screwed over.  
 
Allison Moon is the author of the critically acclaimed sexual education guide Girl 
Sex 101. Moon is a popular sex educator, leading workshops on sexual pleasure 
and technique, polyamory, LGBTQ+ issues, and more. She has been quoted in 
Cosmopolitan, New York Magazine, and The Washington Post. Her other writing 
includes the story collection BAD DYKE: Salacious Stories from a Queer Life, articles 
for Bustle, and stories for the RISK! podcast, Bawdy Storytelling, and various 
anthologies. 
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DESIGN THE HOME YOU LOVE: Ideas, Inspiration, and Practical Advice for 
Developing Your Personal Style 
By Emily Motayed and Lee Mayer 
 
In DESIGN THE HOME YOU LOVE, you learn how to first identify your own style 
(whether you're a fan of the traditional classic style, Parisian elegance, or 
California modern) and then you learn how to incorporate furniture that matches 
your style and fits your budget. Design the Home You Love takes you step-by-step 
and room by room through each part of the home to help you fulfill your home's 
potential.  
 
Whether you're looking to give your home a complete makeover, or merely spruce 
up your rental apartment's living room and take it from blah to fab, Emily and Lee 
bring fresh ideas, advice, and inspiration to the table. Illustrated with photography 
from Havenly's personal collections and new photography shot at clients' homes 
and their own Denver-based studio space, this is the interior design book that 
finally makes it possible for us all to achieve our design goals. 
 
Emily Motayed and Lee Mayer are founders of the interior design company 
Havenly and have business degrees from Harvard and Wharton. They have just 
completed their second round of venture capital funding, and have built an 
incredible network of media support and influencers. Their company is based in 
Denver, Colorado. Since the launch of the company they have been recognized as 
women to watch and rising entrepreneurs by publications such as the New York 
Times, USA Today, and Inc. 
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EVERYTHING IS A CREATIVE ACT: 99 Innovative Exercises to Stretch Your 
Mind and Spark Imagination 
By Sarah Stein Greenberg and Stanford d.school 
 
Known worldwide for its collaborative and interdisciplinary approach, d.school has 
amassed an unprecedented collection of creative assignments designed to push 
you out of your comfort zone, change your perspective, generate fresh ideas, and 
help you be more productive--regardless of your field or creative interests.  
 
The assignments in EVERYTHING IS A CREATIVE ACT are compiled by d.school 
executive director Sarah Stein Greenberg from some of the world's leading minds, 
including d.school and IDEO founder David Kelley, Google chief innovation 
evangelist Frederik Pferdt, and more. Exercises like The Banana Challenge, Salad 
Mapping, and Life Goes Awry show you how to express your point of view, work 
with data, visualize inion, and tell good stories. Expert Eyes tests your observation 
skills, How to Talk to Strangers builds empathy, and Secret Handshake encourages 
successful collaborations. The assignments are at once weird, tough, lighthearted, 
and impactful--and address all of the components of learning, from thinking, 
feeling, making, and choosing to failing, rebounding, and trying again. 
 
Sarah Stein Greenberg is the executive director of the Stanford d.school, where 
she leads a community of designers, faculty, and other imaginative thinkers to help 
people unlock their creative abilities and apply them to the world.  
 
The Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, known as the Stanford d.school, was 
founded at Stanford University in 2005. Each year, more than a thousand students 
from all disciplines attend classes, workshops, and programs to learn how the 
thinking behind design can enrich their own work and unlock their creative 
potential. 
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COURAGE, A COMIC BOOK: A Designer's Guide to Facing Your Fears and 
Standing Up for What Matters 
By Ashish Goel and Stanford d.school 
 
In this book, designer, entrepreneur, and d.school teaching fellow Ashish Goel 
examines what it takes to be courageous. Using comics to illustrate real-world 
situations, Goel asks and answers four keys questions: Why is it hard to create 
work in the first place? Why do things fall apart when other people get involved? 
What does it take to do work that isn't just good, but good? And how do you do 
work that is your own? Each chapter features a series of tools designed to develop 
a mindset of fearlessness: Open the Tap to generate new ideas, Seek a Streak to 
take the all-important first step, Make a Birdbox to focus your attention, and much 
more. 
 
Ashish Goel is a designer, entrepreneur, and founder of Boca Sparkling Water. A 
former teaching fellow at the Stanford d.school and key collaborator on the 
Stanford 2025 project, Ashish has taught classes on media, communication, and 
data design. He is the former head of design at Zomato (India's larger-scale Yelp!), 
and has launched and run design divisions for multiple international companies.  
 
The Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, known as the Stanford d.school, was 
founded at Stanford University in 2005. Each year, more than a thousand students 
from all disciplines attend classes, workshops, and programs to learn how the 
thinking behind design can enrich their own work and unlock their creative 
potential. 
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THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF MAPS: A Designer's Guide to Creating Visual 
Information 
By Carissa Carter and Stanford d.school 
 
A riveting mystery story about Marion Marlow and the disappearance of one of 
her old high school friends is woven in between instruction about the different 
kinds of maps we use to make sense of data and our surroundings. We learn how 
map design can take different forms to understand information. In this book, 
designer and d.school professor Carissa Carter examines how maps aren't just 
birds' eye views of roads and highways, mountains and deserts. Maps are also 
ways of organizing data. Graphs, diagrams, and timelines are maps. Even stories 
can be mapped! 
 
Carissa Carter is a designer, geoscientist, and Director of Teaching and Learning at 
the Stanford d.school. Carissa drives the d.school's pedagogy and teaches courses 
on the intersection of data and design, design for climate change, maps, and the 
visual sorting of inion. She helped helm the d.school's seminal 2025 future of 
higher education project and continues to pursue projects at the crossover 
between design, science, and technology. "I Love Algorithms," Carissa's recent 
foray into making emerging tech more accessible, won a prestigious Core-77 
design award and was also named one of the most innovative designs of 2019 by 
Fast Company. 
 
The Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, known as the Stanford d.school, was 
founded at Stanford University in 2005. Each year, more than a thousand students 
from all disciplines attend classes, workshops, and programs to learn how the 
thinking behind design can enrich their own work and unlock their creative 
potential. 
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NAVIGATING AMBIGUITY: A Designer's Guide to Creating Your Best Work 
out of Uncertainty 
By Andrea Small and Stanford d.school 
 
Any design process is fundamentally limited. It might show the process as a series 
of steps, in sequence. But we don't always work this way. Navigating Ambiguity 
underscores how the creative process isn't formulaic. Through bolstering a 
designer's confidence, this book shows how to surrender control through being 
adaptable, curious, and unbiased as well as resourceful, tenacious, and 
courageous. Cut white paper sculptures and collage are photographed as 
illustrations to show ways in which designers can rethink their work of creating 
without hitting the usual roadblocks that slow down work. The result is a more 
open and satisfying journey from assignment or idea to finished product. 
 
Andrea Small is an author, educator, experienced strategist, and a teaching fellow 
at Stanford's d.school. Previously, she was the Director of Product and Portfolio 
Strategy at Herman Miller and Strategy Lead at Yves Behar's design firm 
fuseproject. Her vast experience in design strategy includes work with some of the 
world's most iconic brands including the Nike Foundation, Nivea, GE, Starbucks, 
Samsung, and more.  
 
The Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, known as the Stanford d.school, was 
founded at Stanford University in 2005. Each year, more than a thousand students 
from all disciplines attend classes, workshops, and programs to learn how the 
thinking behind design can enrich their own work and unlock their creative 
potential. 
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Editor: Gabrielle Van Tassel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials Available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 165 x 216 mm (6-1/2 x 8-1/2 in) 
Pages: 208 
Illustrations: 65-75 illustrations  
Price: $25.00 
 
 

BODY TALK: How to Give Perfection the Middle Finger and Live Your Best 
Life 
By Katie Sturino 
 
Katie Sturino doesn't care what anyone thinks of her; she only cares that she's 
happy and comfortable with herself. Body positivity and size inclusivity in 
mainstream media is still a relatively new phenomenon and Sturino has been at 
the front of the pack for many years, working to change the narrative around 
modern beauty standards with her blog, Instagram, podcast, and her own beauty 
brand.  
 
With MEGABABE, an illustrated guide-meets-workbook, Sturino will not only be 
the empowered female voice for you to look up to--one that she and many other 
women never had in their youth--but she will also teach you how to become that 
driving force for yourself. Her message focuses on body positivity, self-acceptance, 
and vanquishing bad body image BS, so you can free up space in your brain for 
creative and productive energy. 
 
Complete with affirmations, introspective reflections, and actionable takeaways, 
as well as space to answer prompts and jot down feelings and inspirations, 
MEGABABE encourages you to spend less time thinking about how you look and 
what you ate and more time discovering your inner fierceness. 
 
Katie Sturino is a serial entrepreneur, internet influencer, and body positivity 
advocate. She uses her voice and personal style to raise awareness for size 
inclusivity and to empower women of all sizes. Katie is also the founder of 
Megababe, an innovative beauty brand offering non-toxic products to help 
womern feel more comfortable and confident in their own skin. 
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Editor: Matt Inman 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for October 2020 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 165 x 216 mm (6-1/2 x 8-1/2 in) 
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Illustrations: 30 illustrations  
Price: $28.00 
 
 

NPR'S PODCAST STARTUP GUIDE: Create, Launch, and Grow a Podcast 
That People Listen To on Any Budget 
By Glen Weldon 
 
Podcasts are everywhere. Whoever you are, whatever you love, there's a podcast 
for you: political junkie, sports fan, foodie, pop culture lover, or science nerd. In a 
booming audio storytelling landscape "You should start a podcast" has become 
the new "You should start a blog." But any podcast enthusiast knows that, in such 
a vast and growing marketplace, quality varies hugely. Simple issues of execution 
like poor sound quality or uneven editing render the majority of podcasts 
unlistenable. The barrier to entry of podcast production--having a mic and a 
laptop--is low, but the learning curve is steep.  
 
That's where NPR comes in. In NPR'S PODCAST STARTUP GUIDE, NPR, the #1 
podcast publisher in the U.S., draws on its extensive educational materials, 
unparalled experience, and army of podcasting talent--from Guy Raz (How I Built 
This), Linda Holmes (Pop Culture Happy Hour) to Hanna Rosin (Invisibilia) and 
beyond--to guide aspiring podcasters through the conception, creation, and 
launch of a podcast. Part master class, part inional interview with the best in the 
business, this evergreen volume is a must-read for anyone who wants to make 
their dream of starting a podcast a reality. 
 
Glen Weldon is an editor at the NPR Arts Desk as well as a film, television and book 
critic. For the last decade he's been a panelist on NPR's Pop Culture Happy Hour, 
a twice-weekly roundtable discussion podcast about the latest television, movies, 
books and comics. A graduate of the Iowa Writers' Workshop, he has received 
fellowships from the Ragdale Foundation and the Amtrak Writers' Residency 
Fellowship, among others. His work has appeared in The New York Times, The 
Washington Post, Slate, and The Atlantic. He lives in Washington, D.C. 

 
Upcoming Self-Help, Wellness, and Mind, Body, Spirit Titles 

SAVE THE CAT! WRITES YA by Jessica Brody (Ten Speed Press, August 2022, World English) 

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR PARACHUTE? FOR TEENS, 4TH EDITION by Carol Christen (Ten Speed Press, April 2022, World) 

EMILY POSTS’S ETIQUETTE, 20th EDITION by Lizzie Post (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World) 

SOAK by Greta Rybus (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World English) 

UNTITLED INTERACTIVE FINANCIAL GUIDE BOOK by Wall Street Journal (Clarkson Potter, December 2022, World) 

YOUR MANIFESTO by Charlotte Burgess-Auburn and Stanford d.school (Ten Speed Press, September 2022, World English) 

BELONGING by Susie Wise and Stanford d.school (Ten Speed Press, April 2022, World English) 

PROTOTYPES by Scott Witthoft and Stanford d.school (Ten Speed Press, April 2022, World English) 

STANFORD DESIGNER’S GUIDE 7 AND 8 by Charlotte Burgess-Auburn, Scott Doorley, Sarah Stein, and Stanford d.school (Ten 
Speed Press, September 2022, World English) 

HOME THERAPY by Anita Yokota (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 
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Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World English 
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Title Specs: 
Trim: 229 x 280 mm (9 x 11 in)  
Pages: 228 
Illustrations: 200 4C Photos 
Price: $50.00 

COLTRANE 
By The Coltrane Estate; Forward by Ravi Coltrane 
 
John Coltrane's impact on jazz music and culture has endured far beyond his 
prolific career and untimely death in 1967 at age forty. Featuring two hundred 
expertly curated photographs, Coltrane is an intimate and in-depth look at the life 
of the legendary saxophonist and composer. This beautiful photography book 
further explores Coltrane's musical legacy with an introduction by his son and 
fellow musician, Ravi Coltrane, along with essays and contributions from public 
figures who have been moved by his work. COLTRANE is a visual celebration of 
one of the all-time great jazz musicians, and a must-have for fans of John Coltrane, 
jazz, and music photography. 
 
Ravi Coltrane is a critically acclaimed Grammy nominated saxophonist, 
bandleader, and composer. Born in Long Island, the second son of John Coltrane 
and Alice Coltrane, Ravi was named after Indian sitar legend Ravi Shankar. He was 
raised in Los Angeles where his family moved after his father's death in 1967. Ravi 
maintains a fast paced touring, recording, composing and performance schedule. 
He leads the effort to restore the John Coltrane Home in Dix Hills, Long Island and 
presides over important reissues of his parent's recordings. 

Clarkson Potter 
Fall 2021 
Hardcover 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World  
Coagents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in)  
Pages: 336 
Illustrations: Photographs 
Price: $40.00 

NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AT 125: Inside America’s Most 
Influential Book Review 
By Tina Jordan 
 
From the longest-running, most trusted book review in America comes a 
celebration of The New York Times Book Review, showcasing the best, worst, 
funniest, strangest, and influential literary coverage since its beginnings in 
1896. Not only is this beautiful, dynamic book a history of the magazine, but it's 
also a chronology of American letters, with famous authors interviewing famous 
authors, never-before-heard stories about well-known writers, and review 
excerpts that reveal what the paper thought of some of our most beloved novels 
when they were first published (including ones the magazine 
panned). Through the unfolding stories and photographs, readers will learn how 
American literary tastes have shifted—and the many ways the Times's coverage 
of books has shaped so much of what we read today. 
 
Tina Jordan is the deputy editor of The New York Times Book Review. An 
archives fiend, she has unearthed such gems as 
the tale of Agatha Christie’s disappearance, and what happened when 
P.D. Wodehouse was captured by the Germans during World War II. 
Before joining The Times, Tina was the longtime books editor at 
Entertainment Weekly, where she worked since the magazine’s founding. 
She edited all of the magazine’s book coverage, overseeing reviews, 
features and publishing industry news, assigning, for example, the very 
first United States coverage of J. K. Rowling. 
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Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World  
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 191 x 267 mm (7.5 x 10.5 in) 
Pages: 320 
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Price: $35.00 
 
Other Titles in Series: 
Critical Role Novel #1 (Del Rey, Summer 2021) 
D&D with Kids (Del Rey, Fall 2021) 
Critical Role Novel #2 (Del Rey, Spring 2022) 

THE WORLD OF CRITICAL ROLE: The History Behind the Epic Fantasy 
By Liz Marsham and the Cast of Critical Role 
 
Dive deep into the history of the world’s most popular fantasy RPG livestream with 
the cast of Critical Role in this definitive guide featuring never-before-seen 
illustrations and photos. 
 
Discover dazzling new illustrations and richly written insights into the locations, 
characters, and adventures featured in the hundreds of episodes across Critical 
Role’s two campaigns, Vox Machina and the Mighty Nein. Go behind the scenes 
with archival photos and exclusive interviews with Dungeon Master Matt Mercer 
and the entire Critical Role cast as they explore their characters’ most triumphant 
moments and darkest hours. And celebrate the massive community of Critters 
who support and expand the show’s world through a highlighted tour of the crafts, 
cosplay, and art they create every day. 
  
Liz Marsham writes books of all types for readers of all ages. She began her 
storytelling career as an editor at DC Comics and Disney Publishing. As a D&D 
character, she would most likely be a warlock: She can do a couple of cool things 
in a row, but then she needs a nap. She runs a tiny fiefdom in Southern California 
with her husband, son, two cats, and what she insists is a “perfectly reasonable” 
number of dice. 
 
Critical Role features seven popular voiceover actors diving into epic fantasy RPG 
adventures, led by veteran game master Matthew Mercer. What began in 2012 as 
a bunch of friends playing in each other’s living rooms has evolved into a multi-
platform entertainment sensation, attracting nearly a million viewers every week. 
 
Rights sold: German: Ulisses; UK & British Commonwealth: Del Rey UK 

Ten Speed Press 
November 2020 
Hardcover 
Photography - Nature 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Kelly Snowden 
Rights: World  
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 256 
Illustrations: 250 4C photos  
Price: $30.00 

ON THE FARM: Heritage and Heralded Animal Breeds in Portrait and 
Stories 
By Aliza Eliazarov 
 
A collection of moving, ethereal portraits of heritage farm breeds from a 
renowned animal photographer, alongside personal stories and a history of these 
breeds on American farms. 
 
These breeds have evolved with humanity for thousands of years, making possible 
the rise of civilization. Yet in the age of industrialized farming they have become 
rare, many verging on the edge of extinction. Aliza uses her camera to capture 
these disappearing animals during all stages of life, from birth to childhood to old 
age. She shows readers a duck who attends story hour at a local library, a goat who 
miraculously escaped from a burning barn, a cow named Cardi B who got lost in a 
storm, and many other heartwarming animals who live among us. 
 
Aliza Eliazarov is a professional photographer. Her work has been recognized 
by The Atlantic, The New York Times, Saveur, Food & Wine, Slate, the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, and the National Resources Defense Council; she was 
also the original staff photographer for Modern Farmer. She has won numerous 
awards and her work is on show in Paris, China, and New York. 
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Editor: Kaitlin Ketchum 
Rights: World  
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 263 x 276 mm (10 3/8 x 10 7/8 in) 
Pages: 288  
Illustrations: 250 4C photos  
Price: $40.00 
 
Companion Product: 
OVERVIEW PUZZLE 
Clarkson Potter 
July 2021 
Puzzle 

OVERVIEW TIMELAPSE: How We Change the Earth 
By Benjamin Grant and Timoty Dougherty 
 
A striking collection of satellite images documenting human impact on the Earth--
and how the Earth responds--from the creators of OVERVIEW and the Instagram 
sensation Daily Overview. 
 
Change is Earth's most important and influential constant. From geological 
changes that take place over millennia, to the growth of civilization, to intense 
(and increasingly common) weather events exacerbated by a warming climate, the 
planet is constantly in flux. With areas viewed over various periods of time--days, 
months, and years--these changes become even more apparent, as does the scale 
and scope of human impact on Earth. 
 
OVERVIEW TIMELAPSE is a compelling photographic survey of the state of change 
on Earth today. With human activity driving this transformation faster than ever, 
visible signs can now be seen across the planet. Through its 250 mesmerizing 
images such as sprawling cities and the patterns created by decades of 
deforestation, this book offers a fresh perspective of change on Earth from a 
larger-than-life scale 
 
Benjamin Grant is the founder of Overview and the author of OVERVIEW: A New 
Perspective of Earth and OVERVIEW: Young Explorer's Edition. Daily posts from his 
project have both delighted and challenged his audience from around the globe 
since 2013. Benjamin graduated from Yale University, where he studied history 
and art history and rowed heavyweight crew. He lives and rides his bike in San 
Francisco. 
 
Timothy Dougherty has been working at Overview since 2016, focusing on 
partnerships and content strategy. He graduated from Georgetown University, 
where he studied finance at the McDonough School of Business. Tim lives in San 
Francisco where he enjoys the outdoors. 
 
Rights Sold: German: Dumont 
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XEROPHILE, REVISED: Cactus Photographs from Expeditions of the 
Obsessed 
By Max Martin, Carlos Morera, and Christian Cummings 
 
Originally published by Hat & Beard Press in Los Angeles, this revised edition of 
XEROPHILE will include new, detailed captions of each cacti image. 
 
A selection of hundreds of photographs of arguably the rarest and most 
spectacular plants on earth, photographed in their natural habitats over the past 
80 years by a global cadre of obsessed cactus aficionados made up of both the 
amateur and the professional—from Ph.D. botanist to banker, art teacher to 
cancer researcher. 
 
Fueled by whispers of ancient plants on forgotten hilltops in Brazil, legends of 
fields of living fossils deep in the arid deserts of Chile, these explorers’ relentless 
drive to find and document succulent plants in some of the most remote 
landscapes on earth has created an extraordinary collective body of photographic 
work. 
 
Max Martin, Carlos Morera, and Christian Cummings are the proprietors of Hot 
Cactus LA, a popular Los Angeles cactus store with a cult following. 

Ten Speed Press 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Design - Publishing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Editor: Kaitlin Ketchum 
Rights: World  
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
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Title Specs: 
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Illustrations: 200 4C Photos 
Price: $50.00 
 
 
 

 

THE LOOK OF THE BOOK: Jackets, Covers, and Art at the Edges of 
Literarture 
By Peter Mendelsund and David J. Alworth 
 
As the outward face of the text, the book cover makes an all-important first 
impression. THE LOOK OF THE BOOK examines art at the edges of literature 
through notable covers and the stories behind them, galleries of the many 
different jackets of bestselling books, an overview of book cover trends 
throughout history, and insights from dozens of literary and design luminaries. Co-
authored by celebrated designer and creative director Peter Mendelsund and 
scholar David Alworth, this fascinating collaboration, featuring hundreds of covers, 
challenges our notions of what a book cover can and should be. 
 
Peter Mendelsund is the former art director at Alfred A. Knopf, the creative 
director of The Atlantic, and the author of a design monograph called COVER, as 
well as WHAT WE SEE WHEN WE READ, which has been translated into fourteen 
languages, and the novel SAME SAME. His writings have appeared in the New York 
Times, the Paris Review, and other magazines. 
 
David J. Alworth is the John L. Loeb Associate Professor of the Humanities at 
Harvard University. He teaches and writes about modern and contemporary 
literature, media, art, and design. He is the author of SITE READING: Fiction, Art, 
Social Form and his essays have appeared in Public Books and the Los Angeles 
Review of Books, as well as in various scholarly journals. 
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STOMPBOX: 100 Pedals from the World’s Greatest Guitarists  
By Eilon Paz 
 
A deluxe photographic celebration of the unsung hero of guitar music--the effects 
pedal--featuring interviews with 100 musicians including Peter Frampton, Joe 
Perry, Jack White, and Courtney Barnett. 
 
As soon as the first effects pedals were introduced in the 1960s, the diminutive 
devices were adopted by many of the world's most celebrated musicians to craft 
their iconic sounds. Tom Morello of Rage Against the Machine speaks for countless 
sonic innovators when he says, "Before I stepped on it I had never made rock 'n' 
roll, but the second I stepped on it I was rock 'n' roll, and I haven't looked back!" 
Until now, however, the pedal hasn't been given its due. 
 
STOMPBOX illustrates the connection between 100 musicians and the colorful 
little boxes that help them shape their music. This striking celebration of the 
guitarist's secret weapon uses bold, bright photography to capture the character 
of each pedal and the relationship between the pedal and artist. Reflections and 
anecdotes from Peter Frampton, Jack White, Courtney Barnett, Tom Morello, Dave 
Navarro, Andy Summers, Joe Satriani, and many more--from rock legends to rising 
stars--bring their stompboxes to life the same way the devices bring unique guitar 
sounds to life. 
 
A visual treat for obsessive collectors, guitar players, and music 
fans, STOMPBOX reveals the essential but lesser-known marvels behind some of 
rock 'n' roll's signature sounds. 
 
Eilon Paz is a professional photographer and the founder of the popular vinyl-
collecting website Dust & Grooves. Paz's work has appeared in worldwide 
publications such as Wax Poetics, Saveur, Monocle, Condé Nast Traveler, Sky 
Magazine, and the French music magazine Vibrations. He is the author of DUST & 
GROOVES: Adventures in Record Collecting. 
 
Publishers of DUST & GROOVES: French: Telerama; German: Edel 

 
Upcoming Coffee Table Book Titles 

UNTITLED ILLUSTRATED EXPOLORER’S CLUB by The Explorer’s Club (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, World) 

UNTITLED ON MOUNTAIN HOUSES by Nina Freudenberger (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

NOTHING TO SEE HERE by Yuxin Gao, Rachel Li, Jin Wu, Wenjing Ma, Mary A G., and Dannan Wen (Clarkson Potter, 
Summer 2022, World) 

THE BLACK FAMILY HOME by Jeanine Hays and Bryan Mason (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World 

THE EVERYTHING HOME by Melanie Acevedo and Christiane Lemieux (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 

UNTITLED FIRE & BLOOD ILLUSTRATED PROJECT by George R.R. Martin, Elio M. Garcia, and Linda Antonsson (Ten 
Speed Press, October 2022, World) 

COASTLINES by Emily Nathan (Ten Speed Press, March 2022, World) 

TINY ATLAS PRODUCT 3 by Emily Nathan (Clarkson Potter, June 2022, World) 

BLACK FILM by David F. Walker (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, World) 
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LET’S MAKE DUMPLINGS!: A Comic Book Cookbook 
By Hugh Amano and Sarah Becan 
 
From the team behind LET’S MAKE RAMEN comes an illustrated primer to all things 
dumplings. The light-hearted, colorful book will include an illustrated map of 
dumpling origins, a master folding technique guide, and an overview of dumpling 
history, tradition, and evolution—along with thirty-five recipes! 
 
Hugh Amano is a chef and writer. He was the creative consultant and opening sous 
chef at Abraham Conlon's Chicago exploration of Macanese cuisine, Fat Rice. Hugh 
is a graduate of The University of Colorado and New England Culinary Institute. 
 
Sarah Becan is a comics artist, author, illustrator, and designer based in Chicago, 
and the creator of I THINK YOU'RE SAUCEOME, a food-centric autobiographical 
webcomic. Her work has appeared in various publications, including Saveur, 
Eater.com, Rodale's Organic Life, StarChefs, and Tasting Table. 
 
Publishers of LET’S MAKE RAMEN: German: Kunstmann; Spanish: Planeta 

Ten Speed Press 
February 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Gardening - 
Vegetables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Lisa Regul 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 254 mm (7 x 10 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: 4C illustrations 
Price: $19.99 

THE COMIC BOOK GUIDE TO GROWING FOOD: Step-by-Step Vegetable 
Gardening for Everyone 
By Joseph Tychonievich, illustrated by Liz Kozik 
 
Like having your own personal gardening mentor at your side, A COMIC BOOK 
GUIDE TO GROWING FOOD is the story of Mia, an eager young professional who 
wants to grow her own vegetables but doesn't know where to start, and George, 
her retired neighbor who loves gardening and walks her through each step of the 
process. Throughout the book, "cheat sheets" sum up George's key facts and 
techniques, providing a handy quick reference for anyone starting their first 
vegetable garden, including how to find the best location, which vegetables are 
easiest to grow, how to pick out the healthiest plants at the store, when (and when 
not) to water, how to protect your plants from pests, and what to do with extra 
produce if you grow too much. Easy and entertaining, A COMIC BOOK GUIDE TO 
GROWING FOOD makes homegrown vegetables fun and achievable. 
 
Joseph Tychonievich was named by Organic Gardening magazine as one of six 
young horticulturalists who are helping shape how America gardens. He writes 
regularly for national gardening magazines such as Fine Gardening and 
Horticulture, and is a repeated guest on NPR's Splendid Table and popular 
gardening podcasts such as A Way to Garden. Joseph is the author of Plant 
Breeding for the Home Gardener and Rock Gardening, and he gives gardening 
presentations to audiences across the country. He lives with his husband, two cats, 
a dog, and an absurd number of plants in Williamsburg, Virginia. 
 
Liz Kozik is a comics illustrator with an MFA in design and is currently in a PhD 
program at the University of Wisconsin-Madison with an emphasis on 
environmental studies and native plants. 
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THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF BASKETBALL: A Fast-Break History of Hoops 
By Fred Van Lente, art by Joe Cooper 
 
Whether it's millionaire pros facing off in an indoor arena full of screaming fans or 
a lone kid shooting hoops on an outdoor court, basketball is one of the most 
popular and widely played sports in the world. THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF 
BASKETBALL gives you courtside seats to the history of hoops. It chronicles the 
sport from its beginnings in a YMCA in Massachusetts to its current status as a 
beloved international game for men and women of all ages. Learn the true stories 
behind the college game, the street game, the women's game, and the 
international game, with legendary players and coaches like Dr. J, Michael Jordan, 
LeBron James, and Steph Curry profiled throughout. 
 
Fred Van Lente specializes in entertaining readers with offbeat histories, with the 
help of his incredibly talented artists. In addition to his fiction comics like Cowboys 
& Aliens (upon which the 2011 movie was based), Van Lente has written the 
multiple-award winning ACTION PHILOSOPHERS!, THE COMIC BOOK HISTORY OF 
COMICS, and ACTION PRESIDENTS! (drawn by Ryan Dunlavey). 
 
Joe Cooper is an American artist originally from Detroit, Michigan. His art has been 
published by almost every major American comic book publisher, most notably 
Marvel, DC, Valiant, Dynamite, Image, and Insight Comics. Outside of comics, he 
was an illustrator at the venerable skateboard company Powell-Peralta for many 
years. 

Ten Speed Press 
January 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Comics & Graphic 
Novels - Biography 
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Editor: Kaitlin Ketchum 
Rights: World 
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Title Specs: 
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THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY: A Graphic Novel History 
By David F. Walker, illustrated by Marcus Kwame Anderson 
 
Founded in Oakland, California, in 1966, the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense 
was a revolutionary political organization that stood in defiant contrast to the 
mainstream civil rights movement. This gripping illustrated history explores the 
impact and legacy of the Panthers, from their social, educational, and healthcare 
programs that were designed to uplift the Black community to their battle against 
police brutality through citizen patrols and frequent clashes with the FBI, which 
targeted the Party from its outset. 
 
Using dramatic comic book-style retellings and illustrated profiles of key figures, 
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY captures the major events, people, and actions of the 
party, as well as their cultural and political influence and enduring significance. 
 
David F. Walker is an award-winning comic book writer, author, filmmaker, 
journalist, and educator. His work in comic books includes Shaft, winner of the 
Glyph Award for Story of the Year, Power Man and Iron Fist, Nighthawk, Fury, 
Secret Wars: Battleworld, Cyborg, The Army of Dr. Moreau, and Number 13. He is 
also the creator of the critically-acclaimed YA series The Adventures of Darius 
Logan and the author of the graphic novel biography The Life of Frederick 
Douglass. Recognized as a leading scholar expert of African American cinema, 
Walker produced one of the definitive documentaries on the topic of 
Blaxploitation films, Macked, Hammered, Slaughtered, and Shafted. 
 
Marcus Kwame Anderson is an illustrator and fine artist. Much of his work 
explores the beauty and diversity of the African diaspora and often incorporates 
social commentary. He graduated from SUNY Fredonia with a degree in 
illustration. Anderson is the co-creator of the comic book series Snow Daze and 
has illustrated stories in Action Lab's Cash and Carrie and F.O.R.C.E. 
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Upcoming GraphicTitles 

WATERSHIP DOWN by Richard Adams, adapted and illustrated by James Sturm and Joe Sutphin (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, 
World) 

HELMETGIRLS by Camilla d'Errico and Joshua Dysart (Ten Speed Press, Summer 2022, World) 
 
LISA LOEB IN THe SINAI by Malaka Gharib (Clarkson Potter, April 2022, World) 

BIG JIM AND THE WHITE BOY by David F. Walker (Ten Speed Press, January 2022, World) 

UNTITLED by Alison Zai (Ten Speed Press, March 2022, World) 
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Journal, Cards, and Games 
Clarkson Potter 
December 2021 
Card Deck 
Design - Graphic 
Arts - Illustration 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neveille 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021  
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 102 x 165 mm (5 x 6-1/2 in) 
Pages: 52 
Illustrations: 4C illustrations 
Price: $18.99 

LOOK UP, LOOK IN: 52 Meditations on Nature 
By Mari Andrew 
 
Pick a card each morning, each night, or whenever you need a moment of quiet 
mindfulness. With 52 meditations influenced by themes and lessons from the 
natural world--from the romantic wonder of a full moon to the opportunity to 
rebuild after a devastating storm--Untitled Mindfulness Deck offers a moment of 
rest in the midst of your day.  
 
Each meditation is accompanied by a piece of watercolor art, which can be 
displayed on your desktop, stuck to a fridge, or even sent to a friend as a reminder 
to slow down and check in with yourself and the world around you. 
 
Mari Andrew is a writer, artist, and speaker based in New York City. She is the 
author of AM I THERE YET? and posts her writing and illustrations on Instagram 
at @bymariandrew. 
 
Publishers of AM I THERE YET?: German: MVG; Indonesian: PT Bentang Pustaka; 
Korean: Orma; Simplified Chinese: Beijing Time; Spanish: Planeta; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Allen & Unwin 

Clarkson Potter 
December 2021 
Journal 
Games & Activities 
- Guided Journals 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 144 x 205 mm (5-11/16 x 8-1/16 in) 
Pages: 192 
Illustrations: 60 illustrations 
Price: $16.99 

UNTITLED INTENTION PLANNER 
By Mari Andrew 
 
Find your center and a reason to celebrate with this perpetual undated planner 
from the author and artist behind the New York Times bestselling Am I There Yet?, 
Mari Andrew.  
 
"Leave self-consciousness. Take the dance shoes." This is one of the many uplifting 
Mari-isms that grace the pages of Untitled Intention Planner, a bright planner 
chockfull of thoughtful check-ins and heartfelt encouragement for daily life. Each 
page sparkles with Mari's signature whimsy as you map out daily goals, tasks, and 
reminders from week to week.  
 
Customize your planner by plugging in your own dates (start with any month--it's 
up to you!), keeping track of healthy habits and things you're grateful for, and 
reflecting on your progress, productivity, and wellness from month to month. 
 
Mari Andrew is a writer, artist, and speaker based in New York City. She is the 
author of AM I THERE YET? and posts her writing and illustrations on Instagram 
at @bymariandrew. 
 
Publishers of AM I THERE YET?: German: MVG; Indonesian: PT Bentang Pustaka; 
Korean: Orma; Simplified Chinese: Beijing Time; Spanish: Planeta; UK & British 
Commonwealth: Allen & Unwin 
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Clarkson Potter 
June 2021 
Game 
Games & Activities 
- Board Games 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 149 x 229 mm (5-7/8 x 9 in) 
Pages: 10 
Illustrations: 4C throughout 
Price: $22.00 
 
 

BIG APPLE BINGO: A New York Game 
By Sophie Blackall 
 
Calling all bingo players and Big Apple fans to the table! With ten 16-square bingo 
boards, 80 tokens, and 50 calling cards included, up to ten players of all ages can 
play this whimsically illustrated version of the classic game. Bingo enthusiasts will 
delight in the colorful art as they discover the iconography of New York City--find 
a slice of pizza, a subway conductor, a Coney Island mermaid, the Staten Island 
ferry, and more. 
 
Sophie Blackall has illustrated over twenty books for children, including BIG RED 
LOLLIPOP (Viking, 2010) which was a New York Times Top Ten Picture Book, and 
the ongoing Ivy and Bean series (Chronicle Books), which has over a million copies 
in print. She won her first Randolph Caldecott Medal for illlustrating FINDING 
WINNIE: The True Story of the World's Most Famous Bear, and her second for 
HELLO LIGHTHOUSE. Her first book for adults was MISSED CONNECTIONS: Love, 
Lost and Found. She has created highly coveted limited edition holiday cards for 
the Museum of Modern Art. Her editorial illustrations have appeared in The New 
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, Time Gourmet, Food & 
Wine, Town & Country, and other publications. 

Clarkson Potter 
September 2021 
Hardcover 
Games & Activities 
- Puzzles 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 229 mm (7 x 9 in) 
Pieces: 500 
Illustrations: 4C illustrations 
Price: $20.00 

I SEE YOU NEW YORK 
By Sophie Blackall 
 
Caldecott winner Sophie Blackall paints a heartening picture of human beings 
meeting, greeting, adventuring, visiting and romancing in a mythical park on a 
beautiful day. This 500-piece puzzle features brightly colored original paintings of 
people and creatures. 
 
Sophie Blackall has illustrated over twenty books for children, including BIG RED 
LOLLIPOP (Viking, 2010) which was a New York Times Top Ten Picture Book, and 
the ongoing Ivy and Bean series (Chronicle Books), which has over a million copies 
in print. She won her first Randolph Caldecott Medal for illlustrating FINDING 
WINNIE: The True Story of the World's Most Famous Bear, and her second for 
HELLO LIGHTHOUSE. Her first book for adults was MISSED CONNECTIONS: Love, 
Lost and Found. She has created highly coveted limited edition holiday cards for 
the Museum of Modern Art. Her editorial illustrations have appeared in The New 
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, Time Gourmet, Food & 
Wine, Town & Country, and other publications. 
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Clarkson Potter 
February 2021 
Card Deck 
Self-Help - 
Meditations 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 102 x 102 mm (4 x 4 in) 
Page: 64 
Illustrations: 4C illustrations 
Price: $17.99 
 
 

MEDITATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS: 64 Cards to Awaken Your Spirit 
By Deepak Chopra 
 
For the last thirty years, Deepak Chopra has been at the forefront of the 
meditation revolution in the West. With this first-ever deck of affirmation cards, 
you'll learn to cultivate a clear mind, heal the mind and body, and practice 
mindfulness in a completely unintimidating way. Each of the sixty-four cards has a 
meditation on one side and an affirmation on the other, both embellished with 
original three-color art. Just pick a card, let it inspire and motivate you and help 
you set intentions. It's a simple daily practice that will change your life. 
 
Deepak Chopra, MD, is a world-renowned pioneer in integrative medicine and 
personal transformation, the founder of the Chopra Foundation, and cofounder of 
Jiyo and the Chopra Center for Wellbeing. Time magazine has described Dr. Chopra 
as "one of the top 100 heroes and icons of the century." Dr. Chopra is board 
certified in internal medicine, endocrinology and metabolism; a fellow of the 
American College of Physicians; clinical professor in medicine at the University of 
California, San Diego; researcher, neurology and psychiatry, at Massachusetts 
General Hospital; adjunct professor at Kellogg School of Executive Management at 
Northwestern; adjunct professor at Columbia Business School; and professor of 
consciousness studies at Sofia University. The World Post and HuffPost global 
internet survey ranked Chopra the #17 influential thinker in the world and #1 in 
medicine. In conjunction with his medical achievements, he is recognized as a 
prolific author of more than eighty-five books translated into over forty languages, 
with twenty-five New York Times bestsellers including You Are the Universe. 
 
Publishers of Deepak Chopra titles: Please ask for complete list 
 
Rights sold: French: La Maisnie; Romanian: Editura For You; Spanish: Alfaomega; 
UK & British Commonwealth: Rider 
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Clarkson Potter 
April 2021 
Game 
Games & Activities - 
Board Games 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 254 x 254 mm (10 x 10 in) 
Pages: 100 
Illustrations: 4C throughout 
Price: $25.00 

LIZZY LOVES DARCY: A Jane Austen Matchmaking Game 
By Thomas Cushing 
 
Whether you're a fan of the novel or the film adaptation, it's impossible not to be 
seduced by the passion of love and the drama of social scandal with this board 
game based on Austen's classic.  
 
This elegant board game in the format of Chutes and Ladders is inspired by Jane 
Austen's Pride and Prejudice. The object is to meet your perfect match on square 
#100, where a pair of golden rings announce you have found your ideal partner. 
To get there, choose your character and roll the die. Spin the wheel, answer Jane 
Austen trivia questions, and, depending on what square you land on, you will rise 
on social ladders or fall down ropes of scandal. With enchanting full-color art, 
whimsical packaging, and 100 Jane Austen trivia questions, LIZZY LOVES DARCY is 
the ultimate game for literary nerds and board game enthusiasts alike. 
 
Thomas Cushing is a writer, entrepreneur, and professional packager. As the 
owner of Libretto and Tin Moon, both developers and publishers of fine stationery, 
games, and gift products, Thomas has produced products for renowned fashion 
designers, leading department stores, and specialty stores around the world. 
Clients include Kate Spade, Christian Lacroix, The New York Times, Designers Guild, 
Christian Louboutin, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, MoMA, and Liberty of 
London. He lives in New York City. 

Clarkson Potter 
June 2021 
Noteboook Set 
Literary Criticism - 
Books & Reading 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 89 x 140 mm (3-1/2 x 5-1/2) 
Pages: 384 
Illustrations: 
Price: $20.00 

COLOR OF BOOKS NOTEBOOK SET: 8 Bright Notebooks; 160 Reading 
Recommendations 
By Dorothy 
 
Each brightly hued notebook cover in this collection features a diverse and 
inclusive collage of book titles in that color family: the purple notebook includes 
favorites such as THE COLOR PURPLE by Alice Walker, SAVE ME THE PLUMS by 
Ruth Reichl, DJINN PATROL ON THE PURPLE LINE by Deepa Anappara, THE GRAPES 
OF WRATH by John Steinbeck, and UNDER THE LILACS by Louisa May Alcott. Other 
titles across the color spectrum include The Devil in the White City, Black Beauty, 
The Yellow House, and The Picture of Dorian Gray, with 160 total book titles 
featured across the 8 notebook covers. 
 
Dorothy is a UK-based design collective that produces conceptual prints, products, 
and artworks that are exhibited all over the world. They are the authors of POST-
PUNK POSTCARDS. 
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Clarkson Potter 
June 2021 
Postcard Set 
Travel - Parks & 
Campgrounds 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available  
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 114 x 152 mm (4-1/2 x 6 in) 
Pages: 100 
Illustrations: 100 4C illustrations 
Price: $20.00 

NATIONAL PARKS POSTCARDS: 100 Illustrations That Celebrate America's 
Natural Wonders 
By Fifty-Nine Parks 
 
Send a postcard of Grand Teton, Yosemite, Great Smoky Mountains, the 
Everglades, Arcadia, and more with this iconic set of 100 postcards reminscent of 
the 1930s WPA-era posters. These designs of our 63 national parks--with 37 extras 
of the most popular parks--offer bright, gorgeous art to send to friends and family, 
or to frame for your walls. 
 
The Fifty-Nine Parks Series is a celebration of our National Parks and features art 
by prominent poster designers and artists from around the world. The poster 
series has toured extensively around North America, including at Disney Animation 
Studios, Adobe Max, Facebook's headquarters, and SXSW. The Library of Congress 
is currently archiving the entire series. 

Clarkson Potter 
April 2021 
Game 
Games & Activities - 
Card Games - 
General 
 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World English 
Translation: O'Connor Literary Agency (Kevin 
O’Connor) 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 121 x 171 mm (4-3/4 x 6-3/4 in) 
Pages: 150 
Illustrations: 4C illustrations 
Price: $35.00 

WORDS OF ART: A Game That Illuminates Your Mind 
By Cat Gund 
 
In the words of Agnes Gund, art "is a right, not a privilege." In this Apples to Apples-
style game, players feast their eyes and exercise their brains as they challenge 
friends and family to come up with the art card that best expresses the verbal 
prompt given by the designated Storyteller. It's a beautiful, informative game to 
play with friends and family that will teach everyone who plays it more about art, 
imagination, and each other. 
 
The 180 works of art featured on the cards draw from a wide range of artists--from 
world famous (Jasper Johns, Picasso, Warhol, Louise Bourgeois) to rising stars 
(Sarah Sze, Nick Cave, Cecily Brown). Over half the works were made by people of 
color and LGBTQ artists. 
 
Catherine Gund is a documentary filmmaker ("Chavela" and "Born to Fly") and the 
daughter of famed art collector and philanthropist Agnes Gund. Cat, Agnes, and 
Aubin Pictures are working on a new documentary about Agnes Gund's life, her 
collection and her life as a collector that will premiere at the Sundance Film Festival 
in 2020. She lives in New York City. 
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Clarkson Potter 
November 2021 
Card Deck 
Body, Mind & Spirit 
- Divination - Tarot 
 
 

Editor: Porscha Burke 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 127 x 165 mm (5 x 6-1/2 in) 
Pages: 52 
Illustrations: 52 4C illustrations 
Price: $23.00 

HIP-HOP QUEENS ORACLE DECK 
By Kathy Iandoli 
 
Women have been the backbone of hip-hop since its earliest inception. Along with 
perseverance and creativity, they possess a spiritual and metaphysical presence. 
These female creators have a profound potency that makes them the perfect 
symbols for an oracle deck.  
The 52 artists included in the deck (from Aaliyah, Salt N' Pepa, and Lil' Kim to Missy 
Elliott, Cardi B, and Janelle Monae), are hip-hop's oracles, now immortalized from 
tape deck to card deck. They will guide you the same way they've blazed trails from 
the underground to the mainstream since Day One.  
 
Kathy Iandoli is a critically acclaimed journalist and author of God Save The 
Queens: The Essential History of Women in Hip-Hop. She has written for Vibe, The 
Source, XXL, Village Voice, Rolling Stone, Billboard, Pitchfork, Playboy, 
Cosmopolitan, Maxim, The Guardian, Vice, and many other publications. She has 
held editorial positions at top hip-hop/urban websites, including AllHipHop.com, 
HipHopDX.Com, and BET.com. Iandoli is an alumna-in-residence of Music Business 
at New York University and has appeared across the media, in television and on 
radio and panels discussing hip-hop and gender. 

Clarkson Potter 
April 2021 
Journal 
Body, Mind & Spirit - 
Divination - Tarot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available  
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 127 x 178 mm (5 x 7 in) 
Pages: 208 
Illustrations: illustrations 
Price: $16.00 

ILLUMINATED: A Journal for Your Tarot Practice 
By Caitlin Keegan 
 
This journal is at once a primer on tarot and a sacred space to record and reflect 
on your tarot readings. As you cultivate a personal practice--whether you pull a 
daily card to set an intention or a spread to ask for guidance on a time-sensitive 
obstacle--this journal is a place to work through tough challenges, come to 
surprising conclusions, and see things clearly. 
 
An informative introduction includes tips for beginners followed by a glossary of 
the 78 cards in a standard deck. The common interpretations are listed for each 
card, along with a pair of corresponding questions for the reader to reflect on. The 
Fool card, for example, typically represents a curious, fearless novice who is open 
to change and ready for anything. When you pull the Fool, you'll be asked to 
consider: How can I be more playful and less fearful? What journey is about to 
begin? 
 
Caitlin Keegan is an illustrator and designer. She is a graduate of the Rhode Island 
School of Design, has illustrated books and products for a variety of clients, and 
has worked at Sesame Workshop and Nickelodeon Magazine. 
 
Previous publishers: Russian: Exmo 
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Clarkson Potter 
Fall 2021 
Card Deck 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: TBD 
Pages: TBD 
Illustrations: TBD 
Price: $20.00 

UNTITLED ANTIRACIST CONVERSATION DECK 
By Ibram X. Kendi 
 
A card deck of 200 conversation starters based on topics related to 
antiracism, including the intersection of class, gender, sexuality, culture, and 
politics; how to talk to kids about racism; how to be a better ally; and exploring 
your personal journey with race and identity. 
 
Ibram X. Kendi is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, professor of history and 
international studies, and the Director of the Boston University Center for 
Antiracist Research. He is an Ideas columnist at The Atlantic, and a correspondent 
with CBS News. He is the author of four books including STAMPED FROM THE 
BEGINNING: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America, which won National 
Book Award for Nonfiction, ANTIRACIST BABY, and the #1 New York Times 
bestsellers HOW TO BE AN ANTIRACIST and STAMPED: Racism, Antiracism, and 
You, co-authored with Jason Reynolds. 
 
Publishers of Ibram X. Kendi titles: Brazil: Alta Books; Danish: DreamLitt; French: 
Leduc; German: RH Germany; Korean: Rokmedia; Spanish: Rayo Verde; UK & 
British Commonwealth: Bodley Head 
 

Clarkson Potter 
December 2020 
Journal 
Reference - 
Weddings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Gabrielle Van Tassel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 203 mm (6 x 8 in) 
Pages: 112 
Illustrations: 2-COLOR 
Price: $18.99 

THE KNOT HONEYMOON JOURNAL 
By The Editors of the Knot 
 
THE KNOT'S HONEYMOON JOURNAL is the perfect, highly portable travel 
companion for your post-wedding vacation. Shed all the stress of wedding 
planning and relax into married life with this handy guided travel journal that is 
specially designed for newlyweds on their honeymoon. Answer the prompts with 
your spouse, create wish lists or check lists, and jot down all of your favorite 
honeymoon moments to memorialize the trip for the rest of your lives. 
 
The Knot is the leading all-in-one wedding-planning resource. Founded in 1996 as 
the first digital wedding-planning brand, The Knot continues to provide millions of 
couples getting married each year with a completely personalized planning 
experience--from inspiration to finding and booking vendors, managing their 
guests' experiences, creating registries, and more. 
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Clarkson Potter 
December 2020 
Journal 
Family & 
Relationships - 
Marriage & Long-
Term Relationships 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Gabrielle Van Tassel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 140 x 178 mm (5-1/2 x 7 in) 
Pages: 384 
Illustrations: 2-COLOR 
Price: $16.99 

THE KNOT TOGETHER: Questions and Prompts for Our First Year of 
Marriage 
By The Editors of the Knot 
 
Congratulations! You're married. Now what? Together helps you celebrate, get 
over the humps of post-wedding life, and create a marriage that lasts. These daily 
prompts, with spaces for both partners to answer, cover everything from "Your 
ideal breakfast in bed is . . ." to "When did you first know you loved me?" to "What 
has been the hardest part about joining my family?" The planning is done, so get 
ready to embark on this journey together. 
 
The Knot is the leading all-in-one wedding-planning resource. Founded in 1996 as 
the first digital wedding-planning brand, The Knot continues to provide millions of 
couples getting married each year with a completely personalized planning 
experience--from inspiration to finding and booking vendors, managing their 
guests' experiences, creating registries, and more. 

Clarkson Potter 
October 2021 
Postcard Set 
Travel - South 
America - General 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 156 x 121 mm (6-1/8 x 4-3/4 in) 
Cards: 50 
Illustrations: 4C throughout 
Price: $15.99 

THIS IS MEXICO CITY POSTCARDS 
By Abby Clawson Low 
 
A collection of twelve note cards made from images from THIS IS MEXICO CITY by 
Abby Clawson Low. 
 
Abby Clawson Low is a design director specializing in identity and publication 
design. Her studio projects range from logos, websites, and books to self-published 
projects and collaborations, including work for The New York Times Magazine, Kid 
O products, Madewell, New York magazine, Abrams Books, Melcher Media, 
Partners & Space, Mayle, Seersucker, CHANCE, and Harvey Faircloth. 
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Clarkson Potter 
September 2020 
Game 
Games & Activities - 
Card Games 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World English 
Translation: David Black Agency (Joy Tutela) 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 140 x 92 mm (5-1/2 x 3 5/8 in) 
Cards: 200 
Illustrations: 15-20 illustrations 
Price: $20.00 

I CAN'T BELIEVE I DID THAT: The Game That Gives You Points for Sharing 
Awkward, Awesome, and Unforgettable Memories 
By David Nadelberg and Neil Katcher 
 
Hailed as a "cultural phenomenon" by Newsweek and praised by This American 
Life, Time, and beyond, the irreverent storytelling project, Mortified, celebrates 
the strange and extraordinary things we experienced during childhood and 
adolescence. This game from the makers of Mortified gives you the opportunity to 
do the same! 
 
I CAN'T BELIEVE I DID THAT... is a party game that is an exercise in both empathy 
and hilarity. Hear friends reminisce about intense pop star crushes, questionable 
fashion choices, and sobbing at the middle school dance. With conversation 
prompts that spark memories of your most heartwarming, confusing, and totally 
OMG-worthy moments, this game is the perfect ice-breaker for dinner parties, 
reunions, pub nights, freshman orientation, or pre-gaming a night out.  
 
David Nadelberg and Neil Katcher are, respectively, the founder and artistic 
director of Mortified, a multidisciplinary storytelling project based on 
embarrassing artifacts from childhood and adolescence, that encourages laughter 
while building intimacy and empathy. 

Clarkson Potter 
September 2021 
Calendar 
Art - Popular 
Culture 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 152 x 216 mm (6 x 8-1/2 in) 
Pages: 4 
Illustrations: 
Price: $17.99 

HERBAL HANDBOOK by New York Botanical Garden (Clarkson Potter, February 
2022, World) 
 
Amp up your desk decor with this stylish, innovative tabletop calendar. A set of 
four blocks adorned with the New York Botanical Garden's stunning botanical 
artwork sit side by side to display the day of the week, month, and date--and they 
double as a desktop fidget toy. 
 
The New York Botanical Garden is an iconic living museum founded in 1891. It is 
a National Historic Landmark, with 250 acres supporting over one million living 
plants. Each year more than one million visitors walk the grounds to enjoy the 
remarkable diversity of tropical, temperate, and desert flora and to attend beloved 
annual events such as The Holiday Train Show, and The Orchid Show. 
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Clarkson Potter 
February 2021 
Postcard Set 
Gardening - Flowers 
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Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 114 x 165 mm (4-1/2 x 6-1/2 in) 
Pages: 100 
Illustrations: 4C Illustrations 
Price: $20.00 

ROSES: 100 Postcards from the Archives of The New York Botanical 
Garden 
By The New York Botanical Garden  
 
This elegant, 100-postcard box features beautiful illustrations of roses, the flower 
world's most iconic bloom. These vividly colored postcards are perfect for greeting 
cards, thank you notes, or wall decor, while the box, also printed with magnificent 
full-color art, can be used as a keepsake when empty. 
 
The New York Botanical Garden is an iconic living museum founded in 1891. It is 
a National Historic Landmark, with 250 acres supporting over one million living 
plants. Each year more than one million visitors walk the grounds to enjoy the 
remarkable diversity of tropical, temperate, and desert flora and to attend beloved 
annual events such as The Holiday Train Show and The Orchid Show. 

Clarkson Potter 
March 2021 
Puzzle 
Gardening - Flowers 
- Roses 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 254 x 203 mm (10 x 8 in) 
Pieces: 1000 
Illustrations: 4C illustration 
Price: $19.99 

ROSES IN BLOOM: A 1000-Piece Jigsaw Puzzle Featuring Rare Art from the 
New York Botanical Garden 
 
This elegant, 1000-piece puzzle portrays a magnificent collection of roses, the 
flower world's most iconic bloom. As you piece the puzzle together you will see 
fabled roses in hues of crimson, peach, lemon and ivory blossom under your 
hands.  
 
The New York Botanical Garden is an iconic living museum founded in 1891. It is 
a National Historic Landmark, with 250 acres supporting over one million living 
plants. Each year more than one million visitors walk the grounds to enjoy the 
remarkable diversity of tropical, temperate, and desert flora and to attend beloved 
annual events such as The Holiday Train Show and The Orchid Show. 
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Clarkson Potter 
September 2021 
Puzzle 
Photography - 
Subjects & Themes 
- Fashion 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 254 x 203 mm (10 x 8 in) 
Pieces: 750 
Illustrations: 
Price: $19.99 

BILL CUNNINGHAM PUZZLE: Oh The Street Puzzle 
By The New York Times 
 
A delightful shaped puzzle capturing iconic fashion photographer for the New York 
Times, Bill Cunningham, in his element: in his signature blue jacket, perched atop 
his trusty bicycle, with camera in hand. 
 
Connect 750 sturdy, premium-quality puzzle pieces to put together a 20 x 27-inch 
illustration of Bill from the cover of the New York Times bestselling book, BILL 
CUNNINGHAM: ON THE STREET. This jigsaw, printed with rich hues of blue and 
metallic gold ink, will delight a wide range of puzzlers and fashion lovers looking 
to get offline and into a soothing groove. 
 
Bill Cunningham was an American fashion icon and photographer for The New 
York Times from 1978 to 2016, known for his candid and street photography. 
Before capturing the Times's attention with a candid of Greta Garbo, Bill was a 
known designer of women's hats, then was a fashion writer for Women's Wear 
Daily and the Chicago Tribune. 

Clarkson Potter 
March 2021 
Puzzle 
Games & Activities - 
Puzzles 
 
 

Editor: Gabrielle Van Tassel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 197 x 248 mm (7-3/4 x 9-3/4 in) 
Pages: 500 
Illustrations: 10-20 ILLUSTRATIONS 
Price: $16.99 

PRIDE AND PUZZLEMENT: A JANE AUSTEN PUZZLE: A 1000-Piece Jigsaw 
Puzzle Featuring Literature’s Most Beloved Characters and Couples 
By Jacqui Oakley 
 
From noted Jane Austen artist Jacqui Oakley, this whimsical 500-piece puzzle 
brings her beautiful work to life and celebrates Austen's most-beloved novels. 
Featuring illustrations and information about Austen's most famous novels and 
characters like Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy from Pride and Prejudice, Emma 
and Mr. Knightley from Emma, Elinor and Margaret Dashwood from Sense and 
Sensibilty, and more, PRIDE AND PUZZLEMENT, with its accompanying frameable 
poster, is perfect for both longtime fans and Austen newbies. 
 
Jacqui Oakley is an artist and illustrator whose clients include The New York Times, 
Rolling Stone, National Geographic, Financial Times (UK), The Globe and Mail, 
Penguin Books, USPS, Chevrolet, and more. She is the author of COLOR ME JANE 
and A JANE AUSTEN TAROT DECK and lives in Ontario with her husband. 
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INKTOBER 52 JOURNAL: A Guided Journal with Techniques and Prompts 
for Ink Artists 
By Jake Parker 
 
In 2009, the Inktober drawing challenge began as a simple list of 31 prompts for 
artists' experimentation. The concept was simple: Draw one piece of art following 
the daily prompt for each of the 31 days of October. Post and share online using 
the #Inktober hashtag. With the rise of social media, Inktober exploded into a 
global sensation, building a community of thousands of artists and art lovers who 
upload and and hashtag their interpretations of Jake Parker's simple prompts for 
an online audience of millions. 
 
This journal turns the 31-day challenge into a regular creative practice. Parker 
provides 52 words and phrases for artists, illustrators and doodlers to flex their 
creative muscles in the weeks and months leading up to Inktober each year. Draw 
one prompt a day, one a week, or dip in and out of the journal at a slower pace--
it's up to you! Prompts range from spooky (claw) to magical (elixir) to everyday 
(lock and key). Fans of Inktober and newcomers to the brand alike will delight in 
this content-rich journal created expressly for doodling, experimenting, and 
celebrating the art of ink and illustration. 
 
Jake Parker is a New York Times bestselling illustrator, cartoonist, and author of 
several graphic novels and picture books. He has worked on animated films, 
graphic novels and picture books. His film credits include the animated films Titan 
A.E., Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs, Horton Hears a Who, Rio, and Epic. Jake is 
the creator of Inktober, which he founded in 2009. He is the co-founder of The 
Society of Visual Storytelling (also known as SVSLearn), where he teaches drawing 
classes online. 
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Editor: Gabrielle Van Tassel 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials Available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 144 x 205 mm (5-11/16 x 8-1/16 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: 
Price: $14.99 

MY HEALTH RECORD: A Journal for Tracking Doctor's Visits, Medications, 
Test Results, Procedures, and Family History 
By Potter Gift 
 
This lightweight, portable organizer for your medical records will become the go-
to resource for your own or a family member's medical history. The cleanly 
designed pages and grids make every detail you might need immediately available, 
from family history, to vaccination history, procedures and medications, insurance 
info, health care provider contacts, a log for medications, grids to track blood 
pressure, fluid intake, and other important data points, and plenty of room for to 
take notes throughout, whether you want to record reactions to a medication, log 
pain before and/or after a procedure, or jot down instructions during an 
appointment. On the inside front cover, there is room to list important 
information, like allergies, emergency contacts, blood type, religion, and more, for 
any one to access in case of an emergency. 
 
Potter Gift, an imprint of the Random House Group, is a high-end gift and 
stationery line, specializing in beautifully designed and packaged guided journals, 
note cards, postcards, and other paper-based novelty products. 
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ANOTHER ROUND: 200 Trivia Questions for Cocktail Nerds 
By The Editors of PUNCH 
 
What's the one drink mentioned by name in The Great Gatsby? Which faux pas do 
bartenders consider bad luck when garnishing a drink with olives? Prove your 
cocktail expertise with this trivia game written by the editors of PUNCH, an award-
winning online magazine covering wine, beer, spirits, and cocktails. An enclosed 
booklet offers instructions, tips for bartending, and 10 unique cocktail recipes. 
Whether you're hosting a proper trivia night and playing competitively or setting 
the cards out as conversation starters, ANOTHER ROUND is the ultimate ice-
breaker. 
 
PUNCH is a James Beard Award-winning online magazine devoted to narrative 
journalism about wine, spirits, beer, and cocktails. 

Clarkson Potter 
August 2021 
Card Deck 
Cooking - 
Entertaining 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for October 2020 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 141 x 191 mm (5-1/2 x 7-1/2 in) 
Pages: 52 
Illustrations: 50 4C photographs 
Price: $20.00 
 
 

THE CHEESE BOARD DECK 
By Meg Quinn 
 
Everyone knows the cheese platter gets all the attention at the party, so why not 
make sure you get all the credit? With ideas for holidays, special days, game days, 
and every day, expert food stylist Meg Quinn gives you 50 drool-worthy ideas for 
boards that anyone can assemble at home. Just pick a card, collect and prep the 
ingredients following the list and tips on the back of the card, then reference the 
beautiful photograph on the front to arrange an abundant board. Here are quick-
to-make meal boards for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, cheese boards both fancy 
and for the budget-minded, and even colorful dessert and candy boards. With 
ingredients lists, tips for swaps, and simple and optional recipes for elevating 
store-bought goods, you can look forward to styling a BYOHD (Build Your Own 
Hotdog) board, an Italian antipasti platter, a vegan board, and so much more! 
 
Meg Quinn is a food stylist who has produced beautifully-stylized assets for brands 
including Samsung, West Elm, Crate & Barrel, Williams Sonoma, and Sur La Table, 
amongst others. She has also been featured by The Food Network, Hallmark 
Channel, The FeedFeed, Food52, Better Homes and Gardens, and more. 
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BOOK CLUB: A JOURNAL: Prepare for, Keep Track of, and Remember Your 
Reading Discussions with 200 Book Recommendations and Meeting 
Activities 
By READ IT FORWARD 
 
Whether your meetings are organized affairs or excuses to gather with friends, this 
brightly designed journal gives you plenty of space for writing, a reading list of 
crowd pleasers, and fun icebreakers so you can show up and share. With entries 
for jotting notes during discussions, space to remember what you ate and drank, 
suggestions for activities, and curated to-be-read lists featuring with dozens 
compelling books, you'll always be prepared for your next meeting. 
 
BOOK CLUB: A JOURNAL acknowledges the wide range of interests and reading 
habits within book clubs, with recommendations organized in a way to help 
readers discover new voices from all kinds of backgrounds. Never again will you 
have to search far and wide to find your next great read! 
 
With an active online community, READ IT FORWARD celebrates the love of 
reading in a shout-it-from-the-rooftops kind of way. By helping readers discover 
exciting new books and amazing authors, they aim to guide readers toward their 
literary future with books that inform, entertain, and inspire through unique 
online experiences. 

Clarkson Potter 
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Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials Available 
 
Title Specs: 
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Other titles in series: 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT SCARES YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT INSPIRES YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT CENTERS YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT MAKES YOU 
HAPPY 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TOGETHER 
DO ONE FUN THING EVERY DAY 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TO CHANGE THE 
WORLD 

DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT MAKES YOU SMARTER: A Journal 
By Robie Rogge and Dian Smith 
 
The mind needs stretching and exercise just like the muscles in your body. 
According to cognitive neuroscientist Maryanne Wolf, "Groups of neurons create 
new connections and pathways among themselves every time we acquire a new 
skill."  
 
This inspiring journal offers a quote and a prompt or activity for every day of the 
year to expand your self-knowledge, and flex your brain with word, number, and 
optical puzzles. It's non-dated so you can start on any day you like--pick a page 
that engages you! Daily doses of wisdom from famous writers, philosophers, 
musicians, MacArthur Genius Award winners, inventors, artists, entrepreneurs, 
and others will inspire you to make exercising your brain part of your routine. 
 
Robie Rogge is a New York City-based packager who has created many successful 
guided journals and novelty products for Clarkson Potter and the Museum of 
Modern Art. 
 
Dian G. Smith is a freelance writer and reading specialist. 
 
Publishers of the DO ONE THING EVERY DAY series: Complex Chinese: Yuan-Liou; 
Dutch: BBNC; French: Marabout; Greek: Patakis; Swedish: Tukan; Turkish: Pegasus 
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Other titles in series: 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT SCARES YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT INSPIRES YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT CENTERS YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT MAKES YOU 
HAPPY 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TOGETHER 
DO ONE FUN THING EVERY DAY 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TO CHANGE THE 
WORLD 

DO ONE THING EVERY MORNING TO MAKE YOUR DAY: A Journal 
By Robie Rogge and Dian Smith 
 
Just like breakfast is the most important meal of the day, what you do when you 
first wake up is important for setting the tone of the day in terms of mood, 
motivation, and overall wellness. DO ONE THING EVERY MORNING TO MAKE 
YOUR DAY is the best way to start every day to live a happier, healthier lifestyle.  
 
This guided journal offers a quote and a prompt or activity for every day of the 
year, encouraging you to do one thing every morning to get in touch with yourself, 
your loved ones, or your community. It's non-dated so you can start on any 
morning you like. Daily doses of mindfulness from famous writers, athletes, 
musicians, entrepreneurs, and others will inspire you to make self-care a part of 
your morning routine. 
 
Robie Rogge is a New York City-based packager who has created many successful 
guided journals and novelty products for Clarkson Potter and the Museum of 
Modern Art. 
 
Dian G. Smith is a freelance writer and reading specialist. 
 
Publishers of the DO ONE THING EVERY DAY series: Complex Chinese: Yuan-Liou; 
Dutch: BBNC; French: Marabout; Greek: Patakis; Swedish: Tukan; Turkish: Pegasus 
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Other titles in series: 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT SCARES YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT INSPIRES YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT CENTERS YOU 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT MAKES YOU 
HAPPY 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TOGETHER 
DO ONE FUN THING EVERY DAY 
DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TO CHANGE THE 
WORLD 

DO ONE THING EVERY DAY TO SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE 
By Robie Rogge and Dian Smith 
 
Clutter is not just what you trip over, or paw through looking for your glasses or 
car keys. It's a state of mind. This journal offer you 365 prompts and inspiring 
quotes that will help you clear your space- inside and out. You will  answer thought 
provoking questions, but also take action to declutter  various parts of your life so 
that you can uncover, and recover what is truly important, and worth keeping.  
 
Robie Rogge is a New York City-based packager who has created many successful 
guided journals and novelty products for Clarkson Potter and the Museum of 
Modern Art. 
 
Dian G. Smith is a freelance writer and reading specialist. 
 
Publishers of the DO ONE THING EVERY DAY series: Complex Chinese: Yuan-Liou; 
Dutch: BBNC; French: Marabout; Greek: Patakis; Swedish: Tukan; Turkish: Pegasus 
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Price: $22.00 
 

BACKYARD BIRDING BINGO: A Game for Bird Lovers 
By David Allen Sibley 
 
Calling all bingo players and birdwatchers to the table! Experienced and novice 
birders will delight in David Sibley's colorful bird portraits as they find common 
backyard birds while trying to win a classic game of bingo.  
 
With ten 16-square bingo boards, 80 egg-shaped tokens, and 50 calling cards, up 
to ten players of all ages can play this beloved game as they search for a robin, a 
Golden Eagle, a Great Blue Heron, a Carolina Wren, and 46 more backyard birds 
on their boards. Players will learn to identify a Great Horned Owl, a Goldfinch, a 
Rose-Breasted Grosbeak, a Scarlet Tanager, a Baltimore Oriole, and more. The 
compact size makes this boxed game easy to pack for a fun country adventure. 
 
David Allen Sibley is a leading ornithologist and author of the essential Sibley 
birding field guides. He began his career illustrating personal field guides before 
publishing his successful series. He lives in Concord, Massachusetts, with his wife 
and two children. 
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KICKSTART CREATIVITY: 50 Prompted Cards to Spark Inspiration 
By Bonnie Smith Whitehouse  
 
What if finding inspiration was merely a matter of gazing through a different lens 
or trying out a new tool? KICKSTART CREATIVITY is a deck of 50 cards--each with 
a creative exercise--designed to prompt unexpected ways of thinking. 
 
At the start of a personal challenge or work project, draw three cards from this 
deck and reflect on how the spread relates to your current situation. Choose an 
action card to learn a new skill, a perspective card to see the world in a novel way, 
and an intention card to influence more meaningful and mindful choices.  
 
KICKSTART CREATIVITY can be used by individuals or by groups of teachers, 
students, co-workers, and other collaborators as an antidote to creative block. 
With insights from trailblazing rule-breakers and cultural philosophies from 
bygone eras, KICKSTART CREATIVITY will shift your attention away from the 
pressure of productivity and toward the path to creative freedom. 
 
Bonnie Kathryn Smith Whitehouse Ph.D. is a professor of English at Belmont 
University and the author of Afoot and Lighthearted: A Journal for Mindful 
Walking. She specializes in the flourishing field of writing studies, where she gives 
writers opportunities for freedom, authenticity, and discovery by emphasizing 
process and experimentation over product. Bonnie seeks to help others cultivate 
creativity, well-being, and peace by prompting them to engage thoughtfully and 
contemplatively with themselves, the natural world, and the technologies that 
shape our lives. 

Clarkson Potter 
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Editor: Jennifer Sit 
Rights: World 
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TASTE TRIVIA 
By Max Falkowitz and The Editors of TASTE 
A trivia card game from Max Falkowitz and the editors of TASTE. 

 

We all love to eat, but how much do you know about what you're eating? Find 
out with TASTE Trivia, the trivia game for food obsessives. Test the limits of your 
culinary obsessions and broaden your horizons as you dive into questions like, 
"What was Richard Nixon's sad last meal in the White House?" and "How many 
layers of dough will you find in a typical croissant?" 

The four categories of question cards--People & Pop Culture; Cooking Tools & 
Techniques; Ingredients; and Regional Dishes--provide endless fun and become 
topics of conversation all on their own. The best part is you can play in teams and 
keep score (using the original rules or several variations included in the enclosed 
booklet), or simply set out the cards at your next get-together for some ice-
breaking fun. No matter what, make sure you're playing with food and drinks 
handy and let the friendly competition begin!  

A native of Queens, Max Falkowitz is the senior digital editor of Saveur and 
previously worked at Serious Eats as a senior features editor. 

TASTE is an online food magazine for people who love to cook at home and enjoy 
reading about approachable recipes, popular and emerging ingredients, and 
stories reported from the front lines of today’s quickly moving food culture. 
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UNTITLED SENSUALITY JOURNAL 
By Ev’Yan Whitney  
 
A guided journal with more than 150 promts and exercises for getting in touch 
with your body, exploring your sensuality, and discovering yourself. The prompts 
and exercises focus on self-acceptance, self-love, body consciousness, and 
checking in with yourself, this undated journal will help users discover their 
deepest desires and truest selves. With ample room to record answers and express 
themselves, this intimate guided journal is the first of its kind. 
 
Ev’Yan Whitney is a sexuality doula, sex educator and facilitator, and the creator 
and host of The Sexually Liberated Woman podcast. 
 
 
 

 
Upcoming Journals, Cards, and Games 

HERBAL HANDBOOK by New York Botanical Garden (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

UNTITLED HAIR LOVE PUZZLE by Matthew A. Cherry (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

ZOUND by Thomas Cushing (Clarkson Potter, Summer 2022, World) 

WOMEN IN ART: 100 POSTCARDS by Rachel Ignotofsky (Clarkson Potter, May 2022, World) 

RESILIENCE JOURNAL by Sandra Johnson (Clarkson Potter, February 2022, World) 

UNTITLED LISTBLITZ GAME by Pot Chart Lab (Clarkson Potter, June 2022, World) 

UNTITLED COASTAL NOTEBOOKS by Potter Gift (Clarkson Potter, June 2022, World) 

101 MINDFUL MOMENTS by Potter Gift (Clarkson Potter, September 2022, World) 

UNTITLED SPELLING BEE GAME by Scripps (Clarkson Potter, September 2023, World) 
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Other Titles in Series 
NINJA: GET GOOD 
NINJA: THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME 

NINJA: WAR FOR THE DOMINIONS 
By Tyler "Ninja" Blevins and Justin Jordan, art by Felipe Magaña 
 
Empowered by the resilience of Ninja and his friends in the Ketterung--a 
broadcasted battle-royale game realm controlled by evil overlord Strigus Thule--
the people in all of Thule’s 1000 Dominions are now rebelling. In response, Thule 
unleashes his Great Beasts, seven of the most powerful victors from previous 
games, kept to serve as the villainous gamemaster’s tools for all of eternity.  
 
Rather than use their remaining energy to return home at the end of their game, 
Ninja convinces his friends to stay and help him free the Dominions from Thule’s 
tyrannic rule. Will the tenacity, integrity, and camaraderie that kept our hero and 
his crew alive in the first challenge help them defeat the horrifying Great Beasts--
and Strigus Thule himself? 
 
Tyler "Ninja" Blevins is a professional gamer and battle royale player who is widely 
hailed as the #1 streamer. He is best known for playing Fortnite. With over 22 
million subscribers on YouTube and 14.9 million followers on Instagram, Ninja is 
beloved by fans for his goofy, energetic personality, incredible impressions, and 
gaming expertise. In 2019, Ninja was named one of Time Magazine’s 100 Most 
Influential People. 
 
Justin Jordan has penned comics for Image, Marvel, and DC Comics, including 
twenty-two issues of The Green Lantern and the Call of Duty: Zombies graphic 
novels. In 2012, he was nominated for the Harvey Award for Most Promising New 
Talent and is one of the writers of the Eisner-nominated IN THE DARK: A Horror 
Anthology. 
 
Felipe Magaña is a character designer and concept artist for comics and 
videogames. He has worked with Team Ninja on a number of projects, including 
concept art and apparel design. His clients include esports organization Team 
Liquid, DeviantArt, and BOOM! Studios. 
 
Publishers of Ninja titles: Croatian: Egmont; Dutch: Karakter; Finnish: Readme; 
German: DK; Italian: Mondadori; Polish: JK Wydawnictwo; Portuguese: Leya; 
Spanish: Norma 
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UNTITLED ANTIRACIST KIDS JOURNAL 
By Ibram X. Kendi 

This workbook, with age-appropriate and reflective journaling prompts will be 
the "younger sibling" companion to Be Antiracist: A Journal for Awareness, 
Reflection, and Action and the ancillary companion to Kokila's forthcoming YA 
adaptation of How to Be an Antiracist.  

Ibram X. Kendi is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, professor of history and 
international studies, and the Director of the Boston University Center for 
Antiracist Research. He is an Ideas columnist at The Atlantic, and a correspondent  
 
with CBS News. He is the author of four books including STAMPED FROM THE 
BEGINNING: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America, which won National 
Book Award for Nonfiction, ANTIRACIST BABY, and the #1 New York Times 
bestsellers HOW TO BE AN ANTIRACIST and STAMPED: Racism, Antiracism, and 
You, co-authored with Jason Reynolds. 
 
Publishers of Ibram X. Kendi titles: Brazil: Alta Books; Danish: DreamLitt; French: 
Leduc; German: RH Germany; Korean: Rokmedia; Spanish: Rayo Verde; UK & 
British Commonwealth: Bodley Head 
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Companion Products: 
PROFESSOR ASTRO CAT’S  
OUTER SPACE FLASH CARDS 
Clarkson Potter 
September 2020 
Card Deck 

EXPLORER’S JOURNAL: Professor Astro Cat’s Prompted Guide to 
Discovering Science and the Stars from Your Backyard 
By Dr. Dominic Walliman and Ben Newman 
 
Discover the solar system and outer space from your backyard or bedroom with 
this guided journal based on Ben Newman’s art from the children’s nonfiction 
book PROFESSOR ASTRO CAT’S FRONTIERS OF SPACE. Entertaining illustrations, 
interesting prompts about planets, bodies in space, and stargazing, and a section 
with important science terms and vocabulary in the back make this a fun way for 
children to learn more about science and space. 
 
Dr. Dominic Walliman is a scientist who works on quantum computers. He studied 
quantum device physics at Birmingham University where he also taught Physics. 
He is the co-author of the Professor Astro Cat books, which are published by Flying 
Eye Books and have been translated into 18 languages. 
 
Ben Newman has developed a distinct aesthetic over the years; a contemporary 
fusion of bold shapes, bright colours and playful characters which has been 
described as "bauhaus fuzzy felt." He has produced work for a large range of 
clients, including the Tate Modern, New York Times, BBC Radio 4, Google and The 
New Yorker. His practice extends from commercial work to worldwide exhibitions, 
paintings and three dimensional collaborations. He spends the majority of his time 
collaborating on the Professor Astro Cat children's books with his longtime friend, 
Dr. Dominic Walliman. 
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BE: My Mindfulness Journal 
By Wee Society 
 
Anxiety is a leading health issue among children today. This colorful and engaging 
interactive journal is full of creative prompts and activities that teach kids to 
experience feelings and handle tough situations while staying calm. From making 
a mantra, to identifying what different parts of the brain do, to breathing 
exercises, BE: My Mindfullness Journal has all the tools a child needs to learn 
mindfulness. The journal also includes thirty connection cards to encourage 
unplugged conversations, and the underside of the jacket has an intricate pattern 
to color. 
 
Wee Society is an award-winning creative studio that believes you’re never too 
young to develop an eye for design. They aim to spark kids’ imaginations, leading 
to big bright explosions of creativity. And they’re pretty sure uncontrollable giggles 
make the world better. With this in mind, Wee Society has created kids’ apps 
(available in the App Store), books, art prints, toys, and still-secret stuff. Their work 
has been honored by the Parents’ Choice Foundation, Webby Awards, and other 
nice folks. 
 
Publishers of Wee Society titles: Dutch: Bakermat; Korean: Jolly Books; Turkish: 
ABA Organizasyon Egitim 
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Clarkson Potter 
October 2021 
Diary/Journal 
Juvenile Nonfiction - 
Activity Books - 
General 
 
 

Editor: Lindley Boegehold 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: first pass estimated for Spring 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 165 x 229 mm (6-1/2 x 9 in) 
Pages: 64 
Illustrations: 4/color throughout 
Price: $15.99 
Age: 5-10 
 
Other Titles in Series: 
ME: A COMPENDIUM 
AN INCOMPLETE BOOK OF AWESOME THINGS 
GO: MY ADVENTURE JOURNAL 
WEE ALPHAS 
WEE HEE HEE 
WRITE ON 
YAY: MY CELEBRATION JOURNAL 

US: A Compendium 
By Wee Society 
 
This journal provides a creative way for kids and their grownups to connect with 
each other. It's filled with prompts-both silly and serious- to learn more about each 
other and get everyone giggling. Shared journaling opens lines of communication, 
providing opportunities for self-expression. Through messages, sketches, and lists, 
you'll share memories, compare perspectives, uncover similarities, and celebrate 
uniqueness. 
 
Wee Society is an award-winning creative studio that believes you’re never too 
young to develop an eye for design. They aim to spark kids’ imaginations, leading 
to big bright explosions of creativity. And they’re pretty sure uncontrollable giggles 
make the world better. With this in mind, Wee Society has created kids’ apps 
(available in the App Store), books, art prints, toys, and still-secret stuff. Their work 
has been honored by the Parents’ Choice Foundation, Webby Awards, and other 
nice folks. 
 
Publishers of Wee Society titles: Dutch: Bakermat; Korean: Jolly Books; Turkish: 
ABA Organizasyon Egitim 
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Ten Speed Press 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Juvenile Nonfiction - 
Games & Activities - 
General 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 146 x 210 mm (5-3/4 x 8-1/4 in) 
Pages: 112 
Illustrations: 55 illustrations 
Price: $12.99 
Age: 8-12 
 
Other Titles in Series: 
MONSTERS & CREATURES 
WARRIORS & WEAPONS 
DUGNEONS & TOMBS 
WIZARDS & SPELLS 
 
Companion Products: 
THE RISE OF TIAMAT DRAGON PUZZLE 
Clarkson Potter 
November 2020 
Puzzle 
 
UNTITLED POSTCARD BOX 
Clarkson Potter 
October 2021 
Card Deck 
 
THE TAROT DECK OF MANY THINGS 
Clarkson Potter 
May 2022 
Card Deck 

BEASTS & BEHEMOTHS (DUNGEONS & DRAGONS): A Young Adventurer’s 
Guide 
By Jim Zub with Stacy King and Andrew Wheeler. Official Dungeons & 
Dragons Licensed. 
 
This illustrated guide transports new players to the magical world of Dungeons & 
Dragons and presents a one-of-a-kind course on the unusual creatures, from the 
minuscule to the massive, that fill the fantastic world of the game. This guide 
features easy-to-follow and entertaining explanations of where to find each beast, 
their strange abilities and magical powers, and how to defeat them, along with 
amazing illustrations that will ignite your imagination. Organized by size from small 
to large, bigger and more dangerous monsters are introduced with every turn of 
the page. 
 
BEASTS & BEHEMOTHS is a perfect way for new players and young fantasy fans to 
learn about the monsters an adventuring party can meet, with profiles full of 
example encounters and storytelling tips that encourage creative problem-solving 
skills when battling beastly foes. 
 
Dungeons & Dragons launched the great tradition of roleplaying games in 1974 
with an unprecedented mix of adventure and strategy, dice-rolling, and 
storytelling. Wizards of the Coast continues to honor that tradition, bringing to 
market a diverse range of D&D game and entertainment experiences and 
influencing numerous writers, directors, and game designers by tapping into an 
innate human need to gather with friends and tell an exciting story together. 
 
Publishers of Dungeons & Dragons titles: French: 404 Editions; German: Ulisses; 
Brazil: Book One; Russian: AST; Spanish: Planeta 
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Ten Speed Press 
October 2021 
Hardcover 
Juvenile Nonfiction 
- Games & 
Activities - General  
 
 

Editor: Shaida Boroumand 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials scheduled for November 2021 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 146 x 210 mm (5-3/4 x 8-1/4 in) 
Pages: 144 
Illustrations: 55 illustrations 
Price: $14.99 
Age: 8-12 
 
Other Titles in Series: 
MONSTERS & CREATURES 
WARRIORS & WEAPONS 
DUGNEONS & TOMBS 
WIZARDS & SPELLS 
 
Companion Products: 
THE RISE OF TIAMAT DRAGON PUZZLE 
Clarkson Potter 
November 2020 
Puzzle 
 
UNTITLED POSTCARD BOX 
Clarkson Potter 
October 2021 
Card Deck 
 
THE TAROT DECK OF MANY THINGS 
Clarkson Potter 
May 2022 
Card Deck 

THE DUNGEONEER’S GUIDE: A Young Adventurer’s Guide 
Written by Jim Zub with Stacy King and Andrew Wheeler. Official 
Dungeons & Dragons Licensed. 
 
This illustrated guide transports new players to the magical world of Dungeons & 
Dragons and presents a one-of-a-kind course on how to use everything you’ve 
learned in previous Young Adventurer’s Guides to start playing D&D with friends! 
THE DUNGEONEER’S GUIDE is divided into player- and dungeon master-focused 
sections, and features easy-to-follow and entertaining explanations of using dice, 
creating characters, and working together in an adventuring party to create fun 
and exciting stories. Advice, encouragement, and storytelling tips provide a rules-
free perspective on how all the elements of D&D combine, along with action-
packed illustrations that will ignite your imagination. 
 
THE DUNGEONEER’S GUIDE is the perfect way for new players and aspiring 
dungeon masters to learn how to craft stories through collaboration, 
communication, and creativity--with a little help from their favorite weapons, their 
tried-and-true spells, and their trusty dice. 
 
Dungeons & Dragons launched the great tradition of roleplaying games in 1974 
with an unprecedented mix of adventure and strategy, dice-rolling, and 
storytelling. Wizards of the Coast continues to honor that tradition, bringing to 
market a diverse range of D&D game and entertainment experiences and 
influencing numerous writers, directors, and game designers by tapping into an 
innate human need to gather with friends and tell an exciting story together. 
 
Publishers of Dungeons & Dragons titles: French: 404 Editions; German: Ulisses; 
Brazil: Book One; Russian: AST; Spanish: Planeta 

 
Upcoming Children’s Titles 

WATERSHIP DOWN by Richard Adams, adapted and illustrated by James Sturm and Joe Sutphin (Ten Speed Press, October 2022, 
World) 
THE HISTORY OF COMPUTERS by Rachel Ignotofsky (Ten Speed Press, March 2022, World) 
CHANGE: A JOURNAL by Wee Society (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World) 
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Arts, Crafts, Gardening, and Design 

Clarkson Potter 
October 2020 
Hardcover 
Crafts & Hobbies - 
Knitting 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 185 x 232 mm (7-3/8 x 9-1/8 in) 
Pages: 192 
Illustrations: 50-60 4C photos/illustrations 
Price: $24.99 
 
 

OUTLANDER KNITTING: The Official Book of 20 Knits Inspired by the Hit 
Series 
By Kate Atherley 
 
From the Scottish Highlands to the courts of Versailles to the eastern shores of 
North America, the TV show Outlander brings to life in gorgeous detail the epic 
love story of Jamie Fraser and Claire Beauchamp Randall Fraser. But beyond the 
drama and passion, what has captured fans' imagination the most are the rustic 
knits worn on the show. 
 
Now knitters of all skill levels can recreate them with 20 projects for apparel, 
accessories, and home décor inspired by memorable episodes. Knit the capelet 
cowl that Mrs. Fitz gives to Claire at Castle Leoch, warm your feet with Clan 
Mackenzie Boot Socks, swaddle your bairn with the Mo Chridhe Baby Blanket, and 
dress your Jamie in a warm waistcoat. From chunky knits to Celtic cables, each 
project includes a clearly written pattern, gorgeous photography, and scenes from 
the set. 
 
A love letter to the fans, OUTLANDER KNITTING will have you wishing you could 
time travel to the Highlands. 
 
Kate Atherly is a seasoned knit designer, a knitting teacher, and the managing 
technical editor of Knitty. She's the author of THE KNITTER'S DICTIONARY, KNIT 
MITTS, CUSTOM SOCKS, and PATTERN WRITING FOR KNIT DESIGNERS, and her 
work has appeared in countless knitting books and magazines. 

Watson-Guptill 
June 2021 
Trade Paberback 
Art - Drawing 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Ashley Pierce 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 229 mm (8 x 9 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: 100 illustrations 
Price: $18.00 

DRAW YOUR WORLD: How to Sketch and Paint Your Remarkable Life 
By Samantha Dion Baker 
 
In her easygoing and approachable style, Samantha Dion Baker gives you 
everything you need to approach a new art practice or enliven an existing one. She 
covers materials, basic art techniques such as sketching and perspective, and also 
inspires us to draw the world around us with instruction on how to approach 
drawing scenes, nature, and everyday life. With step-by-step lessons and skills to 
learn in each subject, DRAW YOUR WORLD will inspire you to see the world 
around you in new ways. 
 
Samantha Dion Baker is an artist and graphic designer known for her detailed 
illustrations and journal work, published most recently in BuzzFeed and on 
Instagram and Instagram for Business. She graduated from Cooper Union in New 
York City and spent more than twenty years as a graphic designer working with 
many iconic institutions including The Whitney Museum of Art, St. Regis Hotels 
Resorts, and The Shaker Museum. Her illustration clients include The High Line 
Hotel, Atelier Cologne, and Kikkerland Design. She is the author of DRAW YOUR 
DAY and DRAW YOUR DAY SKETCHBOOK. 
 
Publishers of Samantha Dion Baker titles: Spanish; Anaya 
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Ten Speed Press 
February 2021 
Hardcover 
Gardening - 
Marijuana 
Cultivation 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Kim Keller 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 229 mm (7 x 9 in) 
Pages: 192 
Illustrations: 90 photos 
Price: $22.99 

THE CANNABIS GARDENER: A Beginner's Guide to Growing Vibrant, 
Healthy Plants in Every Region 
By Penny Barthel 
 
Cannabis is as easy to grow as a tomato plant. If you live in a suitable climate and 
provide sun, water, and good soil, you can grow vigorous, beautiful cannabis in 
pots, raised beds, or your own yard. Not only is cannabis an easy addition to your 
garden, it can also provide health and mood-lifting benefits. 
 
Penny Barthel teaches you how to choose which strains are right for you and how 
to cultivate the plants from seed to finished flower. Gorgeous full-color 
photographs capture each stage of the growing process and show how cannabis 
plants can be incorporated into your garden design as well as raised beds and 
containers. After you establish your plants in the garden and monitor them 
through the flowering stage, you'll find tips on how to harvest, dry, cure, and store 
your "grow." Also included are recipes for savoring your harvest, from salves, 
tisanes, and tinctures to cannabutter for baking and cooking delicious treats such 
as CBD gummies flavored with vanilla beans, cheddar crackers, and even cannabis 
chocolate sauce. 
 
THE CANNABIS GARDENER is an accessible and practical guide for any level of 
gardener interested in growing their own attractive cannabis plants. 
 
Penny Barthel is a nutritionist, recipe developer, gardener, and plant nerd. Her 
garden and kitchen pursuits flow directly from her education and life experience. 
A certified cannabis horticulturist, Penny has a growing following through her 
Instagram, Small Garden Cannabis, and cannabis events known as Let's Sesh 
Workshops. 

Clarkson Potter 
December 2021 
Hardcover 
House & Home - 
Outdoor & 
Recreational Areas 
 

Editor: Angelin Borsics 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 203 x 254 mm (8 x 10 in) 
Pages: 272 
Illustrations: 225-250 4C photographs 
Price: $35.00 

UNTITLED ON DESIGNING OUTDOOR SPACES 
By Melissa Brasier, Garrett Magee, and James DeSantis 
 
From the hosts of Bravo's TV show Backyard Envy comes a beautifully 
photographed guide to converting your outdoor space into an enviable oasis, 
whether you have a backyard, brownstone patio, or a Juliet balcony.  
 
Design and style your backyard escape to be everything you envision. Dubbed the 
"plantfluencers" by the New York Times, Mel, Garrett, and James, owners of the 
landscaping company called the Manscapers, do more than plant, mulch, and 
manicure a garden; they look at the space just as interior designers do a room, 
considering the aesthetics and the way people live in it. With their book, learn how 
to apply familiar interior design concepts to your outdoors--including deciding on 
a concept, "zoning" your outdoors into more usable areas, implementing furniture 
and plants, and much more. 
 
Mel Brasier, Garrett Magee, and James DeSantis are the hosts of Bravo's exterior 
and garden show Backyard Envy as well as the founder of the Manscapers, an 
exterior design and landscaping firm located in Brooklyn, New York, and Los 
Angeles, California. They have been profiles in Architectural Digest, The New York 
Times, People, LA Times, Vogue, and on Rachel Ray. 
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Watson-Guptill 
September 2020 
Trade Paberback 
Games & Activities 
- Coloring Books 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Patrick Barb 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 250 x 250 mm (9-13/16 x 9-13/16 in) 
Pages: 80 
Illustrations: fully illustrated 
Price: $15.99 
 
Companion Product: 
HYDIE 
Clarkson Potter 
November 2020 
Puzzle 

POP MANGA CUTE AND CREEPY COLORING BOOK 
By Camilla d'Errico 
 
Pop Surrealism superstar Camilla d'Errico returns with an adult coloring book 
featuring her one-of-a-kind, manga-influenced artwork that fans and art collectors 
around the world clamor for and amass. POP MANGA CUTE AND CREEPY 
COLORING BOOK shines a light on the darker side of her art, offering devotees and 
coloring enthusiasts her signature take on monster girls, ghosts, and the undead; 
spooky double-page spreads; and stunning, surreal, wallpaper-like designs perfect 
for decorating your haunted houses.  
 
Camilla d'Errico has gained wide acclaim for her illustrative work, including 
nominations for the Joe Shuster Award and the Will Eisner Award. She is the co-
author of POP MANGA and the author of POP PAINTING and POP MANGA 
COLORING BOOK, among others. She has worked with Dark Horse Comics, Image 
Comics, Hasbro, Disney, Sanrio, and Neil Gaiman, and created her own cult-
sensation properties Tanpopo and Helmetgirls. She is well known for her melting 
rainbow, big-eyed girl oil paintings, which have made her a hit in the international 
Pop Surrealism movement. 
 
Publishers of  COLORING BOOK: German: Editions Michael Fischer; Russian: Eksmo 

Clarkson Potter 
June 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Games & Activities - 
Guided Journals 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Sara Neville 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 203 mm (7 x 8 in) 
Pages: 96 
Illustrations: 50 4C illustrations 
Price: $14.00 

THE POP MANGA SKETCHBOOK: A Guided Drawing Journal 
By Camilla d'Errico 
 
THE POP MANGA SKETCHBOOK features ideas and inspiration from the 
instructional expert on manga, anime, and Pop Surrealism, Camilla d'Errico. With 
a brief introduction from the beloved artist, thirty drawing prompts, and fifty of 
d'Errico's stunning sketches sprinkled throughout, this guided drawing journal is a 
perfect gift for artists of all skill levels. 
 
Camilla d'Errico has gained wide acclaim for her illustrative work, including 
nominations for the Joe Shuster Award and the Will Eisner Award. She is the co-
author of POP MANGA and the author of POP PAINTING and POP MANGA 
COLORING BOOK, among others. She has worked with Dark Horse Comics, Image 
Comics, Hasbro, Disney, Sanrio, and Neil Gaiman, and created her own cult-
sensation properties Tanpopo and Helmetgirls. She is well known for her melting 
rainbow, big-eyed girl oil paintings, which have made her a hit in the international 
Pop Surrealism movement. 
 
Publishers of POP MANGA COLORING BOOK: German: Editions Michael Fischer; 
Russian: Eksmo 
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Ten Speed Press 
January 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Gardening - 
Landscape 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Lisa Regul 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: Materials available 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 189 x 229 mm (7-7/16 x 9 in) 
Pages: 192 
Illustrations: 200 photos 
Price: $19.99 

STRIKING SUCCULENT GARDENS: Plants and Plans for Designing Your 
Low-Maintenance Landscape 
By Gabriel Frank 
 
You can't help but be mesmerized by the eye-catching geometric forms and jewel-
toned colors of succulents. But how do you grow these beauties in your own 
garden? One of the only books dedicated to succulent garden design, STRIKING 
SUCCULENT GARDENS is a stylish, modern gardening book for beginners and 
enthusiasts alike. 
 
Known for his colorful approach and bold use of varied textures and shapes, 
garden designer Gabriel Frank offers practical ideas, simple concepts, stunning 
full-color photography, step-by-step instructions for a dozen different gardens, 
plant recommendations, basic succulent care, and an inspired approach to 
creating living art in your own garden. For those in colder climates, there is a list 
of cold-hardy succulents and advice for bringing container gardens indoors for the 
winter, making succulent gardens achievable no matter where you live. 
 
Gabriel Frank is the founder of Gardens by Gabriel, a landscape design/build firm 
in Morro Bay, California, known for its distinctive and dramatic succulent designs. 
A graduate of the New York Botanical Garden School of Professional Horticulture, 
he has been honored by America in Bloom and featured in Better Homes and 
Gardens's Country Garden magazine. 

Ten Speed Press 
August 2021 
Hardover 
Gardening – House 
Plants & Indoor 
 
 

Editor: Kaitlin Ketchum 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduld for November 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim: 178 x 203 mm (7 x 8 in) 
Pages: 96 
Illustrations: 50 photos 
Price: $16.99 

HOUSE PLANTED: Choosing, Growing, and Styling the Perfect Plants for 
Your Space 
By Lisa Muñoz 
 
Green up your living space with this bright, fresh, stylish introduction to choosing, 
caring for, and designing with houseplants. 
 
Get ready to transform your humble abode! Whether you have a funky bohemian 
den, a chic minimalist loft, or a closet-sized rental, indoor plants will bring a whole 
new level of warmth, comfort, and style into your home. In How to Be a Plant 
Parent, interior plant designer Lisa Muñoz guides you step by step and room by 
room through picking the perfect plant for the perfect spot and incorporating 
plants into your indoor decor. The book includes plants that are hard to kill, 
hanging plants, succulents, air plants, and more. There are creative ideas for 
displaying plants, tips on caring for your new leafy friends, and primers on potting 
and troubleshooting. Casual and easy-going, with attainable styles and simple 
instructions, this compact and inspiring book has everything you need, and 
nothing you don't, to start you off on an adventure in better--and greener--living. 
 
Lisa Muñoz is an interior plant designer who worked for Sprout Home and The Sill 
before launching Leaf and June, a Brooklyn-based plant design company for 
residential and commercial spaces as well as editorial features and events. Her 
passion for visual design is grounded in ten years of experience as a visual effects 
producer for clients such as MoMA and Google. Muñoz earned a certificate in 
horticulture at the Brooklyn Botanic Garden and her work has been featured on 
Design*Sponge and in Vogue. 
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Watson-Guptill 
July 2021 
Trade Paperback 
Photography - 
Reference 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Emma Rudolph 
Rights: World 
Co-Agents: Clarkson Potter and Ten Speed Press 
Status: First pass scheduled for November 2020 
 
Title Specs: 
Trim:  216 x 267 mm (8-1/2 x 10-1/2 in) 
Pages: 176 
Illustrations: 200 photos 
Price: $25.99 
 
 

BRYAN PETERSON PHOTOGRAPHY SCHOOL: A Master Class in Creating 
Outstanding Images 
By Bryan Peterson 
 
Bryan Peterson welcomes readers into his famous workshops, teaching students 
all his best tips and tricks for capturing subjects and landscapes in a magical 
moment. Bryan presents 70 student-produced photographs alongside his own, 
identical photographs. The difference? Bryan executes his expert knowledge of 
angle, aperature, lens, lighting, and so much more to produce impeccable 
photographs. And now you can too. Included are "exercises" for fine-tuning your 
camera skills, as well as tips and tricks for mastering shutter speed, white balance, 
light meter, lens choice and point of view, Photoshop, and so much more. 
 
Bryan Peterson is a professional photographer, internationally known instructor, 
and founder of the Bryan Peterson School of Photography. He is also the best-
selling author of UNDERSTANDING EXPOSURE, LEARNING TO SEE CREATIVELY, 
UNDERSTANDING SHUTTER SPEED, UNDERSTANDING CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY, 
UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY, BEYOND PORTRAITURE, and, most 
recently, BRYAN PETERSON'S UNDERSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHY FIELD GUIDE.  
 
Publishers of Bryan Peterson titles: Complex Chinese: Flag Technology; Czech: 
Zoner; French: Pearsons/Eyrolles; Hungarian: Perfact-Pro; Italian: Apogeo/Reflex; 
Japanese: Nikkei National Geographic; Korean: Chungaram/Viz & Biz; Polish: 
Galaktyka; Russian: MIF; Simplified Chinese: Posts & Telecom; Spanish: Tutor 

 
 

Upcoming Arts, Crafts, Gardening, and Design Titles 

HOME IN BLOOM by Ariella Chezar (Ten Speed Press, April 2022, World) 

THE COMIC BOOK LESSON by Mark Crilley (Watson-Guptill, July 2022, World) 

HOUSE INDUSTRIES BOOK 3 and 4 by House Industries (Watson-Guptill, September 2022 and February 2023, World) 

THE PROVENANCE OF DESIGN by Christine Lemieux (Clarkson Potter, October 2022, World) 

EVERYDAY WATERCOLOR SKETCHBOOK by Jenna Rainey (Clarkson Potter, March 2022, World)
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Illustrated Co-Agents 
Clarkson Potter, Lorena Jones Books, Ten Speed Press, Watson-Guptill 

 

BULGARIA  
Anna Droumeva / Mira Droumeva 
A.N.A. Sofia Ltd. 
anna@anas-bg.com / mira@anas-
bg.com 
 
BRAZIL 
Laura Riff / Joao Paulo Riff 
Agência Riff 
laura@agenciariff.com.br  
joaopaulo@agenciariff.com.br  
 
CHINA, TAIWAN 
Luisa Yeh / Ivan Zhang 
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency 
luisa@bardonchinese.com 
ivan@bardonchinese.com 
 
CROATIA, SERBIA  
Vuk Perisic 
Plima Literary Agency 
vuk@plimaliterary.rs 
 
CZECH REPUBLIC, 
SLOVENIA, SLOVAKIA 
Kristin Olson 
Kristin Olson Literary Agency s.r.o. 
kristin.olson@litag.cz 
 
FRANCE 
Eliane Benisti / Noemie Rollet 
Agence Benisti 
eliane@elianebenisti.com 
noemie@elianebenisti.com  
 
GERMANY 
Annelie Geissler 
MOHRBOOKS AG Literary Agency 
annelie.geissler@mohrbooks.com 
 
GREECE  
John Moukakos 
JLM Literary  
jlm@jlm.gr  
 
 
 
 
 

HUNGARY 
Peter Bolza 
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents 
peter@kataibolza.hu 
 
INDONESIA, VIETNAM  
Santo Manurung 
Maxima Creative Agency 
santo@maximacreativeliterary.com 
 
ISRAEL 
Beverly Levit 
The Book Publishers Association of 
Israel 
rights1@tbpai.co.il 
 
ITALY  
Chiara Piovan / Claire Sabatié-Garat 
The Italian Literary Agency 
chiara.piovan@italianliterary.com 
claire.sabatiegarat@italianliterary.com 
 
JAPAN  
Miko Yamanouchi 
Japan Uni Agency 
miko.yamanouchi@japanuni.co.jp   
 
KOREA 
Joeun Lee 
Korean Copyright Center/KCC 
jelee@kccseoul.com 
 
NETHERLANDS  
Paul Sebes / Willem Bisseling 
Sebes & Bisseling 
sebes@sebes.nl / bisseling@sebes.nl 
office@sebes.nl 
 
POLAND  
Lukasz Wrobel 
Graal Literary Agency 
lukasz.wrobel@graal.com.pl 

ROMANIA  
Simona Kessler 
International Copyright Agency 
simona@kessler-agency.ro 
 
 

RUSSIA, ESTONIA, LATVIA, 
LITHUANIA, UKRAINE  
Natasha Sanina 
Synopsis Literary Agency 
nat@synopsis-agency.ru 
 
SCANDINAVIA  
Philip Sane 
Lennart Sane Agency AB 
philip.sane@lennartsaneagency.com 
 
SPAIN, PORTUGAL,  
LATIN AMERICA 
Livia Stoia 
IE Ilustrata SL 
livia.stoia@ilustrata.com 
 
THAILAND  
Pat Akkarasawart 
Bridge Communications, Co. 
Pat@bridgecomth.com 
 
TURKEY 
Atilla Izgi Turgut 
Akcali Copyright Agency 
atilla@akcalicopyright.com 
 
UK / BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 
Denise A. Cronin 
decronin@penguinrandomhouse.com 
Rachel Kind 
rkind@penguinrandomhouse.com 
Rachel Berkowitz 
rberkowitz@penguinrandomhouse.com  
Claire Posner 
cposner@penguinrandomhouse.com  
 
ALL OTHER TERRITORIES  
Donna Duverglas 
dduverglas@penguinrandomhouse.com 
Jessica Cashman 
jcashman@penguinrandomhouse.com 
Erin Valerio 
evalerio@penguinrandomhouse.com 
Kellyann Cronin 
kcronin@penguinrandomhouse.com 
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